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I REPDRl 
, ,, ~~e 

'WATER~SOPPLV~AND !'DRAINAGE 
COMMITTEE 

CHAPTER I 

Introductory 
Constitution of the Committee, 

In (::l-.0. No. 1907, Public Health, dated 2nd Juoo 1U-17, the 
Provincial Government of Madras constitutetl a. committee con• 
sisting of the following members to go into the entire problem of 
our water-supply and drainag~urban and rural-and to suggest 
ways and means to accelerate progress in the execution of the 
schemes:-

l'aESIDEN'l!. 

"~ 
Sri A. Ko.Je.:nvara RRO, JI.L . .&. 

Sri N. Ran~a Reddi ~.L.o. 
,, K.. A. Nachiappa.Gounder, II.L.A. 

Janab H. S. Hussain Sahib, M.L.A. 

Sri A. V. Rama~. Edi~or. Peoplu 
Bealtlo, Madra•. 

T~.o Chief Eogineer, Puulio Worluo 
repar~ment (Qeneralawl Wor;c.), 

The Direowr of Publio Heal~b. 
lhe Sanitary Eogineer w Govorn· 

ment. 
8BCBHABY. 

Sr_i S. R .. jagopalau, Execu~ivo EngillOOr (l'ublio Hcultb), Buuthern Cirolo. 

Terms of reference 
2. The terms of reference to the committee run as follows :-

.. ThiS committee is requested to consider the question of 
expediting the investigation, design and execution of all water• 
supply and drainage schemes, urban and rural, comprehensively 
taking into consideration ull aspects of the problem such as 
paucity of .technical men, dearth of materials of construction and 
the limited State finance which would be available for the 
purpose. 'l'he terms of reference are framed widely so that the 
committee may not feel handicapped in the consideration of the 
subject from any point of view. 'l'he committee is requested to 
make definite and constructive proposals which could be put into 
execution without delay. 'l'he committee is retJUested to submit 
its report as early as possible." In their subsctjuent Memorandum 
No. 37206/46-19 E-1, Public Health, dated 9th June 1947, the 
Government stated " in order to facilitate the speedy investiga
tion and design of the rural water-supply scheme, a suggestion 
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has been wade that private engineers may be authorized to take 
up the investigation and design of the sche_we. 'fhe Govern
went desire that this que,;tion could be cons1dered ~Jn~ reported 
on by the committee appointed in G.O. No. 1907, Pubhc Health, 
dated 2nd June 19-17." 'l'he scope of the terms of reference to 
the committee w~s amplified again in Government Memorandum 
:No. 21(;71 H-1/-17-3, ~ublic l:l,ealth, dated ltith June 1947, to the 
effect that " the Government desire that the general _question 
!"elating to the matters lo be tak~n into consi_de1:atiou i_n fixing 
ranks for schemes in the compeudmm for prov)UClal 1·eqmrements 
of water-supply and drainage may also be considered by the com
llliltee appointed in G.O. No. ;1.907, Public Health, dated 2nd 
June 1947." 

Minister lnalliUrates proceediDgs 
3. While inaugurating the delilJerations of the committee on 

the 23rd June 194 7 the Hon 'ble Sri A. B. Shetty, Minist!lr of 
Health, Sllid that the committee was a fully representativ.e one 
consisting of non-officials with great experience and ability and 
officials who can give expert advice on the subject, and that he 
could look forward to a valuable report from them giving co~
structlve suggestiona on the issues involved. The _ Editor of 
Peoples' Health, he said, had been rightly stressing the neerl 
for environmental sanitation as the most essential work to be taken 
up for the improvement of the peoples' health, and for water
ijllpply and drainage schemes to be given first importance in any 
programme for the improvement of the healthof the :Ji'rovince. 
'fhe G"overumei!t had on ltand the post-war scheme No. 97 for 

·rUt'al water~supply .and· No. 98 for urban water-snFply and 
drainage. . .... _ .. 

" Insistent demands ", the Minister continued, " are· being 
received from several quarters for installing water-supply and 
dminage schemes. But due · t~- some--reason or other, tliese 
schemes take years for investigation, design and execution. . The 
position is much more difficult now than ever before. It is said 
that !hi>" slow progress_ iU: carrying out these schemes is due to 
three causes : lack of matel"ials, lack of adequate technical person
nel and the· inability or unwillingness of local bodies to find tlieir . 
share ·of the capital expenditure. It ·is necessary to survey the 
present position and suggest how best these difficulties can be got 
over/' 

It l1ns been suggested, the Minister added, that the Sanitary 
Engineeriug department should be made a_ separate dcpai"tment 

· altogether, but there, was the difficulty of finding adequate 
ledm~<'al pe~nnel for t!te purpose. - There was also a p1·oposal, 
f,e sal(l, to mclude l'ubhc Health as a branch of stutlies in our 
Engineering CoUeges. \ 

The ?.[inister proceeded to say .that in re"ard 10 rur-al water
supplies again; difficulties were being· experi:nced. The r~vemte 
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stuff in charge of the works did not show sullicient interest and 
the inijpection of works wus not being propel'iy done.· 'l'he dtllicul· 
tics o( getting labour, materials, too~ and ·plant W6Il' also there, 
uot to speak of the inadequacy of stuff for superviKion. Cons~:· 
•Jueutly u. substantial portion of the funds :~llotted for rum! 

· water-supply was allowed to lapse without being utilized on the 
Cl(ecution of works as programmed. 'l'he <.:ollecturJ of the 
di~tricts had been usked to repol't: on their difficulties in the wcrk· 

.'ing of the schell!e and the Hevenue Board bud also heen asked W 
consider certain suggestions wude in this connection und report 
thereon in consultation with the departments concel'Ded. 1'hl' 
special staff necessary in the district as well. as in .the centre to 
select sites for wells, to scrutinize the proposals and to supervise 
the works and so on, were all to be considered. It had been 
suggested in this connection that a special course of L.C.E. for 
securing candidates as Mino.l' Irrigation Overseers should be 

· started. · , 
" I am glad to tell you, gentlemen," the Minister concluded, 

'' that th.e present Prime Minister is very much interested in the 
rural areas and their development. He wants to institute a special 
fund for rural water-supply like the one inaugurated in 1937~. 
All these matters and many others pertaining to ·this important 
subject may be considered by you. I hope your labours would 
bear fruit and will enable me to go forward with the prosecution 
of water-supply and drainage schemes in urban areas as well as 
rural." · · 

Committee's proceedings 
4. The committee held three si.ttings in the Library Hall ·of 

the Public Wot·ks Department office buildings, Chepauk. The 
first sitting was for four days, from the 23rd to 26th June 1947, 
-the second one was for three days from the 8th to lOth July 1947 
and the final one was held on the 28th August 194 7. All the 
members were present on all the days. A note prepared by the 
Secretary of . the Committee setting out facts and figures 
(Appendix Ill) was very helpful to the members to understand 
the problems to be considered by them. 

The terms of reference -to the committee were very wide and. 
the committee applied themselves to the taHk before them as 
comprehensively as the terms bf reference visualized, with sud1 
data as· were available to · them. Unlike the procedure usually 
adopted by similar committees constituted to consider such ·large 
problems, the committee did 'not consider· it necessary to call for 
oml ·or written evidence from outside. The official members of 
the committ.ee were there to furnish facts and figures relating to 
the problem. All tlie members, non-official and official, posHess 
yoersonal exl?erience of the conditions obtaining in the Provinre. 
The members had a full, frank and detailed discussion on all 
points connecfed. with the problem, as will be evidenced from the 
abstract of the proceedings (Appendix IV). 

lA 
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CHAPTER II 

· The Importance of Environmental Sanitation 
" 'fhu health of o. people. is ~eally the foundation upon w~!ch 

all their happiness and all tLeu powers as a State depend -
Di8racli. 

Prevention Is better than cure 
G. Before we give a general survey of the situation we wioh 

to state that one cannot over-emphasise the importance of .L~.e 
maintenance of the health of the people. Nor is it necessary to 
mention that the general standard of health of our countrym_en ~s 
ulso their vitality and resistance to disease is low. Mortality 1s 
high. The span of life is short. Hence, the productive capacity 
of the people naturally falls low. It is indeed highly regrettable 
that those in authority all along had not paid as much attention 
to this all important problem as they ought to have done. 
" Prevention is better than cUJ"e " is an ancient and wise adage, 
which applies with great force to this particular matter. 
Bhore Committee's views . 

G. The Bhore Committee appointed :by the G~ernment of 
India. in 1943 which was charged with us wide _terms of reference 
as -this committee has been, laid very strong emphasis on the 
importance of environmental- sanitation. "Drugs, Vaccines and 
Serum ", they said, " can in no way replace such essentials as 
fresh air, a safe water-supply, hygienic home. and good food." 
According to an authority quoted by the Bhore Committee in their 
report, the minimum criteria for any village to be called 
' a sanitated village ' are :-

.. (1) Water-supply protected from su!'face contamination, 
(2) drains for the removal of waste water, and (3) regular removal 
of filth and refuse outside the village to a place prepared for their 
•·eception. The water pipes of a city have been compared to tha 
al'lcries of the body, the sewers to its veins. 

7. In this connection, we would like t<l quote from the Bhom 
Committee's report some more passages r11levant to the problem 
before us. They wrote, •.• the provision of a safe water-supply 
should receive the highest possible priority from the· adminislm
tion responsible for the welfare of its people. This has been 
•·ecogilized by every civilized country in the world. Many bl\\'e 
yet to fulfil adequately their responsibilities in this connecti«;>n. 
But few have as much leeway to make up as the Governments in 
India: The .provision. of ~ safe and adequate water-supply is 
a b88lc reqwrement, the 1mportance of which cannot be over· 
emphasised, and this remark applies with special reference t.., 
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. a tropical country like India which is subject to epidemic wavea 
of water-borne diseases· of great magnitude . . • The percent· 
age of population urban and rural served by protected water
supplies is 6 :6 in ;Madras • . . . The history of sanitary develop
ment~ in western countries shows that it was agitation ·ror the 
erovision of pure water and proper disposal of excreta which led lo 
the general improvements now achieved. The first town in India 
to have an underground sewage disposal system Wah Calcuttn., it 
having been introduce~ as .far back as 1870. In spite of this 
early start, the development of the sewerage system in India has 
been very slow, even slower than the 'Provision of protected 
water-supplies. Broadly speaking, the collection 11nd disposal of 
excreta is a service confined to Municipal towns only and by no 
means to all of them. For a number of even the larger urban 
cities, this service is at present of a low standard . • In 
Madras there are only three sewered. towns at present . • . " 

War against ill-health fought on the wrong front 
8. We may perhaps quote pertinently Sir Arthur MacNnlty 

to indicate how the improvement in the environmental sanitation 
wrought wonderful improvement in its turn in the national 
health of England. Sir Arthur states, '.' the water-borne diseases, 
formerly so rife, have become almost negligible. Cholera has 
disappeared and typhoid is exceptional though ' carriers~: PliiY 
still cause epidemics of the disease. Personal cleanliness and 
lessened over-crowding have stamped out typhus, and smallpox 
no longer claims a deadly toll on victims annually . . • • Here 
two things must be remembered. U!e first is that these triumph!! 
of Public Health were not born orit of legislative enactments of 
Parliament or devised in the offices of Whitehall. The second 
point that is often forgotten is that work in environmental hygiene 
must be continuallv maintained and never stand still. The 
dividing line between environmental and individual hygiene is & 

very narrow one." 

9. We do not like to multiply authoritative opinions to establish 
how environmental sallitation reflects on the promotion and main· 
tenan~e of the health of the people. But we feel that it is neces
sary to call back the experience of Great Britain_which was not 
however, applied by our administrators in this country. We 
refer to the efforts of Edwin Chadwick in that country. No'£. 
withsfanding powerfuf opposition to his efforts to improve the 
living conditions of ·man as the first and primary step towards 
promotion of national health, Edwin Chadwick strnggled hard from 
1830 onwards. It was not long before it w~os recognized in 
England that the improvement brought about in the living conditim1P. 
reflected in the reduction of the mortality figures. On the other 
hand, sanitary reform in this country centered ronnd the provision 
of hospitals, the training of medical men and incidentally, impor£... 
ing drugs to this country from forei~ counmes in a progre'!llively" 
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inc1·easing measure, instead of removing the root ·canoes of ill
health of man, by improving his living conditions. Thus, the '!Var 
a"ainst ill-health in this country was being waged all along on t-he 
" ·wrong front. 

Deterioration ol !fatlon's Health 
10. No wonder therefore, the general opinion ill that after. over 

150 vear11 of Biritish administration of this c.:mntry, the nat10nal 
health has progressively deteriorated. 

We give hru·eunder in graphical form the mortality rates of 
admittedly preventible diseases (Appendix I1. The gmp~s show 
the mortality rates in the Province every year for the perwd 1890 
to 1945 from cholera·, dysentery and dinrrhma, and from fevers. 
'!'he figures reveal how the epidemics shot -up' periodically with
out any concerted measures to prevent it. In addition, we also 
give below figures showing the death rate, infantile mortality, and 
expectation of life (male and female) for this country as compared 
with similar figures obtaining· in some of the advanced countries of 
the world :-

Death rate RspcetatloD of Death rate . Jntantllo below 10 yean Name at country. Ufe In Yeal"'o per mortality aa percentaKe 
thOUJan«l. rato per or total deat.hll - Femalea. thousand. at all age•. 

New Zealaud 66·04 • 07·88 9·1 31 
Australia. 03-48 67-14 0•4 28 
Union of South 

Africa (Whites), • 57•78 01-48 10·1 37 
<'..anada • • • .. 59•32 61·00 10•2 76 
U.S.A. (Wbiteo) •• 69•12 82•07 11•2 64 

., (Negroee) •• 47-1;5 49•61 .. 
Gei'JIWiy •• 59•86 62·75 11•7 f.4 
EDglaad &lid Walea C8·74 1i2•88 12•4, 58 10•0 
Franoa •• 64•30 59•02 15·0 65 Japan 44·82 46•54 17·0 ioe India 26·91 26·56 22'4. 162 4,8•4 
Madru ProviDoe:: 24·18 170 

Further, malaria attacks at least 100 million persons every year, 
taking an annual t<>ll of about 2 millions. About 2'5 millions active 
cases of tuberculosis exist· in the country accounting for half a 
milliun deaths every year from this cause alone. Endem!c dis
eases such ns leprosy, filariasis, guinea-worm and hook-worm cause 
considerable amount of morbidity in the country. " Among the 
different countries of the world for which statistics are available ", 
observe the Bhore Committee, " India .ranks as one of the largest 
reservoirs of infection in respect of cholera; smallpox and pla«ue. 
These and the other two--:.malaria and tuberculosis-are a)) pre
ventible diseases, and their incidence should hove been brought 
under effective control long ngo." · 

The legacies of W-health . 
11. People generally- lay emphasis on the mortality rates· only, 

as a measure of damage incurred. But they .i!!llore a far more 
significant fact. It is the psychological reacti"o~ on the families 
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which sustain the Toss of the bread winner of the family by preJ 
mature death. A loss of this kind visited practically on every 
family in the country cannot but engender a mental make-up or 
gloom and depression, affecting their very outlook on life in this 
world. Such a state of mind is Tesponsible for the bitterness and 
intolerance all round. 

This aspect of the question has been brought out well by Sher
wood Taylor in his " Century of Science ". He writes:-" Much 
emphasis has here been laid on the death rate, but the tale of lives 
prematut·ely ended is but a part of the woes of an Ullhealthy roru
lation. A high death rate meant a high bereavement rate; wluch 
meant a high proportion of families reduced to abject poverty 
through loss of their bread winner. A high death rate also implied 
a high sickness mte, and a population of which many are reduce<l 
to miserable poverty by unfitness for work. · There were very few 
of the large families of the day which had not lost a dearly loved 
brother or sister; nearly every mother had lost a child. · The effect 
oi familiarities with death was sometimes mere callousness. More 
often it led to a deepening of religious feeling, for there was need to 
postulate a hel'eafte•· for loveq ones if not for oneself." 

CHAPTER· Ill 

A Survey of the Situation 
Stallstical particulars 

12. To enable a correct appreciation of the situation, we proceed 
to give certain statistical particulars relevant to the subject-

The area of the. Madras Province i.s 126,166 square miles and 
its population is 49,341,810 {1941 census). For purposes of local 
administration the Province is divided into 81 municipalities
apart from the Madras Corporation-24 district boards, 238 pancba
yats with annual income above Rs. 5,000 and over·6,000 panchayats 
with smaller incomes. The total population is distributed 118 

onder:- · 
Municipal towns •• 

· Urban Yillages or over 
10,000 people 

Urban _villages or 5,000 to 
10,000 people 

Rural villages below 
· 5,000 people 

(82) 4,467,772 

(167) 2,403,619 

.. {830) 5,365,336 

• • (34,757). 37,105,083 

• This nomber iA baaed on the mvenue village aa a DDi~; the· a.otual nomber of 
msiclential villages ia abon' 60,000. Ont of theoe villagea abou~ 8,336 are oaid to 
have OOQStituted ~h0111118lveslnto panohaya-major and minor. 
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Poor achlevemenls ln past 60 Jear& 
13. Of the 81 municipalities excluding the Corporation of Madras 

only 46 have protected water-supply schemes in operation. Of the1;e 
46 schemes, five are 20 gallon schemes, twenty-six are 15 gallon 
schemes nine are 10 gallon schemes and six are 5 gallon schemes. 
E.ven so: the actual rate of supply of water per capita is much less 
than the quantity assumed as the basis of design of these schemes. 
Thus in a " so-called " 15 gallon scheme in operation, the actual 
supply per head is as low as three gallons in certain muni~ipalities 
and is somewhat higher than this figure in some other statiOns but 
it is seldom anywhere near the 15 gallons, the basic rate of supply 
assumed in the design of the schemes. An additional defect is 
that the supply of water does not extend to the entire municipal 
town. Thus even though a municipality may be said to have the 
benefit of a protected water-supply scheme, the actual conditions 
are that portions of the municipal area do not enjoy the benefit of 
a drinking water-supply, and in the other portions the actual supply 
is inadequate in quantity. As many-as 40 of the 46 municipal 
water-supply schemes in operation are in dire need of additions and 
improvements. Even district headquarters like Mangalore, Calicut, 
Tinnevelly and Chittoor, have no ~protected water-supply what
ever while other important places like Guntur, Vizagapatam and 
Cuddalore have no protected water-supply worth mentioning. 

As regards municipal drainage schemes the position is much 
worse as only seven municipal towns can claim to have something 
like a partial drainage system. Extensions and improvements are 
badly required in every one of these cases. In this sense no muni
cipality in the Province can be said to have a complete drainage 
scheme to serve its entire area. Even in the case of Madras City, 
its dminage scheme wns initiated as early as 1911 and some Rs. 225 
la.khs has been spent so far, but the city is yet to realize its full 
scheme of drainage. 
Schemes pending for decades . 

14. The committee desire to give some instances of places which 
have :won notorl:et.f for gro~s insan.itation. and for prevalence of 
malaria and filariasis, not bemg provided with any kind of llrnina<re 
scheme, in spite of investigations and re-investigations which ha~e 
been carried on indefinitely. Trichinopoly drainage was first mooted 
four decades back and the investigation of the scheme has been 
pending. sin.ce 1921. with. no result .. The town is the headquarters 
of the distrJct and IS besides, the thrrd largest city of the Province. 
Masulipatnm likewise, an ancient municipality and the district 
hea~quarters ~as b~en suffering ~In:onic insanitation by water
loggmg, mosqwto nmsance and filana~:us through successive decades · 
all the ti.~e ~he inve~tiga.tion of its . drainage scheme was seeing 
severn! VICISSitudes w1thout anv tangible result. Calicut another 
impo.~t distric~ ~ea~quarters,.has ~een notorious for the fusanitary 
c~nditmns preva!lmg m. the town; 1ts dmina.ge scheme was being 
discussed as fnr back as m 1908, but conditions remain unchanged to 
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this day. As for Ellore, again another district headquarters, its 
drainage scheme also has been pending over the past four decades; 
the scheme was investigated and re-investigated ; and even the 
designs are supposed to have been drawn up, but nothing as yet has 
been done. In the case of E;umbakonam the importance of a drain
age scheme for the place was recognized even half a century ago 
but no scheme has been provided. Vizianagram drainage scheme 
likewise, has only been discussed repeatedly without any practical 
result. Again the consideration of a drainage scheme for Cudda· 
pah has been pending since 1896, for more than half a century. 
'l'4e cries of even enlightened municipal c,itizens in these and other 
piaces have 'been of no avail during all this time. Appendix ll to 
this report shows the position in regard to municipal water supply 
and drainage in the whole province. 
Vlllages completely neglected 

15. ·As for non-municipal urban units the situation is extremely 
lamentable. Out of about 997 urban panchayats only some 12 have 
a protected water-supply, and the amenity of a drainage scheme is 
altogether non-existent. 'l'he position in regard to rural water
supply and sanitation is most pathetic. The villager and his 
essential needs have b'llen grievously neglected; safe drinking 
water has been a rarity to him.· The Harijans and their 
cheries are the worst sufferers- in this respect. The Bhore 
Committee have rightly recognized the place of the villager 
in the plan for relief. " We have taken the country side," 
they say, " as the focal point of our . main recommendations, 
for it is the tiller of the soil on whom the economic structure of thP 
country eventually rests. It is his patient toil that year in, year 
out, gives the nation it'! food, such as it is, and the country's main 
manufacturing industries, their raw material. It is from his meagre 
earnings that the larger provinces drew nearly a third of their total 
revenues before the war. It is on .the produce of his hu~bandry 
that the country's balance of foreign trade largely depends. When 
pestilence and famine sweep through the land it is he who pays the 
heaviest toll, while it is only the outermost fringe of such public 
services and amenities as the country enjoys that occasi.Jnally comes 
within the orbit of his daily life." 

We gather that in all about Rs. 65 lakhs was spent from Gov
ernment grants and local finance during the long period of 1895-
1936, on rural water supply and rural sanitation. No data however 

. is made available as to how far this expenditure has result~d in 
the execution of works useful to the villagers as such. But the . 
total expenditure of Rs. 65 lakhs over a long period of 40 years is 
in itself a revealing index of the negligible importance attached to 
rural water supply in the provincial health programme during the 
period. 
C.R.'s Rural Water-Supply Fund 

16. It was given to the popular ministry in 1937 to launch upon 
a planned programme for the first time for provision or rural water 
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supply. We may, with justification, recall here .the budget speech 
CJf the then !'rime Minister Sri C. Rajagopalachan made o~ 1st Sep
tember 1937. He said, " 92 per cent of the t9tal population of our 
province live outside municipal towns.· The pro~lem of an ade
fJUate drinking water supply to these people IS stt.ll to ~e solv~d. 
Foremost among the thinrrs that the school of pubhc service whiCh 
the pt·eseut Government ~epresents wishes to achieve,. is to. make 
pure drinking water available for the people of every village m our 
lund. Not roads, not even literacy can possibly be a greater or 
more urgent need. 1\ly hon'ble coll[lague in charge of public health 
hopes to issue ere long a comprehensive memorandum on the sub· 
ject. But I may broadly indicate the principles on which ~e pr?· 
pose to work. There are some 50,000 villages in our provmce m 
which some 80 lakhs of families live. If our experts adopt the 
urban standards to which they are accustomed, we can never hope 
to solve this problem . . . A survey would be made and data 
secured in respect of all the distdcts and a priority list setting out 
the exact order in which the work should be executed will be pre
pared on definite principles. With a definite and clear cut priority 
list, not only lapses in grants would be avoided but also a pre" 
determined progress in the programme would be achieved. 
The importance of the subject induced me to dwell on this problem 
at Rome length though without a precedent in the presentation of 
budgets. . . . " 

Definite proposals in this regard were announced in his next 
budget for 1!138-39. Sri C. Rajagopalachari then stated :-
·- " Our aim -is to secure by means of a comprehensive scheme 
Rpread over a number of years that within a reasonable time, every 
village in the province will have the benefit_of a pure water supply, 
in the form _of either a protected well with a pulley, if not with 
overhead tanks and taps, or a horewell with hand pump attached, 
or a connection fmm an existing municipal water main for villages 
throueh or near whicli such a main might happen to pass. We 
consider tllat tlliR scheme should be financed from the proflincial 
funds 1Dit11011t insisti119 on any contribution from the flillages-or the 
district boardB. • . . In order that the scheme may not be held 
up for want of funds the Government propose this year to establish 
au earmarked fund like the Famine Relief Fund for the improve
ment of rural water supply which will serve this one ~pecific and 
great purpose . . . I hope the house will give its seal of 
approval to this great step by which the Government hope to 
enRure steady progress of the scheme indepen<lent1y of the 
hn<lgetl!ry exigencies of particular years." 
. A determined effort was thus made for the first time in the 
history of our administration, to ·provide drinking water to our vil
l~get;~. It is also the first time when the principle that the Pro- · 
vt!'r.t~1 Government should take ~p ~he responsibilty for snppl,_ of 
d_nnkmg water to the -rural are~s without expecting any contribu
tiOn from the people was enunc111ted. The Bbore Committee have 
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_not failed to take note of tllis fact. They huv.e stated in their 
report, '' In 1937 the Government of Madras formulated a compre
hensive scheme of development for rural water supplies and consti
tuted a rural water supply fund to which yearly contributions were 
to be made. A comprehensive 10-year plan was worked out but 
unfortunately before it was brought into operation the outbreak of 
the war put a stop to its progress. It is to be hoped that this 
important subject will receive early consideration in this province 
during the post-war period." 
The procedure in vogue 

17. 1'he scope of the rural water-supply fund so started \\"as to 
provide free drinking water supply to all non-panchayat rural vil
lages with 5,000 and less population; and also to panchayats with 
5,000 and less population and with an annual income of Rs. 3,000 
and Jess. '£he fund has been administered by the Revenue Boa1·d 
through the District Collectors, who iu their turn are assisted by 
minor irrigation overseers in technical mutters. The procedure in 
vogue for 'prosecuting rural water-supply schem~s is based on the 
orders of Government in G.O. No. 5825, P.H., dated 11th December 
1940. It is the revenue field staff~onsulting local health shu! 
whm·e available-who select the site for wells, tanks and the like 
for villages. The minor irrigation overseers usually prepare .the 
plans and estimates and the Collectors sanction them up to a 
limit of Rs. 2,500. Schemes costing inore than Rs. 2,500 are sanc
tioned by the Reyenue Board. who consult the Sanitary Engineer 
on such estimates if they so desire. The Sanitary Engineer how
ever has to be compulsorily consulted in respect of schemes costing 
more than Rs. 10,000. The works are executed under the inspection 
and supervision of the revenue. staff and minor irrigation overseere. 

Little progress hi subsequent years 
_18. The rural water-supply fund began with an initial contribu

tion from provincial revenues of Rs. 15 Iakhs in 1938-39. In the 
subsequent years in the Advisers' regime about Rs. 10 lakhs 
per year was sdded. But \\'ith regard to execution, according to 
the data available, aJl the works as planned were not executed. We 
Jearn, that out of 31,707 works originally planned only some 8,673 
works were carried out and the total expenditure incurr\)d up to 
30th September 1946 was about Rs. 78 lakhs. We have no precise 
information as to how many of these wells struck water, how many 
of them yielded drinkable water and how many of them are actually 
put in use by the villnger8. The fund as such was altogether cloReil 
down from 1946-47. ' 

Rural Water-supply Committee, 1939-40 
19. In June 1939, a commiHee was constituted to report on the 

&est and most efficient way of providing potable water in the rural 
areas of the province, the type of water supply to be provided for 
different kinds of villages and soil conditions, the agency for putting 
ilown bore wells, the agency for their maintenance, the/snitable 
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type of pump for bore wells, on centralized purch~se of stores, local_ 
manufacture of equipment for rural water supphes, and the best 
method of utilizing waste water. The report of th~t Rural wa.ter
supply committee was submitted to Government m 1940. The 
Government passed orders from time to time ·on individual issues 
only without visualizing the picture as a whole .. No conc?rted 
action was taken on the report as a whole. Nay .the report 1tsel£ 
has not been made available to the public. 

Local bodies saddled with uneqW'l task 
20. From t)1e foregoing it will be seen that th~ugh municip_alit?es 

u.nd local boards charged with the duty of prov1dmg safe dr~k~ng 
water and drainage in urban and rural areas have been fuJ:l,ct10nmg 
in our proyince for more than sixt_y years the progress made ~~ th~ 
direction is lamentably poor. Thtrty-fiv:e out of the 81 mummpali
ties in the province have not been provided with any protected water 
supply and even in those which have a protected water supply the 
supply is very inadequate in most cases and is unable to cope with 
the needs of the population. Only seven municipalities have partial 
drainage schemes. Out of about 997 urban panchayats only 12 
enjoy the " luxury " of a protected water supply and there is nothing 
like u. dru.inage system anywhere in the non-municipal areas. Wi~h 
regard to rural wu.ter supply we are not even on the very fringe of 
it. The nason for this deplorable state of affairs is not far to seek. 
The Provincial Goverment has all along not realized its own res
ponsibtlity to provide the fundamental necessities of good and safe 
drinking water and drainage to all the people of the province. It 
has shoved it to the shoulders of the municipal councils and local 
boards. It has been content with doling out occasionally some 
gmnts or loans to thelle bodies for the purpose. The local bodies 
with their slender financial resources have been unable to cope with 
this most important and huge task. The Provincial Qovemment · 
spent its money more on remunerative enterprises' like irrigation 
and electricity besides the maintenance of law and .order. It may 
be that it considered that money invested on environmental sanita
tion, drinking water supply and drainage, does not repay in the 
shape of p1;ofits or dividends.. But it overlooked the fact that money 
spent for enhancing the vitality and the longevity of the people of 
the province and increasing their productive capacity as a conse
quence !s a better investment in the long run. What little ifi spent 
on public health was spent more on the curative (medical) side anil 
that fuo in towns. The rural populu.tion who are admittedly the 
very backbone of the province are completely ne,lected anil left 
in dirt, disease and helplessness. . "' . 

In a note prepared by Mr. F. J. Richards, Secretary to Govern
ment, Local and Municipal Depar'tment in 1920 he wrote that 
presumably when in ·1871' the ·Government dive~ted to the ra'fe
payers all r~nsib~i~ for sanitation and similar amenitic~. i:bev 
expected. fo nd prov.~.nc111l revenues for ever of an awkward b11rden, 
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He alijo wrote that " Subsidies IJecame the object of much haggling 
and loud clamour; and the growth of the mendicant habet 
demoralized boards and councils." 'l'heije remarks made twenty
seven years hack, hold good even to-day. 

Postwar Reconstruction Schemes 97 and 98-Defeotlve 
21. It was only when a popular Miniijtry was in office f1·om 11137 

to 1939 that a Herious attempt was wade as shown above by Premier 
Hajagopalachari to crea1e a fund for rural water-supply and to pro
vide drinking water to all the neglected rural population within 
ten years; entirely at the cost of the Provincial Government. But 
it proved abortive on account of the outbrea~ of the Second Worlcl 
War and the resignation oJ the Ministry in September 1939. 'l'he 
Government did not at any time tilll944 take steps to formulate a 
planned scheme for the provision of drinking water and drainage 
to the whole provii!ce within a measurable time. While the war 
was going on however, postwar reconstruction and development 
schemes were planned during the Advisers' regime in 1944 on 
various subjects. Scheme No. 97 relating to rural water-supply 
was practically the same as Sri Rajagopalachari's scheme. Scheme 
No. 98 which related to urban water-supply and drainage was 
framed on the very old conception that the primary responsibility 
of providing these amenities rested on the local bodies and that the 
Government should only come to their aid by paying half the cost 
as grants. Nor has the scheme made any headway so fur. 

Government agency Ill-organized 
22. Another important reason for the deplorable state of alraire1 

in this_ matter is the way in which the Government agency Cor 
investigating, designing and executing water-supply and drainage 
schemes has all along been organized. The Government has not 
_organized a separate self-contained, fully developed and efficient 
_Public Health (Sanitary) Engineering Department to be in sole 
charge of these works. The investigation and design Df schemes 
is done by the Sanitary Engineering Department, their execution 
by the general Public Works Department, and their maintenance 
is left to the municipal agencies. There is thus diarchy in the 
prosecution of the works, and triple control in the end. l'he 
neglect of this important department by the Government will be 
referred to in greater detail later in this report. 

In the matter of executing the rur!ll water-supply schemo 
inaugurated in 1938 the progress has not been satisfactory, due to 
the absence of a properly organized Public Health Eriginl!l'ring 
Department to take up such work. The Collectors who wero 
entrusted with the work could not do justice to it for want of 
adequate technical assistance. 

Provincial State should assume entire responslblllty 
23. Our object in this retrospect is not to criticize the forei~,rn 

Government that has quitted, for its omissions during its regime, 
but to suggest ways and means for the successful fulfilment of this 
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all important task in future by our National _G.?vernment. It .is in 
.the fitness of things that the first Health M.trus~er of the Nati?nal 
Governll!ent of this province should have co~s~ituted a committee 
like ours to give a planned scheme for pr~VJdmg the two funda
mental necessities of water-supply and dra1nage to all the . pe?ple 
of the province, living both in the ~a\ and ~ban areas, Within_ a 
mensurable time. We are emphatwally of opmwn that the cnttre 
responsibility fur provid1lng these two basic necessities to <tll the 
li"ul,/e of this province irrespective of their ability ~o. pay, shof!ld 
be take~~ up by the Provinci'cd State, and tl~at the mu~ltctpal counctl~, 
local boards and pa11chayats should be dzvested of tt. . Un!es.~ tins 
is done, the progress in future will be as bad as if!- the past and the 
health of the province ·will not improve. Findmg the nece~sary 
finance, organizi11g t1te -dept1rtment that carries on the work on 
sound lilies and procuring the .materials of COI~Ytruction, should 
berome the duty of the State. -

We now proceed to discuss these subjects and offer our proposals 
thereon in the succeeding chapters. 

CHAPTER IV 

Finance 
A ten-year plan rscommended 

24. We consider that it is highly desirable and necessary to have 
a ten-year plan for the completion of water-supply and drainage 
works all over the province. We would commend the example of 
Soviet Hussia which has managed to achieve spectacular results in 
nation-building activities within a short time. It is that country's 
five-year and ten-year plans and the successful execution thereof 
within the prescribed time which have made it a model to the world 
in this respect. '!'hat country · started on its programmes under 
conditions no better than DOW obtaining in this province. fiut 
with a determined effort it succeeded in its object. We believe. that 
the stage has come when the common man's primary necessities 
have to be fulfilled by the State within as short a time· as possible, 
whatever be the cost. We are strongly of opinion that the supply 
of safe drinking water to all the rural and urban areas should not 
·be deferred to more than ten .vears under any circumstances. If 
for an.v reason the Government feel financial handicaps, we suggest 
Uu1t the drainage schemes may be spread over a period of fifteen 
)·ears. Even as early as 1938 there was a proposal that the rural 
-r;ater-supply scheme should be completed within ten years. Had 
not th" war broken out and had the popular Government continued 
the whole scheme would have been completed by this time. It is 
also most. deplorable that after a continued existence of ~ore than 
sixty years municipal water-supplies are not yet completely inRtalled. 
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We therefore urge that wa'ter-supply for the whole proviUl'C, rural 
and urban, should be oompleted within ten years at any cost, a.td 
~ fundamental responsibility' of the Stu.te be therby dioohargcd. 

Rough cost of lklhemes ahead 
25. We give below the app1uxilnate c011t of the schemes, walor

supply an!l. drainage, rural and urban, based on the pri<:e~ given nut 
in Schemes 97 and 91:1 of the Madras l'ostwar HeCl•nslruction and 
Development ~chemcs of 1\1~1: ·we know that the present mtes ot 
labour and cost of matedals are as much us two and a half times 
the prewar rates .. But with State manufacture or ~tate control of 
most of the matel'ials, it wight be possible to reJuce the cost 
c~siderubly. We also hope that the present labour position will 
improve if the conditions settle themselves in Jhe country and if 
prices of fcodstuffs become lower. Moreover. as 1t must luke some 
two years before the organization of personnel and the procure
ment of materials can be in full. swing, :we hope by that time 
con!litions of labour and prices of materials would llS8Ume normal 
levels. It is likely that in the initial stages of the plan the progress 
will be somewhat slow but we visualize that it will be progressively 
accelerated in the after years so much so that the whole work 
will be completed within the ten years' limit. In giving therefore 
a ten-year plan there need be no alarm at the abnormal conditions 
prevailing at this stage. 

1 •. Rural wator•supply (for all villages with 5,000 
or less population and for panchayats with 5,000 
or· less population and with annual inoomo of 
Rs. 3,000 or less (vide G.O. No. 2310, P.H., 

·dated 24th June 1938) •• · , • 
2. Petty rural ~ainage wor~ , , 

Total, Rural schemes .. 
3. Wator-supply for munioipal and other urban arc&S 

including municipalities and all tho villages not 
co-.r!lred by tho Govornment Order .above 

Croros. 
BS. 

6·2U 
1·74 

8·00 

mentioned • • . , • 13·00 
4. Drainage schomes for the municipal and othor 

urban aroas mentioned in item 3 , • 19·00 

Total, Urban schemes 32•00 

Grand Total, Capital co~ • • 40·00· 

· Financing &l!e Schemes 
· 26. As regards the method of financing the schemes by the 
Stale, \Ve are of opinion that the provision of safe drinking water
~npply and drainage works for l'Ural areas should be carried out by 
the Government from their own funds without' asking for contri
bution or taxes in return. The villagers are too poor to contn'bute 
towards them except_ perhaps by way of providing labour at times. 
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'l'he G.O. ·No. 231(1, P.B;., ·dated 24th.June 1938, is based on Ibis 
p1inciple. · 

With regard to water-supply and drainage schemes ·in 
0 

munici
palities and othe1o urban unit.s it is the State ~hat should proVJ,de them 
without any considerations of financial return. But, as. the people 
llf tho~e areas are capable of making some contribution for these 
amenities, the State may levy water and drainage taxes on the 
various municipalities and panchayats according to the capacity of 
each locality to bear the bu1oden and may vary the rates of taxation 
from time to time judging by the Bllllle standard. According to our 
view thereiore, the whole planning-investigation, design, exe
cution and maintenance-of all those schemes should .be entirely 
provincialized. 

'l'he water revenues based on the tap rate or metered system as 
well as the income on sewage farms, should be taken over by the 
Provincial Government itself. The municipality and panchayat 
should merely act as the agent of the provincial Government in the 
collection of the abovementioned water and drainage taxes and 
water and sewage farm revenues; and assis~ the Government in the 
maintenance of the works. 

A Provincial Water and Drainage Fnnd 
27. 'l'he Financial Relations Committee appointed by the 

Madras Government in 1920 recommended that the maximlllll tax 
which a municipality may levy for financing water-supply and 
drainage should be taken as 12§- per cent of the annual rental value. 
We propose that the maximum water and drainage tax which the 
Government may levy should not ex_ceed 15 per cent in munici
palities and 10 per cent in other urban areas. All the taxes and 
water and sewage farm revenues realized by the Provincial Govern
ment from all the urban areas should be pooled together into a 
separate fund called the "Provincial Water and Drainage Fund." 
This fund by itself, we realize, will not be sufficient to .meet the 
cost of the schemes under our plan. The Provincial State should 
earmark some amount annually from the Provincial revenues for·. 
this purpose and add to this fund, having regard to the pro"ramme 
immediately ahead. " 

Expenditure on public health veey meagre 
28o In this connection we want to slww by the followin" table 

how ludicrously low is the amount spent by lhe Provincial G
0
overn

ment hitherto for public health compared to Great Britain and 
United States of America:-

Expenditure oa. PnconteR"e of tho 
Income "Per modlealaod total Provluclat ex· 

Couut.ry. capita. public health pcodtt.ure spent on 
act.lvltlel per medical and 

capita. JlUbUo bealt.b 
acttvttlca. nso A. P. R9. A. P. 

United St.aiA>o 0. 1.971 7 3 51 6 0 13°8 o ..... t Britain 1,049 6 5 ~~~ 811 20·\l 
Madraa (Indian 
UniOID). 62 a 3 0 6 2 <107 
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l'hese figures are taken from the Bhore Uommittee report. 'rhe 
Provincial titate of llladrns should spend at the rate of &. 3--3-0 
per capita instead of six annas two p1es per capita as now spen~ for 
l:'ublic Health il the 1·atio is to be the same as Great Britain's; and 
Rs. 2-5--0 per capita if th11 ratio is to be the same us that of the 
United States. We suggest that !he Govemment should spend 
much more than it does now _from its revenues for this purpose. 

Provincial Government should raise earmarked funds 
29. It may be that the Provi_ncial State may not be able to 

provide all the funds needed fo1· the ten-year plan from current 
revenues. We therefore propose that the Provincial State should 
augment the fund by g11tting loans on a large scale earmarke<l for 
this purpose. We are hopeful that. insurance companies will come 
forward to invest their surplus funds in loans to Government for _this 
specific purpose at reasonable rates of interest, to be repayable over 
a long period, say 50 or 60 years. l'he advantage to the companies 
is that their loan is well secured, and the purpose for which {t js 
spent is calculated to improve the health, enhance the productive 
capacity and increase .the longevity of their policy holders. It will 
also increase their popularity with the people and bring in better 
business. We also expect that other philanthropic bodies and well 
meaning business people will come forward to lend money to .the 
Government for this laudable purpose on similar easy terms. 

We also want to emphaaize that the supply of safe drinking 
water and provision of drainage is as important as Prohibition and 
more important than all other ameliorative measures adopted by the 
Government. We therefore suggest that the Provincial State should 
freely resort to raising loans for the purpose as otherwise it may 
feel handicapped by paucity of funds at every turn on account of 
its iimited financial resources. - The interest and annuity which the 
Government has to pay year after year on these loans is only an 
insurance premium paid by the ·State against the ill-health, low 
vitality, and high mortality of its people. It may be said to corre
spond to the old age pension and sickness insurance payments made 
in other countries in modern times. l'he municipalities and local 
boards should not be permitted to raise loans for these purposes. 

AU schemes to be under Government control 
30. We have advisedly proposed that not only the execution bu~ 

also the maintenance of completed schemes should be under· the 
cont·rol of the Government agency, as we consider that the present 
level of efficiency in maintenance of schemes by municipalities and 
local boards is not up to the standard. Costly water-works aD<l 
drainage installations are allowed to fall into decay without appro
priate repairs and renewals in time; essential items of maintenance 
are neglected and the whole system allowed to deteriorate. Above 
all, the collection of water charges in municipalities at present is 
not uninfluenced by local politics; waste of protected water-supply 
is being allowed unchecked and municipal water revenue is being 

2 
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lost. This cannot be allowea to continue when the Provincial State 
ha'l'e to shoulder heavy commitments in the prosecution ~f the 
echomes ahead. A high level of efficiency is to be eJJBured m the 
maintenance of schemes, and vigilance exercised in the collection of 
water and drainage revenues, so that the maximum return is secured 
by the Government for €lie amount spent from the Provincial Fund. 

CHAPTER. V 

Materials of Construction 

Bequlrsmenls for the ten-:vear plan 
<Jl. We now pr~ed to give some idea of the materials of 

con8truction which will be necessary for the fulfilment of the ten
year progr.lmme proposed by us. Dearth of materials is an acute 
problem at preoont, and concerted measures are called for to over
cnu,_e it !iuccessfully. 

lt can be assumed that about 50 per cent of thP. cost of urbau 
water·•upply schemes maY. comprise the price of cast· iron pipes and 
specials as well as galvanized iron pipes and fittings. Cast~iron pipes 
are usually required for the conveyance of water from the ·source 
to the town and again for distribution of water-supply within the 
several areas of the town. Galvanized iron pipes are needed for 
tho provision of bouse service connections from the street mains and 
also for providing public fountains. Pumping plant and machinery 
including manufactures of a proprietary nature like filtration plants 
and the like, would constitute a portion of the total cost. The 
remaining portion of the cost comprises the value of normal build
ing materials such as bricks, stone, cement, lime, steel, wood-work 
and also labour. 

. Similarly in all underground drainage schemes, very nearly half -
the total cost constitutes the price of stoneware pipes for sewers 
and cast-iron pipes for pumping mains. Pumping plants will be 
necessary where the configuration of the town _necessitates a. 
t>Umping scheme. In other respects the bulk of the drainage 
S<'hemes will require normal building materials such as bricks, 
cement and lime. In our Province where vast tracts of open country 
are available which could be fully exploited for farming, it may 
not he necessary to import from foreign countries mechanical contri
vances for the disposal of sewage. Farming if properly organized 
is financially a paying proposition and offers other advantages 
besilles. We make special reference to this subject as we feel that 
~wage f~ing should i?variably be adopted for disposal of sewage 
m our Provmce exce~t m the rare cases where paucity of suitable 
land and other exceptional local features may point to the adoption 
of any alternative methods of disposal. _ 
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Rural schemes mus& essenUaUy sui& rural life · 
82. As far as rural water-supplies are concerned it may bo 

possible to dtt with a minimum of piping work as a distribution 
system or a long pumping main will not be normal features of these 
schemes. It is uneconomical and even undesirable to adop~ urban 
standards of di~tribution of water in rural areas. ln fiiCt rural 
water-supply schemes are usu~lly designed to supply at the rate of 
5 gallons per head per day. Village wells and tanks form the usual 
rendezvous for the womenfolk to pass .a. few chatty moments, while 
drawing their water for the day. The provision of street fountains 
apart from adding to the cost unnecessarily would also alter the 
chariiCter of the rural habits. Our desib'D of a rural water-supply 
scheme must essentially suit .the genius and tradition of our village 
life. 

Almost all rural water-supply wells could thus be managed with 
normal building materials like brick, cement and lime. Bore wells 
will of course require boring pipes, galvanized iron pipes and hand 
pumps. In designing rural water-supply schemes the engineering 
profession has so far completely ignored to exploit the possibilities 
of wind mills. It seems t.o us that natural forces could be usefully . 
utilized for reducing the maintenance charges in cases whtlre water 
has to be pumped. If in any of the villages electricity is made 
available within the ten-year period, i~ should be used for puq~ping 
water, with an electric mot.or and pump. 

Bon-avallab!Uty ol cast-Iron pipes 
. 33. Cast-iron pipes and some specials are manufiiCtured in this 
bountry, but other specials and fittings have to be imported from 
ubroad. Likewise pumping plants and machinery and manufactures 
of proprietary equipments for water treatment will have to be 
imported from abroad. All other building materials including stone-

. ware pipes are available within the country. 
The position regarding the availability of cast-iron pipes is 

however uncert.aiu. At present only· Bhadravati Iron Works, 
Mysore, and the Bengal Iron Company are manufacturing these 
pipes. We gather that it may not be possib1e to obtain cast-iron 
pipes from Mysore Iron Works for some years as they have already 
heavily booked orders. 'l'he position may be eased if and when this 
company expands its productive capacity. We understand •hat 
there is such a proposal but we do not know how long it will take 
before it fructifies. As regards Bengal Iron Company, we under
stand that the r.ompany is booking orders so heavily that it is unable 
t'l promise deliveries within any reasonable time limit. Even at the 
present time we are told t-hat many schemes under execution are 
held up by delay in obtaining cast-iron pipes from the manu-

. facturing firm. It woul~ app~ t?ey are not prepared to book any 
orders at present for delivery w1thm the next two years. The posi
. tion is likely to get more acute when other provinces proceed to 
implement their own programme in regard to their water-supply 
and drainage ~hemes. Besides non-availability of pipes, an 

2A. 
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increaijing level of prices also will result in such a con~ingency. _It 
would take wme years before any scheme of inclustnal expansiOn 
within the country could be brought into effect t_o inc!euse ~he out
put in the manufacture of cast-iron and galvumzed rron pipes. 

Import from abroad of pipes and plant necessary 
34. In the circumstances, we would favour the bulk purchase ot 

cast-iron pipes unci necessary pumping plant uucl.machinery !rom 
abroad. We have to secure the materials required from the United 
Kingdom and the United States of America and other countries at 
competitive prices. Financiers would be coming forward to nego
tiate on behalf of the Provincial Government with overseas markets 
for shipping them. 1.'his is however a. matter which should be 
'negotiated · at higher levels by the Indian Dominion. Madras 
bhould make representations to the Dominion Government and get 
full help for importing these materials from abroad at top priority. 
'!'he l'rovincial State will also have to atTange full facilities for the 
quick transport of these materials from the unloading port to the 
.inland work site by road and by rail. 1.'he Dominion Government 
should also be requested to waive the import duty, which is as 
much us Hs. 65 per ton, on cast-iron pipes, and other necessary 
plant ani! machinery imported from abroad by the Provincial State 
[or water-supply and drainage schemes. 

Slate control necessary for man~racturJng other materials 
35. As regards the other materials, stoneware pipe~, bricks, 

cement, lime, steel and so on, they· are all required by the State m 
large quantities over successive years, for the schemes. It is our 
view that the St.ate -should take over the manufacture of these 
materials in its own factories, for that would save a lot of money 
to it. The State should also see--whether it manufactures ·these 
materials itself, or purchases them from others-that the quality of 
the materials supplied to these works conforms to specific standards. 
· Water-supply and drainage schemes are not the only works 
(!()ntemplated in the coming years. There is the Housing Schemo; 
large projects and public buildings are also under contemplation. 
ln addition, private buildings and structures would also be growing 
up rapidly. In the circumstances, it would be too much to expect 
that the building materials would continue at a normal level as 
regards availability or prices. Therefore it is necessary that the 
State should· take up the manufacture of these materials itself or 
at least it sho~ld control. private manufacturers to supply to the 
·State the required matermls at controlled rates in preference to 
others. 

· 36. If there is any unavoidable delay in the execution of urban 
·works on account of the delay in getting materials from abroad and 
such other reasons, the rural water-supply scheme may be accele
rated i~ their place and finished ~li~ than the ten years contem
plate~ m our plan. But the o;gamz~t10n of the technical personnel 
reqmred should be taken up tmmediately. -
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CHAPTER. VI 

Organization-Urban Schemes 
Supreme Importance of organization. 

21 

37. We need hardly point out that in the carrying out of the 
large-scale plan ahead, the question of organization holds the key 
position. The State may draw up the programme and lay down 
the policy to be followed; it may find the money by taxation, 
borrowing or otherwise; it may procure the materials from within 
or without the country by concerted measures; but in the actual 
prosecution of the schemes, it is the organization of technical 
personnel of various grade~ u.s created and built up by the State that 
becomes most important. The measure of efficiency of the ,.rgani
zation is the measure of achievement of success of the plan. 

· Wu.t~r-supply and drainage schemes have now to be investigated 
on an extensive scale; such investigations call for competence which 
would ensure that the scheme proposed for a particular station is 
the cheapest and the best. These can be attained only if au expert 

• eye visualizes the hidden potentialities of local conditions. In the 
design and drawing up of the schemes, again, the same degree of 
efficiency is essential. In the execution of the schemes also, a sound 
knowledge of Public Health Engineering is indispensable to see that 
the quality of the works and quickness. of execution are secured for 
the minimum of expenditure. To the extent to which the State 
builds up its technical organization to an efficient level, to that 
extent alone can it obtain good results for the time, labour and 
money spent. We attach special importance to this aspect of our 
plan, as the schemes involve the expenditure of several crores of 
tupees and the con~equences of an inadequate or ill-equipped techni
cal organization would be too serious to the State and the people 
for whose benefit these schemes have to be executed. 

The Sanltacy Engineering Department-A historical retrospect 
38. Earlier in this report we had occasion to refer to the defective 

organization obtaining at present and to the treatment meted out 
to the Sanitary Engineering Department. A Sanitary Engineering 
Branch which was brought into being u.s early as in 1890 has 
nevertheless remained a shadow department of the State all these 
years. It was not permitted to develop to its full stature, nay even 
its stunted growth was being cut from time to time. The rapid 
and efficient j!rowth, development, and achievements of the Hydro
Electricity Department-a department of recent origin-is a 
picture of perfect contrast. It is true that the latter departmen' 
paid out handsome dividends, and the Government spent all the 
necessary money for its rapid growth, which they were disinclined 
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to do in the ca.se of the Sanitary Engineering Department which 
is not demonstrably remunerative in money values. 

Apart from finance other factors also had largely contributed to 
the stunted growth of the Sanitary Engineering Department. 'lhe 
Minister of Health, in his inaugural speech, has referred to lhe 
subject of making · the Sanitary Engineering Department an 
independent one. Before we proceed to give_ our concr~te proposals 
on this subject it will be highly desirable to trace the h1~tory of the 
Sanitary Engineering Department up to the p~esent t1me so that 
.the authorities may look back and avoid the IDJsta~e.s of the past. 
'Ve consider this is very necessary to enable the Mm1ster to appre
ciate properly our proposals in this matter. 

39. A Sanitary Commission.was appointed for Madras in 1864 
at the instance of the Government of India. It was considered 
expensive and less and less useful in later years. In 1888 the 
Government of India suggested the formation of a Sanitary Board. 
'l'he Government of Madras did not favour such a Board, but consi
dered thnt1 "the appointment of a Special Sanitary Engineer was a 
reform absolutely required," and that "the officer should be one 
with adequate experience of sanitary works both in Europe and the 
East o.nd whose duty it would be to act as adviser relating to Sani
tary Engineering." With the concurrence of the Government af 
India. a Sanitary Engineer was accordingly appointed in 1890. · The 
Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, then proposed Lhat the 
Sanitary Engineer should be graded on the Public Works Depart
ment as a Superintending Engineer, extra to the regular cadre. 
'l'he Government did not agree to this proposal and called for ai 
joint note from the Chief Engineer and the Sanitary Engineer in 
the matter. . 

40. This joint note, dated 21st May 1891, dealt with the 
difficulties in the way of the Public Works Department carrying 
out .the execution of schemes designed by the Sanitary Engineer. 
~he note recommended that the Sanitary Engineer and his depart
ment should be made totally independent of the Public Works 
Department as far a.s designing and execution of works wa.s con
cerned and that the Chief Engineer should merely act as adviser 
to the Government on schemes which they might refer to him. 
T~1ree sanitary circle~ were proposed; and the Sanitary Engineer~ 
With a Deputy Samtary Engineer had to direct, supervise and 
execute schem?s with subordinate staff to be transferred gradually 
from the Pubhc Works Department and the latter augmenting its 
strength with new hands. The proposals were generally approved 
hy the Government. Under that arrangement a large volume of 
~ork on _sev~ral water-supply and drainage schemes was turned c.ut 
In the n~et1es. Many of the m~j~r. schemes now in operation in 
fhe P_rov~nce were executed or IDitlllted at that time. Bnt the 
orgamzatwn 1_1nderwen~ a change. after a short period. When in 
1896_ the Samtary Engmeer _represenled with justifi(lation, that be 
was understaffed to cop~ With .the growing volume of work, the 
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Government. instead of augmenting the staff of the Sanitary Engi
neer revoked their earlier decision, and a,ureeing with the view of 
the then Chief Engineer, directed that the work of the Sanitary 
Engineer be confined to the investigation and design of schemes, 
and that the execution of the schemes be entrusted to the Public 
Works Department. 

Dlarchy results In lnemclency 
41. Here started the first deflection of the normal course of 

development of the Sanitary Engineering Department. A designer 
divorced from the execution of his work cannot do justice either to 
the design or to the maintenanm1 of the completed scheme. The 
officers in the field executing works designed by another department 
were also handicapped in that they were unable to understand the 
significance of t.hc details of design. So much so inefficiency crept 
in on both sides. There have been many instances when the Sani
tary Engineer had taken exception to the execution of the work, 
not to speak of the controversy between the municipal councils and 
the Public Works Department ~fficers in charge of execution. 

42. To the further representations of the Sanitary Engineer on 
the- handicaps of such a dual system, the Government agreed that 
" if funds were abundant, the best plan would be a separate Sani
tary Engineering Department," but the Government would noL 
afford funds. The argument is not sound. It does not take into 
account the inefficiency of execution and wastage of what little 
funds could be spared for the purpose. _, 

In 1898 again, Mr. J. A. Jones, the Sanitary Engineet pleaded 
most appealingly for a reconsideration of this decision, pointing out 
that this dual sy~tem did not actually result in any saving or expedi
tion, but the Government did not pay heed to his appeal. 
Eventually the father of Sanitary Engineering in the Madras Presi
dency was driven to despair. He left these shores for good. Soon 
after another British Expert occupied the chair for a very short 
time. He also left here as he felt the conditions stifling for him. 

Thus the department was not allowed to develop. The Sanitary 
Engineer was graded to the Public Works Department extra to the 
cadre. If subsequent events are any proof, diarcby turned out to 
be a tragedy in the Sanitary Engineering Department as it did 
prove a failure in other spherea of administration. All the time, 
however, the additional posts created for the AD-Called separate 
Sanitary Engineer's departrqent were being availed in practice for 
advance promotion to the Public Works Department officers, even 
before their turn in their regnlar line. 

Becommeiulatlons of the Publle Works Department Reorganization 
Committee not Implemented In practice 
'43. In l919, agreeably to the recommendatiot•s of the Public 

Works Department Reorganization Committee, specialist rerviees 
were formed· under the. terms and conditions laid down by the 
Secretary of State. The MadraR Govemmen~ however did not 
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favour the formation of such specialist service and took the etand 
that officers of the general Public Works Department would be 
competent to handle major sanitary schemes also. Apparently 
they went contrary to their own earlier stand taken in 1890 when 
they held that the appointment of a Sanitary E';lgineer with neces· 
sary qualification .was a refo~m. absolutely reqllll"e~. :t;l"evertheless 
t.he organization of a spec1ahst Samtary Engmeenng branch 
became inevitable in the light of the decision of the Secretary of 
State. Sanction was obtained for the number of posts to be created 
in this branch but barring a few exceptions, the posts continued 
t-o be filled by officers of the general Public Works Department 
as was being done till then. Even when specialist officers hap
pened to occupy the post of Sanitary Engineer, the conditions under 
which they had to serve, did not make for success or efficiency in 
the work. The net result was that the recommendationa of the 
Public Works Department Reorganization Committee and the 
final decision of the Secretary of State thereon were nullified. 

A short-lived chanl:e 
44. In 193:;3, the Government transferred the cont.rol over the 

Sanitary Engineer from the Public "\Yorks Department to the Local 
Self-Government Department for the better co-ordination ')f Public. 
Hcahh Eugim,ering activities. The Sanitat·y Engineer was also 
made t·he head of his department occupying an analogous a posi
tion to the Surgeon-General and the Director of Public Health. 
In 1935, the Government declared the Sanitary Engineering 
Department as a Provincial service entitled the Sanitary Engineer
ing Servioe and issued special rules therefor. 

In 1936, the Government directed that the execution of all 
large municipal schemes ' involving technical skill ' would be 
entrusted to Engineering firms on contract under the supervision 
of the Sanitary Engineer. The Government also decided that in 
the case of water-supply and drainage schemes costing less than 
Rs. 5 lakhs the scrutiny of plans and estimates by the Chief 
Engineer, Public Works Department, need not be obtained. 

In 1938, however, the Government stated that the new ~vstem, 
though it had not worked for long, had led to delays and diffi. 
culties in execution and therefore decided to place the Sanitary 
Engineering Department back again under the expert control of 
the Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, and under the 
administration of the Education and Public Health Department. 
In December 1938 again, the Government kept·the post of the 
Sanitary Engineer in abeyance and created a temporary post of 
Superintending Engineer (Public Health) and Deputy Chief Engi
neer. But in 1940 they cancelled this arrangement and made the 
Sanitary Engineer's office separate from the Chief Engineer's. In 
G.O: No: 5337, .P.H., dated 12t~ January 1940, the Sanitary 
Enj:;•.neermg Service was merged mto the Madras Engineering 
Service as a separate class and rules were issued for this service. 
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The Department rendered lnefrectlve 
45. We are unable to resist the feeling that at no time during 

the long period of 1890 to 1947 was any full-hearted attempt made 
to build up this special branch into a separate, self-contained and 
useful organization. We find that the principle of a separnte and 
independent Sanitary Engineering Department which found 
acceptance by the Gove.rnment in 1890-96 was, after a long interval 
of 40 yeare, revived in 1936 but was again given up. Whatever 
be the exigencies which might have operated from time to time, 
the fact remains that after 57 years of existence the Sanitary 
Engineering Department is now reduced to the extraordinary 
position of having not a single permanent officer in it, and all that 
we are left with is a nucleus of draftsman staff in the 'l'echnical 
section, most of them on the verge of superJ1,nnuation I Such o 
result could only have been the outcome not of any constructive 
policy but a negation· of it. 

Progress held up by procedural defects 
46. He.re we wish to bring out how the defective procedure 

obtaining hitherto in the matter of investigation, design and exe
cution has impeded progress of schemes at every stage. It is left 
to a municipality or other local body to take the initiative for its 
water-supply or drainage scheme. When a municipality approaches 
the Government for having the scheme investigated, the Govern· 
ment and their Enginee_ring department take their own time to 
respond. The Sanitary Engineer will have a preliminary investiga
tion made and report to the Government on the probable cost and 
feasibility of the scheme. The municipal council is then asked to 
establish its financial ability to pay its share of cost of the scheme. 
If it succeeds in doing so, a regular investigation will be ordered at 
the cost of the municipality. The investigation drags on for a 
long time. The report on the investigation with details of alter
native schemes and costs then passes from the Sanitary Engineer 
to the Chief Engineer and to the Government. 

The local body has then to choose between the alternatives and 
settle on its methods of financing the scheme. Generally, when 
going into the details at this stage, the local body finds itself 
unable to shoulder heavy expenditure on such schemes from its 
existing revenues. It also feels nervous to levy the additional taxes 
required for the purpose. At this stage, therefol'e, the scheme iR 
dropped sine die in many a case. If, however, the local body 
crosses this hurdle, and shows its capacity to bear its share of l he 
burden, then the Government orders the preparation of plans and 
estimates for the scheme. 

Here the matter is set for another protracted delay. The 
Sanitary Engineer takes his own time for preparing lhe plans and 
estimates. He pleads want of staff if more than a limited number 
of schemes are to be drawn up at a time. . He also proposes the 
reinvestigaHon ol Die scheme in pan or full if ifs previous invegti. 
gation was done years ago. When he is at all able 'fo take up the 
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scheme, he prepares the designs in pEl!lcil stage in his. .technical 
section, which are then scrutinized by the Chief Engineer with 
the help of his own technical staff. The plans and estimates B-r!l 
then finalized by the Sanitary Engineer and sent to the Chief 
Engineer again for scrutiny and approval. . l'his check · and 
re-check as between the two offices at diff.erent stages, involves 
delay at every stage and the planning of the scheme between the 
Sanitary Engineer and the Chief Engineer is thus spread over ilf 
long time. 

Even when the planning sees the light of day, the scheme 
muet cross other hurdles. 'fhe Government must assign a high 
rank fo~ it in the priority list. The assigning of a high rarik 
depends on the favours of the Government that be and the pressure 
brought to bear on it. Very often · schemes in a less advanced 
stage steal a march over others in a more advanced stage. And 
finally, when plans and estimates are ripe for execution and 
everything else is ready, the Government must feel the abilit} 
or inclination to dole out their moiety of the cost of the particular 
scheme before they include it in the Budget. 

Several hurdles before the local bodies 
47. Thus between the local body's initiative for the scheme and 

its coming up for execution·, there are several . hurdles to bo 
crossed nt many stages. On account of this, :nos;; of the schemes get 
stuck up in various stages without moving forward. And local 
bodies go on paying the cost of investigating and reinvestigating 
tl:,eir schemes at intervals of years. 

The Sanitary Engineering Department too design and redesign 
schemes revising plans and estimates for the same scheme as and 
wben they become out of date·because of the growth of the popu" 
latirm or a change in the cost of materials and labour-due to this 
long time lag between investigation, design and execution of the 
scheme. Even during the very execution of schemes delays- are 
occurring due to lack of co-ordination. The failure to take timely 
action in securing the pumping plant for the Salem-Mettur Water
supply Scheme has kept the entire scheme out of use for the 
municipality for good many years now. As much as :Rs. 30 lakhs 
out of the sanctioned cost of Rs. 33 lakhs have. been spent on the 
scheme long since, but it has remained idle capital. Even now, we 
underatand that it took nearly- one. full year for .the Public 
Works Department to decide on the tenders for the pumping plant 
received in 1946, and the cost of the plant was soaring up all the. 
time. The completion of the Negap~tam Drainage Scheme is 
another instance where the scheme though completed some years 
since is yet to be handed over to the. Municipality. We do not 
wish to multiply-instances. AU these -procedural delays, duplica-. 
tic•n -nf work and lack of co-ordination will disappear if the State 
itself takes up the responsibility of installing all these schemes of 
its own accord in a .planned_ method and a unified techitical. depat:t-· 
mPnt is charged with such work at all stages, so that responsibility' 
for results is undivided. · 
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Further handicaps and anomalies 
48. In addition, there are other defects in the very working of 

the organization ae it exists, which prevent the efficiency of work. 
'lhe investigation and design alone of schemes is done bv the 
Sanitary Engineering Department. The general Public \Vorks 
!)epartment carry out only the execution of the schemes. And 
completed schemes are maintained by the Municipal Engineerin~ 
staff. There is thus divid!!d· responsibility and multiple coni a·ol. 
Each of the three agencies is feeling handicapped in its work ns 
such distribution of functions is the least conducive to ·efficiencJW. 

Another important feature has been that officers of the Public 
Works Department, mechanical, irrigation or electrical, who 
possessed no special qualifications for investigation, (iesign or 
planning of sanitary schemes, have been appointed to the specialist 
post of Sanitary Engineer. Besides, the practice to appoint 
cfficers of the Public Works Department to the post of Sanitary 
Engineer is not conducive to the efficiency. of that department 
inasmuch as he has to look to his prospects and promotion in the 
regular line and can have no abiding interest in this department to 
which he is temporarily posted. 

As early as 1920, the Public Works Department Reorl,-:aniza
tion Co111mittee recommended special recruitment of speciali~ts 
who should be responsible not only for the design, but also for the 
'!upervision of construction of major sanitary schemes. They nlHO 
said. " it is probable that it will be many years before India can 
compete with Europe as a school for Sanitary Engineers. • . . . 
We recommend that -in future posts in the Sanitary sfrvice 
should be filled by officers specially recruited for the purpose, the 
iitain qualification being the candidates should have sound practical 
training on sanitary works and should be conversant with tbe 
lahl~t development of modem sanitary science." It is unfortunate 
that the Madras Government has not been following these 
recommendations.· If proof is required at all that a competent 
specialist can achieve results, we may quote the instance of 
?orr. J. A. Jones who, as the first Sanitary Engineer from 11l90 to 
1904, has more substantial work to his credit than any other offi~r 
who succeeded him, and many of the old schemes in the Province 
which are still under satisfactory operation bear the stnmp of his 
professional skill and executive ability. 

To add to these anomalies, the designs and plans prepared by 
the Saintiry Engineer with his techinical staff, who ore trained in 
the line, are scrutinized by the Chief Engineer's technical etaff 
who have no such special training. This can only lead to friction 
and delay without adding to efficiency of work. What is required 
is the superior scrutiny of the Chief Engineer himself, at a higher 
level, depending on his proficiency and experience .in this special 
subject. ~ 

Furiher, the defects in the organization extend right down to 
the subordinate technical staff and even to the administrath·e 

· section of the Sanitary Engineer's Office. We understand that 
until.recently the technical section engaged in the designing of 
water-supply and drainage schemes and connected· works was. so 
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ill-organized that men in service faced permanent stagnation in 
proRpects, so much so a draftsman otherwise qualified, entered in 
the Third Grade and ended his thirty years of service as a Third 
Grade draftsman ; a factor which is bound to tell on the efficiency 
ol work in the office. We are glad to learn that proposals are 
U'lder consideration for organizing the technical section on more 
rational and progressive lines. FUrther, the Administrative 
Sec!ion of the Sanitary Engineer's Office has been organized only. 
as if it was a circle office of the Public Works :Pepa.rtment despite 
the fact that the Sanitary Engineer's functions extend over the 
entira Province and his staff has to deal with provincewide 
matters. An inadequate and ill-organized section would result 1n 
the officers being saddled with non-technical work to the detriment 
of their more important duties. The position of the Municipol 
Engineers and their subordinate technical staff is also not slttis-_ 
factory. They are charged with the duty of day-to-day mainten
ance of the sanitary works, but they are poorly equipped for it. 
We learn that in most cases they are not supplied with the 
completion plans of the works they have to maintain. While they 
are the subordinates of the Sanitary Engineer, they have also to 
serve other lay. masters like the Municipal Commissioners, 
Chairmen and Councillors. The defects and anomalies in the ' 
present system have been pointed out by us at some length to 
show how the Sanitary Engineering :Pepartment which has to 
perform the important work of improving· the environmental 
sanitation of the Province has been ill-equipped and ill-organized 
from top to bottom and neglected all along. 

An Independent Public Health Engineering Department should be 
organized Immediately 

•19. We have dealt so far with the defects in the present system 
which have prevented progress hitherto. We now proceed to givu 
our proposals regarding the organization of the technical personnel 
necessary for executing our Ten-year plan. We consider that the 
time has come to give up the term " Sanitary Engineer " for 
various reasons and subs~itute the term " Public Health Engineer,'~ 
who will have even, wider scope of activities as explained by the 
Bhore Committee. We are emphatically of the opinion that an 
independent and self-contained Public Health Engineering 
Department should be organized on sound, progressive and well 
recognized lines. The entire work of investigation, planning, 
ex.ecution and maintenance of all water-supply and drainage 
schemes, as well as works pertaining to Public Health Engineer
ing in general, should be entrusted to its unified control. The 
divided responsibility which has impeded progress all along should 
cease at once. A single directing head for this independent 
department should be held responsible for the whole work. .If e 
sh<JUld have the rank and status of a Chief Engineer. He should 
be designated Chief Engineer, Public Health. · 

Having regard to the magnitude and importance of the works 
ahead. we strongly recommend to Government that immediate 
steps should be taken to -secure the services of a top ranking 
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specialist in Public Health Engineering to organize and build up 
the new department. Unless and until direction from such a 
specialist is made available efficiency in investigation, designing 
and execution of works cannot be achieved and ruatlen1 woulrl 
continue to move in the same old rut. 

Decentrallsed work-North and south. 
50. We propose that .the Public Health Engineering Depart· 

ment be organized into two independent Circles, self-contained in 
s~aff for all stages of work, called Northern and Southern Circlci. 
in charge of two Deputy Chief Engineers, Public Health. !•'or the 
present both of them may be under the control and direction of 
the Chief Engineer, Public Health. The Corporation of Madra, 
is now beyond our purview. But it should come under the techni(;ol 
acd administrative control of the Chief Engineer, Public Health. 
so long as public funds are utilized for providing Public Health 
Engineering schemes in the City. The Northern Circle should 
comprise all the Circars and Bayalaseema districts (Vizaga· 
patam, East Godavari, West Godavari, Xistna, Guntur, Nellore, 
Chittoor, Anantapur, Cuddapaq, Kurnool and Bellary districts) 
and the Southern Circle should comprise all the other districts 
of the province. This bifurcation will not only ensure prowpt 
clccentralised activities in investigations, designs and execution of 
all the works in both the areas simultaneously and give satisfaction 
to t.he people concerned, but also will enable the plan to be 
successfully executed within the ten years prescribed. 

Both the ])eputy Chief Engineers, Public Health, should be 
specialists in l'ublic Health Engineering, possessing adequate 
experience in the line. They should be officers of sufficient rank 
and standing for them to occupy the Chief ;Engineer's post wbeo 
their turn comes up. We make special mention of this fact 
because it is our view that the Deputy to the Chief Engineer must 
be the prospective occul'ant of the Chief "Engineer's · post. 
Unless the Deputy ~ucceeds the Chief Engineer, it is not possible 
to ensure continuity of policy and a high-level of efficiency in the 
work. · 

How to form the nucleus of the Public Health Engineering Department. 
51. We are dealing with the training of Public Heal:h 

Engineers and subordinate stall' later. At present, we are con· 
fronted with the problem of finding suitable personnel imii'W'-diutely, 
to man the proposed Public Health Engineering service and go 
forward with the work ahead. It is au admitted fact that there I& 

an acute shortage of professional men in the province as elsewhere 
in the country. The Chief Engineer, Public Works Departllk!nL 
(Mr. Mcintosh), brought to the notice of the Committee Lhat 
qualified Engineers are being attracted to other parts. of the 
country as the pay and prospects in this province are unsatisfoc
t.ory. The number of Engineers annually trained now in the 
province is considerably short of the demand. 

So far as Public Health Engineering is concerned, it will be 
some time before a class of trained Public Health Engineer~ are 
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put into the field. In the early stages of development of .this 
department it would be necessary to utilize the existing available 
personnel to the best advantage. The relative importance of 
Public E;ealth Engineering and ;Buildings and other ;Branches of 
Engineering should be taken into account in allotting personnel to 
this branch. But the co-operation of the Public Works Department 
is indispensable for the starting of this new independent ;E'ublic 
Health Engineering branch to go ahead with our programme from 
now. We, therefore, recommend for immediate adoption, that 
a Chief Engineer, ;E'ublic Works Department, be appointed ·as 
Chief Engineer, Public E;eaith, till such time as the (:l-overnment 
are able to find a competent specialist to relieve him. 'fhis 
procedure would help the new organization being built up 
smonthly. The Chief Engineer, Public Works !)epartmer. t 
(Mr. Mcintosh),· has recognized the reasonableness of the claims 
t'f the proposed Public Health Engineering ;Branch on the exist
ing personnel of the Public Works Department, who have had 
eome training· and experience in this special field of work. The 
Committee have every hope that with the full hearted co-operation 
and assistanoe of the Chief Engineer, l'ublic Works Department, 
a nucleus for the new organization could be readily found. The 
Chief Engineer has also recognized the desirability of posting 
officers, who have had some experience in this class of work, in 
charge of execution of works where special divisions or sub-divisions 
are needed. 

Public Health Engineering stall for Northern and Southern Circles. 
. 52. Immediately, therefore~ such a nucleus for the new Pub he 
Health Engineering department- could be formed by· taking over 
thll officers, who had served in this Branch and who have carried 
out the execution of major schemes· of water-supply and drainage. 
'!'h., programme ahead of us is heavy and a start has to be made 
on proper lines. "To begin with, in addition to the two Deputy 
Chief Engineers, Public E;ealth, we consider that under e•u;h 
of ilicm the following minimum establishment should be 
appointed : Two officers of the rank of Executive Engineers, 
three Assistant Engineers, and six Field Supervisors. The 
·Committee consider that this· is the absolute minimum nucleu3 
with which the organization should be started. As regards the 
Technical Section at the centre, the committee are strongly of 
opin!on that there should be an amalgamation of the technical 
staff now employed under the Chief Engineer, for the scrutiny of 
sanitary schemes, with the technical staff· at present under the 
Sanitary Engineer. The staff so amalgamated may be equitably 
divided as between the two Deputies, so as to form two self
contained and independent sections to deal with the work nf the 
North and South, Circles separately. This procedure shoold 
serve to release, for effective work, a certain number of qualified 
Engineers who are now serving as draughtsmen, and subordinate 
staff who are at present employed on avoidable dupliCd.tion of 
work. A similar amalgamation and division of the administrative 
Offire staff should also be carried out for the North and South 
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Circles. We append herewith a chart showing the organization of 
the new department under the two circles as proposed by us. 

•ro digress for a moment, we do not understand what were the 
intentions of the authorities to entertain dmughtswen and over
seers when the classes for training these tyues of subordinates were 
abolished. Is it not wastage of talent to employ qualified 
Engineers as mere draughtsmen? This however is by the way. 
So far as this ;Branch of work is concerned the Junior Engineers, 
Public Health, whom we propose to tmin, would be equipped in 
such a way that they would be usefully employed both in t.be 
fiel<l work and in the office work. We consider that field worker> 
and technical ·office staff should be interchangeable, both in the 
interest of design and execution in the. field. 

Central direction and decentrallzed execution. 
53. The Deputies with a self-contained staff at the centre will 

deal with the investigation and design of schemes in their respec
tive circles and direct and control their execution through tile 
a:;cn<'y of the Executive Engineer of the Division concerned. It id 
our view that until a self-contained public Health Engin~crin:; 
Department is built up from toP to bottom, the execution of watel
supply and drainage schemes should be carried out by the officers 
of the Public Works Department, under the direct control of the 
Chief Engineer, Public Health. Special divisions and sub-divisiouM 
will :qo doubt be formed for .the execution of major schemes or 
schemes of some importance irrespective of· costs, outside the 
purview of the regular . division. Here we would urge that 
Municipal Engineers and Municipal subordinate engineering 
staff should all be provincialized and absorbed into the Public 
Health Engineering Department forthwith, so that they could all 
be utilized to the best advantage in the execution and maintenance 
of water-supply and drainage schemes. Such a step is now essen
l·ial as· under our plan the State is to take over the entrrc 
responsibility including the maintenanoo of schemes, and it is but 
proper that Municipal Engineering staff should all form part c.f 
the Public Health Engineering Department. 

Private agencies and their Important rol4!. 
· 54. We visualize that within a few years properly trained 
Public Health Engineers and subordinate stall will be availabJ,, to 
man the Department. All the same, to execute successfully the 
Rchemes according to plan, the committee consider it necessary that 
the State should also enlist the co-operation of outside TechniMI 
Agencies to carry on the work. The State department alone will 
not be able to cope with the work which lies ahead. The provisions 
of the Public Health Act include an empowering clause whereby 
a local body may contract with an outside agency for the supply of 
water. The desirability of implementing the statutory provision 
in practice has also been· considered by the Board of Public Health 
ami commended to Government. It very often happened in other 
countries, that it was the privat~ agencies, who took the initiative 
first in launching local schemes of water-supply for the service of 
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the local population} and ran their own undertakings as a. com· 
n•crcial enterprise, and the S~ate later stepped in for controlling 
and co-ordinating the public utility schemes. The Metropolitan 
\Vater Board, London, is a classic example of how the various 
private water companies which .were started to supply water to the 
London area have been merged into one concern by an Act of 
]>arliament. Such procedure was of an immense benefit to the 
people in that they were able to realize several amenities infinitely 
earher than if they had depended on the State. In addition, it. 
also gave an enormous fillip to the healthy growth and advance~ 
uten L of the Engineering profession. In this country, Engineering 
is merely a service under the State till now. Engineering as an 
independent profession is just coming into existence. A healthy 
competition in talent with an outside independent Engineering 
profession is necessary to remove the self-complacency of the 
State Engineers and improve their professional efficiency. l'hus 
the public will have the benefit of what the Engineering profe:Ssion 
as u. whole could give them. 

We recommend that the investigation, design and execution :)f 
water~supply and drainage schemes may be thrown open to 
private Engineering firms of standing and experience. To safe
guo.J·d public interests however, their work will be subject to the 
control, direction and supervision, at all necessacy stages, by the 
State Engineers. The standards of design and specification for 
works should all be made to conform ~o a. high level approved by 
the Sta~ Engineering authority. Investigation, design and 
t!XP.cution of ·works should be entrusted to competing · firms Q{ 
standing based on competitive tenders at every stage.. _ 

When such an encouragement is given, we have no doubt that 
private firms. who have an eye to business will import tap ranking 
@pecialists from outside the country if necessary, to advise them 
on the technical aspects of water-supply and drainage schemes. 
In that case, the State :Pepartment officers themselves stand to 
guiu professionally through the services of these speciaHHts. 
Having regard to economic conditions in the West after the War. 
we believe a large number of such technical personnel may be 
uYailable for the purpose from the West.ern countries. In addition, 
there is the factor that private firms can and will employ retired 
engjneers with experience and aptitude for such works from 
within the country also. Such firms have an eye to business and 
will naturally try to attract men of talent. 'Ihey are not fettererl 
by rigid rules regulating appointment, pay and other conditions 
of service. They may even grant a share in profit to these profes· 
sional men. The State, on the other hand, cannot easily attract 
suth men in the face of their rules and regulations. The t·ole of 
r,rivate agencies in our plan is thus bound to yield immense ~nd 
pogjtive public benefit. 

There is yet another ad vantage in this proposal. .. Instanct!s 
have been brought to our notice!', wrote the Bhore Committee, 
,. in which private agencies have been able to carry out new build· 
in J works at less than 50 per cent of the estimate prepared by 
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Pubiic Works Pepa.rtments. We do not venture to base any 
.criticism on such information, but there is undoubtedly a wide- . 
spread and persistent belief that the Public Works Departments 
are ·unduly expensive agencies for the construction of public 
bu.ldings. This calls for a careful investigation, as considerations 
having far-reaching consequences for development in many spheres 
are involved . • . An enquiry into building method and costs, 
with special reference to the Central and Provincial Public Works 
Departments in India would be helpful . . ." We -do not 
pro!!Ose to comment on these observations except to say how desira
ble and essential it is to allow the competition of private agencies 
both in talent and in cost at every possible stage of the vast pro
gramme ahead of us. 

Some exceptional oases 
55. We have, however, to mention certain exceptional cases 

where the employment of private agencies may not be desirable. 
In cases where the sources are indefinite, or are of a speculative 
character as in underground sources of water-supply, it may not 
be profitable to have such water-supply schemes investigated by 
outside agencies. The reB'ults of the field investigation in Guch 
cases are conditioned by several indefinite factors, and payments to 
private agencies for specific results may not be quit~ practicable. 
We, therefore, consider that the investigation of such speCial 
schemes may continue to be carried out only by the State Depart
ment as heretofore, to the extent to which such works, in the 
opinion of the Chief Engineer, Public Health, cannot be entrusted 
to private agencies. 

56. We recommend that all the Urban Water-supply and 
Drainage schemes, Municipal and non-Municipal should be 
investigated, designed, executed and maintained by the Public 
Health Engineering Department, as set out in the foregoing 
paragraphs. But the Pepartment may also utilize the services of 
private engineering agencies in the prosecution of the plan as 
suggested by us. 

CHAPTER VII 

Organization-Rural Water-supply 
Rural water-supply-Present system unsatisfactory 

57. We have now to discuss about the organiza,tion necessary 
for the . execution of rural water-supply schemes under our plan. 
At present, several department11-the Revenue Department, the 
Labour Department, the Fisheries Department and the Harijan 
Uplift Department-are pursuing parallel activities in this matter 
without any co-ordination. The Revenue Board which is at 
present· the ~ntral authority for administering the Rural Water
supply Fund has perforce to d~pend on the Collectors exclusively 

3 
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for achieving results. ;But Collectors of districts, over-burdenetl 
with multifarious duties and with distractions in other spheres, 
can have no time, even though they may have the inclinati·1D, to 
devote the time required for this purpose. Sc id the case with 
Revenue subordinate staff. '.rhe adverse remarks of the Board of 
Revenue on the progress made in their naif-yearly reviews vnly 
prov~ this fact. · 

We may here recall the remarks of the Minister of Health 
while inaugurating our proceedings. He referred to the very poor 
progress being made in rural water-supply schemes, to 
the lapse of large funds allotted for such works, and to the lack 
of interest on the part of the Revnue Department and its technical 
staff. There is no gainsaying the fact that the Minor liTigation 
Overseer is the least competent technically to initiate and prepare 
1·ural water-supply schemes. It is not as yet realized that ·~he 
~election of suitable sites for sanitary draw-wells and the choice 
of the proper method of development of any source as may be, 
available for a village, calls for some training· and experience in 
hydrology of ground-water which a Minor liTigation Overseer 
does not possess. In areas where only saline water could be tapped 
thmugh the soil, the alternative of improving surface storage :iJl<l 
tanks and evolving a safe water-supply scheme therefrom, is 
beyond his competence although the Sanitary Engineering 
Denartment may have prepared type-designs for his guidance. 
Again, simple field tests for ascertaining the quality of water from 
local wells and their salinity contents are outside the scope of 
Minor Irrigation Overseers. Above all, Minor liTigation Overseers 
have other duties to do in addition to rural water-supply schemes 
and invariably neglect these works or scamp them. The result 
has been that wells undertaken on the unsuitable advice of such 
n·en have involved wasteful expenditure without the expected 
measure of relief to the people. 

We have again to lay stress on a very significant aspect. '.rhe 
actual measure of relief conferred on the rural people is not to be 
judged by the amount allotted and expended, but only by Llmt 
portion of the total amount spent on wells and other sources which 
actually gave potable water and were actually serving the needs of 
the people. We have already referred to the paucity of informa
tion on this important aspect of the problem and the difficulty in 
securing data as to the number of wells which have actually 
yielded drinkable water. Several instances, however, have come 
to our notice where wells sunk under the rural water-supply 
schemes have been partial or' total failures, one reason being the 
lack of technical competence and of discernment in their location. 

In respect of the major rural water-supply schemes which are 
sanctioned by the Revenue Board after prior consultation with the 
Sanitary Engineer, the procedure only adds to the delay without 
corresponding advantage. ·n is seldom that the advice of .the 
Sanitary Engineer is obtained in time. Works are already und<'c 
different stages of progress before his remarks are transmitted. 
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J3y that time it becomes too late to give effect to them. ;Delay and 
confusion· result. l'here have been instances of the SaniLary 
Engineer's advice being sought in respect of works under execu· 
tion when it was found that the revised estimate for such works 
alter their partial completion exceeded the powers of tbr. 
sanctioning authority. Such belated references to the Sanitary 
Engineer defeat the very purpose of prior consultation with that 
officer. Moreover, no rural water-supply scheme executed after pro
fessional scrutiny of the Sanitary Engineer bas been inspected by 
that officer or his subordinates during or after execution apparently 
because no such duty is imposed on them. We have also lenmt 
that frequently wells, particularly bore wells, constructed under 
the rural water-supply scheme have easily gone out of use for some 
reason or other and that no action has been taken by anybody to 
restore them to their normal condition, and that the money spent 
became wasted in all such cases. 

Complete re·orientation necessary. 
58. We consider that the present ·machinery for the rural water

&npply scheme is running in a manner not conducive to producing 
the desired results. We are convinced that the organization for 
the scheme should be· radically re-oriented. We recommend Lhat 
the administration of the rural water-supply scheme should be 
taken over from the Board of Revenue and that the Collectors 
should be divested of their duties in this behalf. · The entire l'eP· 
ponsibility in this matter should be transferred to the Public Health 
Engineering Department which would be the pivot of the future 
crgacization in regard to all matters pertaining to environmenL."l 
~~anitation all over the province. 

Responslblllt:v shou.ld vest In the District Engineer Immediately 
59. The essence of our plan is central direction and decentra

lized execution. We are strongly of opinion that progress should 
be made simultaneously in all the districts for providing water-
11Upply in the rural areas under the competent technical control 
of the District Engineer, Public Health. We also consider that 
the works in the rural areas should refiec~ the advances made in 
modern sanitary science and give the fullest benefit thereof to the 
masses. It will no doubt take some time before Public Health Dis
trict Engineers and Junior Engineers, Public Health, are trained 
and BUt in charge of their duties. The Executive Engineers of the 
Public Works Department have to take charge of the rural water
supply scheme in every district immediately according to nnr 
plan and continue "the work, till they are relieved by the District 
Engineers, Public Health. The District Engineer, Public Health, 
or the Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, till the 
former relieves him, should be clothed with adequate technical 
sanctioning powers, so that he would be the ultimate technical 
authority for ap. rural water-supply schemes within his jurisdiction. 
This alone would ensure speed in executing the programlliO 
without sacrifice of efficiency at the same time. It has been 

SA 
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pointed out to us that under the existing Public Works Depart
ment Code, the Executive Engineer has certain money limits for 
technical sanction in respect of original works ; and that if his 
powers of sanction for rural water-supply works were to be raised 
above these limits, he would have to operate with different 
power limits relating to different types of works, which may nor. 
be desirable. We do not, however, consider this to be an insuper
able objection. In the case of rural water-supply schemes of the 
nature we visualize, the general principles of design and directions 
thereon are usually laid down by t"\le Chief Engineer, Public 
Health. The local District Engineer's function is normally res
tricted to the adaptation of these designs r.o suit spe,cific local 
conditions. Such modifications to standard designs would be well 
within the competence of an officer with the standing . and 
experience of an Executive Engineer. We do not therefore 
consider it necessary to limit Lhe powers of technical sanction of 
the District Engineer in respect of rural water-supply schemes to 
the same money limits as may be laid in the case of Public Work~ 
Department works. We accordingly recommend to the Provincial 
Government that the District Engineer of our plan should be maue 
the final sanctioning authority for all rural water-supply schemes 
within the district irrespective of money limits. In shouldering 
this responsibility, the District Engineelo will no doubt in his ow'n 
interest consult his superior officers in all cases of doubts and 

· difficulties. -

Field Stall under the District En~cer 
60. The transfer of the control and direction, sanction and 

supervision of rural water-supply schemes from the District 
Collector to the District Engineer as proposed above, should 
remove the several anomalies and handicaps in the working of the 
present system. We shall now proceed to indicate the manner in 
which the District Engineer will, in future, carry out his functions 
in respect of this work. So far as the execution of rural water
supply works is concerned, till a. self-contained Public Health 
Engineering staff comes into full operation, all the subordinate 
field staff, irrespective of the Public Works Department of Engi
neering in which they are employed, should be pla{!ed under ;.he 
control and direction of the District Engineer. The Chief Engi
neers will doubtless examine and decide as to which of the 
divisions of the Buildings ·and Irrigation branches ( excludiu.g 
special divisions and project divisions) could be entrusted with the 
task of handling all the rural water-supply schemes within the 
division. The Executive Engineer so selected will then be the 
District Engineer of our plan. He will be assisted by his 
Assistant Engineers, Supervisors and all subordinate technical 
hiaff and in addition, by the Assistant Engineers and subordinate 
staff of the Highways Department, who may be stationed within 
his divisional jurisdiction. We make this suggestion with circum
Rpection. The Public Works Department officers and subordinates 
do a lot of touring work and it should be possible for them during 
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their itineraries :to devote some time to the furtherance of rural 
water-supply schemes within their individual jurisdictions. The 
District Board and Local Fund Engineering staff are not new to 
t~is work. '!'_hey have been attending to rural water-supply works 
hitherto. Th1s course, we hope, would enable the maximum of 
w:or~ being secured from the existing technical men serving in the 
distrJC~s. We also recommend that all the special technical 
subordmate staff already employed by the Collector with Lha 
sanction of the R.evenue Board for the execution of rural water
supply scheme should be transferred to the control of the District 
Engineers concerned, so that this additional staff may also be 
usefully engaged to expedite the progress on these works. 
Future procedure for Rural water-supply works 

61. It would thus be p~ssible for the District Engineer with 
a subordinate technical staff spread all over the district to have 
the necessary plans and estimates prepared for each village adapting 
standard type designs as may be suitable to each locality, and have 
all such schemes sanctioned" by himself. The choice of a particular 
type of scheme for each place would of course have to be initially 
basea on an inspection of the locality by the supervisor or his higher 
officer, and in special cases, by the .District Engineer himself 

_according to the needs of each case. Once the site for the well 
and the type of well or other source to be adopted and the details 
therefor have been decided upon by the technical officers and scruti
nized and sanctioned by the District Engineer, the actual execution 
of tliese works can, in the majority of cases, be left to the super
vision of maistries trained in the line. As for the agencies for the 
execution of these works, we consider it may be feasible and indeed 
desirable in a large number of cases, to entrust the work to the 
local villagers themselves. Even if an outsiae contractor is given 
the work on contract, it is invariably the case that local labour 
only has to be employed by him in the actual execution of work. 
This is, however, a detail which the District Engineer and his 
subordinate officers could decide on the spot on the merits of each 
case. Likewise, the touring officers and the subordinate staff would 
include inspections of these rural water-supply works, durinl( their 
tours, to ensure that their execution and maintenance are on satis
factory lines. 

In order to ensure success of the plan at all stages we consider 
it would be a very desirable conrse for the Chief Engineer (Public 
Health), to issue professional circulars. a?d pamphlets on the gen~ral 
principles and technical details pertammg to rural water-supplies, 
so that the field technical staff down to the lowest subordinate may 
be made conversant with the latest technical knowledge. Along 
with the issue of typical cfesigns for alternative sourcea which may 
fignre in rural water supplies, clea~. notes should be sent for the 
information of local officers. In additiOn, we would also recommend 
that as and when a sanitary well or oilie~ alternative type of source 
is completed, a permanent .ed~cative no~ice board s~ould ~e erected 
side by side pictorially depiCtmg the evils of defective mamtenance 
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which would result in the contamination of the drinking water. 
The rural folks will then have some eaucation on the rudimentary 
principles of a " safe " drinking water. 

Rural drainage. 
62. Provision of water-supply however small the per capita 

consumption may be, would necessarily involve drainage of waste 
water from the immediate vicinity of dwellings. ]3ut this does not 
necessarily mean that a drainage scheme as in the case of municipal 

· and other urban areas should be introduced. Decentralized disposal 
of waste water can be arranged ac~rding to local conditions. It 
should be poASible for the District field technical staff to deal with 
such engineering problems. Further we keep this aspect of the 
work of the field staff in giving training to the Junior Engineers.
Public Health. 

Co-ordination with Public Heaith Department essential 
63. Both in regard to the urban water-supply and drainage 

schemes and in respect of rural water-supply schemes. we have 
indicated the manner in which we could organize a nucleus of the 
Public Health Engineering Department as an immediate measure 
with the existing personnel and expand it in due course as and 
when qualified Public Health Engineers and field subordinat.es get 
trained. We should, however, like to make one }lPint clear. An 
important function of the Public Health Engineering Department 
of our scheme will be to co-ordinate all the activities with those of 
the }.{edical Public Health Department. It· is exactly this 
co-ordination .which was expected when the first Sanitary Engirieer 
to Government was appointed. In practice, however, this was not 
achieved. As the Director of Public Health is assisted in the field, 
besides Medical Officers of Health, by a class of subordinates called 
Health Inspectors, the Chief Engineer (Public Health) in our 
scheme will be assisted- in the field, besides District Engineers 
(Public :S:ealth), by a class of men known as ' Junior Engineers.' 
In their training the Health Inspectors will have the Medical 
(preventive) bias, and the Junior Engineers, the Public Health· 
Engineering empliasis. The Committee are strongly of opinion 
that these two branches of services should work in unison like the 
two eyes in the forehead of a man. Without such co-ordination 
national health cannot be promoted. 

CHAPTER VIII 

Priority for Schemes. 
" Priority •• without progress or schemes. 

64. We have so far dealt with the organization of technical 
personnel in relation to our programme for urban and rural areas. 
It would be relevant for us now to dwell on certain admini13tr&tivo 
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aspects bearing on our plan. First and foremost of these is the 
question of prior!ty for schemes. This question, we may say, has 
been there ever smce the very inception of the Sanitary Engineering 
Department. As we remarked elsewhere, a good number of schemes· 

· to serve some of the major municipalities in the Province were 
initiated and installed in tne nineties with Mr. J. A. Jones aa the 
Sanitary Engineer. With his retirement from tlie field and with 
a retrograde policy which barred all subsequent progress of the 
department, the progress on schemes too slowed down inevitably. 
The question of priority for schemes then tended to assume an unreal 
importance. W~en schemes were difficult to attain, a priority for 
the sequence of their attainment carried with it, perhaps, a psycho
logical solace to those in despair I We have the instance of O'lvern
ment in 1913 announcing a five-year programme in reijpect of certain 
schemes to be taken up in a particular order for the period 1913-18 
but, as the Government themselves frankly stated in their Note, 
it did not commit them to anything. What is the good of a pro· 
gramme without a committal of carrying it out? 

The position continued like this over a long stretch of years, 
up to the tliirties. Priorities for investigation, for design and for 
execution were drawn up, revised and altered, only to be partially 
followed. The criterion for high priority was not ao much the 
relative need between place and place but the extent to which the 
local body was prepared to finance its share of the cost. of the 

-scheme. As already remarked, such a policy resulted merely in a 
lot of infructuous work. Schemes were taken up and dropped at 
different stages, as local finance could not afford costly ventures. 
Province-wide priority lists of 1941 and 1916. 

65. During 1939-1945, when there was the least activity on 
actual progress of execution of works, the drawing np of a priority 
list assumed prominence. A list was issued in 1941 showing 
schemes sanctioned or ready for sanction, schemes investigated and 
ready for design, and schemes to be investigated. The attention of 
Government was drawn to tlie practical difficulties and defects in 
working to such a list. Thereupon Government in 1944 ordered 
the preparation of a revised· priority list and a compendium of 
Provincial requirements of water-supply and drainage. This was 
published eventually . with G.O. No. 55, P.R., dated 7th 
January 1946. The priority lists ao drawn up are under three 
headL : Schemes under execution, schemes sanctioned by Govern
ment, and schemes for which plans and estimates are ready bot 
for which sanction is awaited. The compendium of provincial 
requirements is set out in two separate lists : one for water-supply 
and one for drainage schemes, for the remaining requirements for 
the whole province, " showing the works in an order of priority 
determined aolely by the considerations applicable . in res~t of 
water-supply and drainage respectively from the pomt of v1ew of 
public health."· These lists include water-supply schemes for 
panchayats with a population of 10,000 and over as well as all 
municipalities; and drainage schemes for all urban panchayats and 
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municipalities. The compendium shows 195 places under water
supply and 1,063 places under drainage schemes, arranged in their 
order of importance. This gave rise to a crop of correspondence 
ever since. Local bodies lower down in the list have been impor
tuning Government for advancement of their ranks, and Govern
ment have been negativing such requests on the plea. that the ranks 
have been assigned on their relative public health importance on 
an all-Province basis, and that they should not be further disturbed. 
Nevertheless, modifications to the lists are bein~ made and the 
priority for a few local bodies is being reshufBed. And, strangely 
enough, local bodies are easy to please. A mere advancement of 
their prospective drainage scheme, from the remote say 900th rank 
to the less remote say 700th rank, would seem to leave them content 
that their representations had not been after all in vain I 

Simultaneous execution In all districts-Essence of our plan' 
66. We are definitely of opinion that the existin~ priority lists 

and compendium should be abandoned, and the approach to the 
problem made on altogether different lines. We are no doubt 
&live to the fact that a list of priority is a. desirable adjunct to a. 
planned programme. But we should equally emphasize that the 
principle behind such a. list, must fit in with the c.entra.l idea of 
our plan. It is our view that with central direction and decentra
lized execution as proposed in our scheme, the progress of urban 
and rural water-supply and drainage schemes should proceed simul
tlmeously as far as possible, at each district level, the pTiority of 
the schemes being limited to the distTict le11el. The progress which 
we visualise will not be possible witn the compendium referred to. 
We have after due consideration of all relevant factors, concluded 
that the best course to adopt would be to have a. compact list of 
priority for municipal water-supply and drainage scliemes only, in 
the Northern and Sourthern Circles, leaving the priority of other 
urban schemes and all rural water-supply schemes to be decided by 
District Committees to be constituted for the purpose. We shall 
now proceed to deal with the question of the District. Committee 
in some detail. 

Priorities of non-mnnlclpsl and rural schemes In each district to be 
settled by District Water and Drainage Committee 

67. We recommend that in each district a. committee be consti
tuted, to be termed " District Water r.nd Drainage Commit.tee ", 
consistin~ of the Provincial M.L.As. and M.L.Cs., resident in the 
district, the President, District Board-so long as District Boards 
are functioning-the District Health Officer and the District Engi
neer. The Committee's function would be to fix the priority for the 
villages, hamlets and cheries in the district for provision of rural 
water-supply, and to administer the funds allotted to the district 
under the rural water-supply scheme. The Committee will also 
settle the order in which all the non-municipal urban water-supply 
and drainage schemes in the district should be taken np, and furnish 
such priority lists to the Government. The Committee will deal 
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with all non-technical and administrative mattets pertaining to 
.these spheres in a general way and also act as a liaison between the 
local areas in the district and the Government Department 
concerned. We are confident that the members of the committee 
so constituted can be expected to decide on matters of priority and 
the like in accordance with the real needs of the people and actual 
local conditions. The District Engineer will act as the Secretary 
and Treasurer to the Districtllommittee and carry out their inten
tions without prejudice to the general policy which the Government 
may lay down. 

Local bodies· with accumulated funds and local phDanthropy to be 
encouraged 

68. In fixing priorities, however, there is one aspect of the 
question which might arise .. There are several urban places which 
have long been taxing themselves towards financing water-supply 
and drainage schemes and have accumulated funds in the hope of 
being able to obtain their schemes as soon. as conditions permit. If 
in the proposed schemes of provincial water and drainage fund 
these places do not happen to get a priority over other stations, and 
if their accumulated funds were nevertheless to be pooled into the 
provincial fund straightaway, it might lead to a lot of local dis
content. To overcome this difficulty we would suggest that such of 
the urban units which have already accumulated water and drainage 
funds need not be made to pay their amounts into the provincial 
fund until their water-supply and drainage schemes are actually 
installed by the Government. We also believe that when a philan
thropist comes forward to oear the en~ire cost of a municipal or 
non-municipal or rural scheme, there is nothing wrong in giving 
priority to that scheme and arranging for the immediate execution 
thereof. This will be an incentive to utilize local philanthropy. 

Priorities drawn up for municipal schemes In Northern and Southern 
circles separately 

69. In regard to municipal water-supply and drainage schemes, 
we have ourselves drawn up a revised priority list as appended 
hereunder which we recommend to Government for adoption. We 
advise the Government not to reopen the order which we have 
determined as we feel that this would lead to delays and discussions. 
It will be seen that we have divided the municipalities into the 
Northern and Southern circles, so that progress is evenly and simul
taneously maintained in both the circles. We believe such 
bif11rcation is essential as it is only a question of time before the 
division of the Province into lingnistic provinces takes place. Our 
proposals on this as well as the question of the technical organiza
tion are calculated to maintain and continue a uniform level of 
proliress by having tlie staff and the programme distrib~ted on a 
regional basis in anticipation_ of such division .of .the ~roVInce. We 
consider this a wise precaution. In the pnonty .lists for each 
·circle again separately for water-supply and dramage schemes,· 
we have gr'ouped the municipalities under three different 
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categories, (i) those for which schemes are under execution, (ii) 
those which have schemes in operation but which require improve
ments, and (iii) those for which new schemes are to be provided 
£or the first time. 

l'RIORITY LIST lrOR IIWNICil'AL WATER-SUPl'LY AND 
DRAINAGE SCHEMES. 

W ATBB·SUPI'LY. 

Li&l I.-SchemeJJ to"be Mwly Li&t II.-Existing scheme& to be 
provided. - improved--cont. 

Soulhma Circle. 

1 Mangalore. 
2 Tinnevolly. . 
8 l'alamoottab. 
4 Mayavamm. 
II Devakottai. 
6 Palgbat. 
7 Dbamporam. 
8 Rajapalayam. 
9 Tiruvarur. 

10 Manoa.-gudi. 
11 Srivilliputbar. 
12 Tirupatbur. 
I 3 Tellicherry. 
14: Vaniyamhadi, 
111 Villupuram. 
16 Cann&Dore. 
17 Udumalpct. 

• 18 Udipi.-
19 Sivakasi. 

Norlhem Circl•. 

1 Nandyal. 
2 Chittoor. 
8 Tenali. 
4 Hospet. 
a Chi<-aoole. 
6 Gudivada. 
7 Hindupur. 
8 l'oddapurem. 
9 Aoakapalli. 

10 Oogole. 
11 Bimlipatam. . 
12N.............,pet. 

Li&t II .-Exisli'IIIJ schemeJJ to be 
· improved. 

Soulhem Circle. 

1 Cuddalore. 
2 Dindigul. 
8 Conjeevaram. 
'Madora. 
II Tiruppur. 
6 Virudbunagar. 
7 Chidambar&m. 
8 Palni. 
9 Tiruvannamalai." 

10 Karaikudi. 
11 Tuticoriu. 
12 Tanjore. 

Soulhma Circl~ont. 
13 Neppatam. 
" Chingleput. 
15 Srirengam. 
16 Karur. 
17 Gudiyattam. 
18 l'eriyakulam. 
19" Coonoor. 
20 Ootaoamund. 

Norlhern Circlo. 
1 Vizagapatam. 
2 Tirupati. 
3 Bezwada. 
4 Cuddapah. 
5 Kurnoo1. 
6 Proddatur. 
7 Bellary. 
8 Nellore. 
9 Adoni. 

10 Anantapur. 
ll Rajahmundry. 
12 Masulipatam. 
13 Ellore. 
14 Tadpatri. 
15 Viziauagamm. 
16 Palaeole. 

List III.-BckemeJJ. now under 
execution. 

Soulhorn. Circle. 
1 Salem (new scheme). 
2 Caliout (new aoheme). 
3 Kumbakooam (new acbeme). 
4 Coimbatore (improvemente). 
5 Trichinopoly (improvemente). · 
6 Pollachi (new scheme). 

Norlhttm Circle. 
1 Guntur (new scheme). 
2 CooRnada (improvements). 

Li&t iV.-Existing schemes not 
requiring improvement. 

So.ahem Circle. 

1 Bodinayakkanar. 
2 Erode. 
3 Kodaikaual.. 
4 Vellore. 
5 Wallajapet. 
6 Coohiu. 

Norlhem Circl&-NiL. 
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List I.-Schemes lo be newly 
provided. 

Btmlhem Oirck. 
1 Triohinopo1y. 
2 Kumbakonam. 
3 Caliout. 
4 Mangalore. 
. li Coobin. 
6 Chidambornm. 
7 Tanjore. 
8 Periayakulnm. 
8 Erode. 

10 Virudhunagar. 
11 Palni. 
12 :Mayavaram. 
13 Tiruvarur. 
14 Tinnevelly. 
15 Palamcottab. 
16 Cuddalore. 
17 Conjeevaram. 
18 TiruvaDD&Ul&lai. 
19 Tellioberry. 
20 Palgbat. 
21 Cannanore. 
22 Coonoor. 
ll3Dindigul. 
24 Rajapalayam. 
25 Srivilliputbur. 
26 ]l[annargudi. 
27 Vaniyam~adi. 
28 W allajapet. 
29 ViUupumm. 
30 Tiruppur. 
31 Pollaobi. 
32 Bodinayakl<anur. 
33 Karur. 
34 Udipi. 
35 Dbarepuram. 
36 Gudiyattam. 
87 Tirupe\tur. 
38 Karaikudi. 
39 Devakottai. 
40 Sivakaai. 
41 Udumalpet. 
42 Koda.jJranal 

Norlhtln Oircl& 
1 Ellore. 
2 Maaulipatam. 
8V~nuq. 

DBAINAGIII. 

List I.-Schemu lo be newly 
provided-cont. 

NOt'IMm Oircl......,ont. 
4 Tenali. 
li Vizagapetam. 
6 Nandy&L 
7 Cocanade. _ 
8 Palaco1e • 
9 Cuddapoh. 

10 Nellore. 
11 Cbioaoo1e. 
12 KumooL 
13 Anantapur. 
14 Hoapet • 

. IG Adoni. 
16 Gudivada. 
17 Guntur. 
18 Peddapuram. 
19 Anakapalli. 
20 Hindupur. 
21 Tadpetri. 
22 Proddattur. 
23 Ongole. 
24 Naraaa.raopet. 
26 Bimlipatam. 

List II.-Eziating scliemu 1o be 
improtled. 

Bouthmo Circle. 
I Madura. 
2 Ootacamund. 
3 Vellore. 
4 Chingleput. 

Norllum Oirck. 
1 Bezwada. 
2 Rajabmundry. 
3 Boilary. 

List III.-Schemes MID under 
ezecution. 

80141hem Oircl•. 
1 Salem. 
2 Coimbatore. 
8 Negapetam. 
4 Briraognm. 

· li Tutioorin. 

NOt'IMm Oircl41. 
1 Tirupeti. 
ll Chittoor. 

List IV .-E:z:isting IChemes '"" 
requiring impr017ements-Nil. 
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Principles In deciding priority . 
70. We have considered it unnecessary to give any special 

priority for schemes which _are now under inves~igation or ~repara
tion, apart from those which ar~ under executiOn. In fixmg the 
priority for new schemes and Improvement schemes for water
supply and drainage, we have been guided solely by the relative 
needs as between place and place, based on the intensity of water
borne epidemics, endemicity, partial and total scarcity, the indus
trial, commercial and religious importance of the place, the 
incidence of malaria, filariasis and mosquito nuisance and so on. 
The State having to assume the responsibility of providing water
supply and drainage hereaTter, the financial capacity of any parti
cular place to shoulder its scheme, is not recognized by us M &ny 
ground for deciding on the priority for the place. As this cannot 
be said to apply in respect of schemes now in progress, we have 
allowed priority only for those schemes which are under execution, 
leaving the others to take their turn in our revised list. 

Lines or policy In the allocation of funds 
71. In the matter of allotting funds we recommend the follow

ing broad lines of policy :-
(i) Schemes under execution should be allowed to go forward 

without any break and be completed as early as possible. 
Cii) The allotment of funds for schemes between the Northern 

and Southern circles as also between district and district, shall be 
on an equitable basis. 

(iii) Special consideration should be shown to the Ceded dis
tricts in regard to tlie allntment of funds for their urban and rural 
water-supply schemes. We put forward this special plea for thos.e 
districts as Nature has denied them the normal facilities obtaining 

. elsewhere. 
(iv) The apportionment of allotted funds as between new 

schemes and improvements to existing schemes, water-supply and 
drainage, may be made roughly on a 50-50 basis._ 

(v) The allotment of funds as between water-supply and 
drainage schemes may be in the ratio of the respective estimated 
r.osts. 

A Provincial Water· and Drainage Board unnecessar;v 
79. With the constitution of the District Water and Drainage 

Committees to de&.l with nil rural and non-municipal urban schemes, 
and with a priority list for all municipal schemes, we are of opinion 
that a Provincial Water and Drainage Board is quite unnecessary. 
In our opinion such a Provincial Board will merely serve as a fifth 
wheel to the coach of progress. Such a board may be found neces
safy elsewhere to settle claims for development of sources of water
supply as between one local authority and another. Here the 
sources are only waiting for the hand of man to develop them, 
There is no question of competition, 
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CHAPTER IX 

Miscellaneous 

Re-employment of retired technical men_necessary 

45 

73. We should now. like to dwell on some miscellaneous aspects 
in regard to the organizat-ion under our proposals. One of them is 
the need for the re-employment of technical men who have 
reached the age of retirement. The Bhore Committee's recom
mendations in this behalf are relevant: They say, " The need for 
trained personnel is so clamant as to make the rigid maintenance 
of the normal rule that Government servants should . be super
annuated at the age of 55 inconsistent with the requirements of the 
situation . . . Subject to physical and mental fitness peraons 
who have reached the age of superannuation should be permitted to 
continue to work on a year to year basis. In order to ensure that 
the continuation in service of such persons does not stand in the 
way of normal promotion in the services, they should be made to 
retire before they are re-employed." Those recommendations 
apply with greater emphasis to the Engineering services, as quali
fied and trained technical personnel are too few for the actual 
requirements. For the successful implementation of our proposals 
we recommend to Government to search and list out the men who 
have already retired and who are likely to retire in· future and to 
take steps to secure the services of such of them as are mentally 
and physically fit. Their employment should not however be 
allowed to act as a. bar to the promotion of men in service. We 
stress the need for· immeCiiate action in thiS matter. 

Army Engineering Divisions and Labour CQI'ps to be employed 
74. We consider it would be of immense advantage if the Army 

Engineering Division and r-abour Corps, stationed in any area 
during peace-time, could be usefully employed in the execution of 
water-supply and drainage schemes in the neighbouring- localities, 
now that the Army is Nationalized. The maintenance of these 

• units is a charge on the funds of the State. The employment of 
the military during peace time O!l. such N atlon Building activities 
woula be a gain tO the State. The proposal has also the added 
advantage that the Army Labour Units in whom ideas of personal 
hygiene and collective discipline are higlily developed, would serve 
as a model to the- people in the midst of whom they work. It is 
of course to be understood that the Army Personnel will carry out 
works according to the specifications- furnished ~ t~~m by t~e 
Public Health Engineering Department. The desJrab~Jty for this 
course is further emphasized by the fact that there IS a general 
dearlh of contractOrs to carry out such works, not to speak of the 
labour unrest prevailing at present. Above all ihe employment of 
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the Army on such works ·woula1ead to pu_blic appreciation of the 
work of the National Army for the benefit of the people, and 
would develop better relationship and cordiality between them and 
the people, which is highly essential. 

Improvement of roads for lransport of materials 
75. It is well known that our villages in several areas stand out 

a~ so many inaccessible islands during the monsoon months. Any 
attempts to reach such villages through village roads such as they 
exist, tend to assume the characteristics of an amphibious cam
paign. In our plan, the execution of water-supply schemes in some 
cases may involve transport of building materials and equipment 
to up-country places. It might easily put our programme out of 
gear if the impassable eondition of village roads in any particular 
area were to hold up transport of much materials on the route 
ill definitely. Further experience has proved that the .inaccessi
bility of our villages prevents effective measures being taken to 
stamp out epidemics when they break out. We therefore recom
mend that as part and parcel of our programme for water-supply 
and drainage schemes, the Government should direct special atten
tion to the improvement of roads leading to all such areas. 

Expanding electrlclt:v 
76. Likewise we feel that the expansion scheme of the Govern

ment Electricity Grid should keep pace with our schemes of 
water-supply and drainage so that electricity is made available 
over as wide and extensive an area as possible. In such a case, the 
provision of electric motor and pump sets for water-supply and 
drainage schemes would be facilitated, avoiding the use of compli
cated and uneconomical diesel, steam or charcoal gas units. 
Incidentally, the expansion of such electricity supply would give 
a fillip to the grow more food compaign with added facilities for 
well irrigation. 

' Revenue Department should give up certain dues 
77. Local bodies are now being asked to pay water charges (at 

about Re. 1 per 1,000 cubic yards) to the Government for the sale 
of raw water by the Government from their rivers and canal sys
tems. We consider that the sale of water by the Government to 
its citizens for drinking purposes, however nominal be the sale 
price, is not a worthy practice; we therefore recommend that this 
practice should be given up. 

·Similarly, there have been instances when the Revenue Depart
ment put up claims for compensation for abatement of land rev
enue in cases where the development of a drinking water-supply 
source came into clash with existing riparian interests. We 'lre 
dealing separately with the question of legislation in regard to such 
riparian interests. But it is our view that the Revenue Depart
ment should give np this practice of levying a toll as it were c,n 
drinking water supplies, a.nd waive the loss in revenue consequent 
on a water-supply scheme being developed from an irrigation 
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source. It follows that the Government agency in the Irrigation 
:Oepartment should also give first priority to drinking water-supply 
requirements in preference to the demands of land irrigation. It 
should be borne m mind that the quantity abstracted for drinking 
water-supply is but a small fraction of the quantity required for 
irrigation purposes. 

Centage charges to go 
78. The present practice of levying centage charges for the 

investigation, design and execution of schemes by the state 
department for local bodies will not hold good hereafter, 118 the 
entire responsibility for them rests with the State itself. We 
recommend that centage charges should no longer be included in 
estimating costs for schemes. ' 

Government should· assume larger powers In relaUonshlp with local 
bodies 

79. We suggest that Law (Legislative) Department should ex&
mine whether amendments to existing statutes are necessary to 
implement the policy which we have enunciated, in respect of 
levying and collecting water and drainage tax and remitting it 
along with water and drainage revenues, to the Provincial Water 

. and Drainage Fund ; and with regard to the maintenance of those 
works by Government agency. Action should be taken in this 
respect by Government as may be found nece8811ry. 

80. As the Government are to take ov~r control and mainten
ance of water-supply and drainage schemes of all municipal and 
local boards, the existing powers of the Government to appoint 
Municipal Engineers to Municipalities may have to be amplified, 
so. as to include other categories of officers, and also other local 
bodies besides municipalities. 

LeglslaUon regarding riparian claims 
· 81. There have. been many instances in the past when the 

investigation of sourcee of major and minor water-supply schemes 
has had a chequered progress, extending over a long number of 
years, because of the opposition put up by local riparian interests. 
The investigation of water-suppl;r. schemes for Peddapuram, Tiru
pati, Chittoor, Bodinayakanur aud Ami, are but a few -mstances 
ia1 point. Under the existing conditions of land tenure, the pur
suit of subsoil source of a river or even surface flow, is not allowed 
to go forward by local ryots who raise imaginary and exaggerated 
claims to the subsoil and surface flows, and obstruct the progress 
of the very investigation of such drinking water-supply schemee,
t."J putting down teet borings, carrying out yield tests from experi
mental wells and so forth-on the apprehension that their existing 
rights would be adversely affected thereby. This hilS caused hard
ship on the entire municipal population as the investigation of 
water sources which might lead up to future contentious litig&
tion had to be given up, and alternative sources even if available, 
were not always within the means of the municipalities. 
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As drinking water-supply to the community must transcend all 
such legal claims pertaining to land irrigation, ·it is essential tha.t 
a provision in law should be made under which drinking water
supply schemes could be taken up and completed without allowing 
local riparian and irrigation rights to obstruct or hinder such work 
at any stage. 

Legislation for quick acqnlsltlon of land 
82. The existing provisions in the Land Acquisition Act involve 

protracted delays in acquiring lands required for water-supply and 
drainage schemes. We recommend that .legal provisions for quick 
acquisition, somewhat on the lines adopted by the Army under the 
Defence of India Act, should be made. 

Ail vUiages with twenty thousand or more population to be compulsorUy 
constituted Into munlcipaUIIes 
83. There are several anomalies in· the criteria on which muni

cipalities and panchayats are at present constituted.· There are 
many overgrown panchayats which should more appropriately be 
converted into municipalities. We recommend that all villages 
with more than 20,000 population be compulsorily constituted into 
u. unicipalities so that they may shoulder greater responsibilities 
and enjoy better amenities . 

• 

CHAPTER. X 

Training of Personnel 
A competent Committee of PubUo Heallh Experts should settle the 

syllabus. 
84. The need for training in this country a special class oi 

' Civic Engineers ' was advocated some time ago by the eminent 
statesman Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. He urged that this class of 
F..ngineers was necessary in any plan for improving the living 
conditions of the masses. But his efforts bore no fruit. 

We have already pointed out how the Bhore Committee stressed 
the .importance of environmental sanitation in their report. But 
their composition and their terms of reference related more to the 
curative· sidn 11f medicine. Besides, environmental sanitation is 
essentially a field for Public Health Engineers and not for medical 
men. All the same they gave out some syllabus of studies for 
Public Health Engineering also. In our opinion, the committee 
have made a fundamental error in not including Housing and Town 
Planni!lg in the scope of work of Public Health· Engineers. It is 
recogruzed that slum clearance should be done by the engineers 
serving in local areas. We fail to understand how an officer can 
perform this duty without a knowledge of town planning and 
bousing._ Further, in our country we have not as yet evolved a 
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national building code prescribing the minimum stBildards of 
health and sanitation relating to dwellings. We a.re therefore of 
opinion that the syllabus Blld course of training should be settled 
by a competent committee of experts. 

Three years' course suggested 
85. We bad the benefit of hearing the views of the engineer 

members of our committee. We are of opinion that the course of 
training should extend for a period of three years. The first 18 
months should be devoted to what is known as " Basic Training " 
in Engineering. The next 18 months should be devoted to giving 
instruction in all the specialized ,11ubjects pertaining to ull n~pects 
of Public Health Engineering not excluding Humanities. 

An Independent Institution should be started 
86. The syllabus of studies for training Civil Engineers in the 

College of Engineering, Guindy, is no doubt comprehensive. The 
syllabus of study includes in it Sanitary Engineering subjects also. 
A perusal of the syllabus woulil doubtless carry a prima facie 
impression that it is unexceptionable. But the defect is that the 
teaching is given only by educationists who have no special train· 
ing and experience in the actual field work of the engineering pro
fession. Besides, the College is overcrowded, and is unable to cope 
with the demand for Civil Engineers. The Madras University has 
already put too many irons in the fire. For instance, it has a 
diploma course in Architecture. But in practice no course is 
actually available for training architects. Our considered view is 
that an independent -institution should be started at once and 
without any further delay for training Public Health Engineers. 

A register of trained men 
87. The Ministry of Health should open a register in which the 

names of those who pass out of the new institution as Public Health 
Bngineers r.nd Junior Engineers (Public Health) should be entered. 
The Municipal Engineers and Supervisors and others who are 
already in service may also be eligible to have their. names entered 
in the register subject to their undergoing such courses as may be 
prescribed. 

In this connexion it would be pertinent, 'to point out that the 
committee which we propose for draftinll' the syllabus should be 
composed primarily of professional men in Public Health Engi
neering Blld Medical Preventive. The committee should be charged 
with the responsibility of drafting not only the syllabus of studies 
but also other details such as examinations, Board of Examiners 
and procedure. 

Sri A. v. Raman's Scheme of Organizing Public Health Engineering as a 
" Social Service " 

88. Of us, Sri A. V. Raman is emphatically of opinion that the 
country cannot afford to bear the expenses involved in establish
ing aud maintaining a Public Health Engineering Service on the 

4 
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lines on which other services are maintained. He considers that 
Public Health Engineering ia essentially a social service and only 
those who have a flair for rendering social service should be 
recruited and trained for service in the country. Remuneration 
Rhould not be the sole consideration but the spirit of service should 
permeate in the rank and file of thia service. He proposes that 
the State should undertake the training of officers for this class of 
work and that the remuneration offered to tbem should be just 
sufficient to maintain them above want--reasonable want--He 
suggests that Public Health Engineers during the first y(,w_: afte1· 
their training should be given, say, Rs. 100 as subsistence allowance 
6ll that th~y may earn even as they learn. This course replaces 
the present apprentice course for engineering students which in 
practice does not serve any useful purpose. The Junior Engineer 
(Public Health), Mr. Raman proposes, will likewise be given a 
subsistence allowance of say Rs. 60 per mensem. After they have 
Sllfisfactorily comple~ed a four years' training and service in the 
field (3 years in the College and 1 year in actual field work) they 
will be appointed to substantive posts on a salary of, say, B,s. 150 
for Engineers and Rs. 75 for Junior Eng!neers (Public Health). 
If the officers are married or get married, they will be given an 
allowance of say Rs. 50 and Rs. 30, respectively. The State should 
support a family of not more than three children for this class of 
officers paying a family allowance at, say,, Rs. 30 and Rs. ZO for 
Public Health Engineers and Junior Engineers (Public Health), 
respectively. Accoramg to Mr. Raman, the highest salary of a 
Public Health Engineer would thus be Rs. 290 and that of a Junior 
Engineer (Public Health), Rs. 165. Mr. Raman further sugges&s 
that those officers sboula-have the benefit of housing accommoda
tion wherever tliey are posted, free medical aid and free education 
to thm children up to the S.S.L.C. standard. In addition, to meet 
any contingency, the Public Health Engineer will be insured for 
Rs 5,000 and the Jnior Engineer (Public Health), for Rs. 2,500 
and the premium will be paid by the State. The foregoing is but 
a general outline. Details will have to be worked out by a special 
committee to determine the terms and conditions of this special 
service. Mr. Raman considers that the terms which he has here 
broadly outlined would attract candidates in adequate number :1nd 
cf proper calibre. 

In Independent India every one is expected to be motivated by 
a spirit of national service. The Ministers of the State and top
ranking public men have been appealing recently to every one to 
do his utmost and come forward to render national service to tha 
best of one's capacity. The principle of organization of course, 
holds good for other services also, particularly medical and public 
health. But those services have been in existence for long and a 
certain amount of vested interests have already been established and 
it is difficult to wrest them at this stage. Public Health Engi
neering is a new service and can be started without these handi
caps. In Mr. Raman's view,·the proposed service should be a 
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missionary service as it were. We leave this proposal to the State 
for its consideration without coming to any conclusions of our own, 
as it is a matter of high policy. 

Short-term courses may be Instituted for tmmedlate needs 
89. It is estimated that nearly 300 officers would be reguired 

oo meet the immedia,te requirements of this Province just .to main
tain works in municipal areas and other urban area6 with a popula
tion of 10,000 and over. The ultimate aim is to have one Health 
Inspector and one Junior Engineer (Public Health) for every unit 
of 10,000 people. We realize the practical difficulties of training 
men even to meet the immediate requirements. '¥e, therefore, 
6Uggest for consideration the advisability of instituting intensive 
short-term courses to start with for Public Health Engineers and 
Junior Engineers (Public Health). We understand that to cope 
with the demand of Sanitary Engineers in the United States Army 
during the Second World War, short-term courses were ~iven to 
men bringing home to their. mind the essential fundamentaJs and 
&upplementing the training by a series of professional circulars and 
executive instructions. We consider that such a step may be 
practicable here also. We consider that in any case the officers of 
the Public Health Engineering service should be given the benefit 
of 6Uch professional circulrurs and executive instructions not only 
to bring their knowledge up to date but also to give them the bene
fit of experience of others in the executive field. In due course, 
however, the training may be developed to a iull-8.edged. and 
exhaustive one. · 
Training of Public Hoalth Engineering personnel-Pivot of our plan 

90. The training of the technical personnel in Public Health 
Engineering is the very pivot of our plans. We strongly urge that 
no further time should be lost in, opening the training ground ior 
this· class of technicians. Indeed, almost the very first l"'int on 
which action on our report is called for is on the training of Pub
lic Health Engineering personnel. We alilo plead strongly that 
no further time:llbould be lost in setting up appropriate committeea 
to work out the'details of these training courses. 

A. KALESWARA RAO (President). 
N: RANGA REDDI. 
K. A. NACHIAPPA GOUNDER. 
H. S. HUSSAIN. 
A. V. RAMAN. 
M.K.RANGANATHAM. 
R. M. MATHEW. 
S. RAMCHANDRA. 
S. RAJAGOPALAN (Secretary). 

MADRAS, 
.28th August 1947. 
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CHART 
(Vide p&l'agraph 62 of the Report.) 

CHIEF ENGINEER \PUBLIC HEALTH). 

r~------------~----------1( 
DBPUTY CBlBl!' ENGINEEB DEPllTY OBIEll ENG!liEBB 

(PUBLIC lm.UirH}, (PUBLIC lm.UirH), 
l!CBTH CIBCLE SOUTH CIBCLE 

(ENOilfEEBING SECtiON) 

I 
I 

(ADIDNIS'l'RATIVI!I SII:OTION) 
KANAOEE AND 8TAJ7 t 

I 
(DECEN'l'BAUZBD 

I:XEOlmVB STAD) 

I 
ftRLD 8TAJ7 t 

I 

BepO<Jl!aU 011!/or Norlh Circle 

(2) EDOVTIVB ENGINJ!EES 
(PUBLIO mwm<) 

8PBCIA.L STAJ'I 
WR M.A.JOB 
SCJIIWES DISTBIO'I' BNOINEEBS 

(3) -~·ENoiNEEES 
(PIIBLIO J<E.Utn<) 

WJBI,D INVBS'l'IOATION 
8111'EE'VISOES (6) 

I; 
DESIGN AND miAWIN<J 

SBO'l'ION ~ • 
LEADEB AND DRAI'l'SHEN'e 

I 
ASSIS"l'A.NT ElrGIN:BEBS 

I 
SuPEBV'ISOBS 

I 
JfAISTBI8 

•ou.-t•) Namben Ia brackets ladJeate tbe nucleu• of technleal1taff' to be formed as an Immediate measure. 
• (b) J'or the dealgn and drawing aectlon tho u:IAliDII staff employed. under the Sanitary Eoatneer and the Ohler Ellglneer (ror Water..uppt:r and Dralnap 

Schemes) wiD be amaJgamated and distributed between the South and North Circles. 

t (o) The Administrative Seet.lon for the North and Soutb Circles will be formed on the aame JJnea 11le the CIBe of the Design and Drawing Section. 
(4) UnW the PubUo Health EDglneeri_IJ8' Dopartmeat l8 fully organlzed the uecuUon or acbemes ta•ur thaD. :U.Jor Works) \V1ll be oarrted• out. by the J'Jeld 

OlD. cell or tbe roplar PubUo Workl Department aa at present. · 
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APPENDIX I 
(Vide paragraph 10 of the Report.) 
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APPENDIX II 0 .. 
(Vule paragraph ·16 or the &porl.) 

MUliiCil'AL WATBB·Su1'PLY .ABD l>BAIN.&o~OIIB PABTIOULABS, Boaah coat or 
Water4JppiJ' ICbeme. Dralnaa:e ICibeme. Prelent nte ot work abead- Bemarb on w.s.-

taxalloD. mpee1 lD lakhl <•) KxhUna ~ebeme \Obe 
(preowar rate1). improved. 

Population :§!'II i '1r;r 8 • i 81 d ~ (6) Bcbeme 10 be oewl7 Serial number and name 

i~ 
8-a . 

~1 of mW1ldpaUt.1• 
(18U ll• 0. provided. 

ceDIDI), '2 - .!! a:ti .... .. .. - a ~- l 11-l! J .. - . 
5"'~ !'~~ 

-;ao.-j i:g Jc.ll ~ ... .9 (e) Bcbeme 1111der u::oeut.lou. 
DQ. i_ ~~ ~~ 'llii"' ~&~ ,!lb Q' ~ I! .. := "' 1'1 

(I) (2) (8) (I) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (18) 

1 .Adonl .. ' 85,481 1808-96 •to•a ~·8 
111.1 

1912 13·0 7·5 1·0 7-1 • New IOUl'Ce. 

J~r 2 Anakapalll 29,249 
too7:2, 11lso ;;:a 10·0 ;;:o 8•0 8·0 

8 Anantapur 21,482 
t11li8 t04o 

22·0 2·0 , .. 
' lJollarJ •• 60,168 189CHl7 1988 8·6 21-5 7·0 1·0 6·8 t W.B.Improvementa. ~ 

Dozwada 
(partial) 

27-75 H 7·0 16-5 !:! ~ 6 88,18' 1808~0 1087 1080 
6 BlmUpatam •• 0,91' .. 

19874• '4·7 tOSo 16·0 
·9:26 

1•0 2·6 ~ 7 BodlnayakAnur 28,485 
*1086 

22·0 3:3 6·0 
8 Oallcnt . . · •• 126,262 1008 0·6 6·0 29-6 t Under ezecuUOD. {tl ~ 0 Ormnnnore · 84,04P tOiz 

15·0 
ro 10·6 6·0' 

10 Ohlcacole 22.240 
1000:15 io·f t9i7} 

28-26 7·0 6•7 
11 Ohldambaram 26,212 22·0 8·0 1·0 8·0 (o) so 1088 
12 Oblnalopul 17,829 1009-26 12•7 1088 0·0 8·0 0·6 8·8 <•> " 
18 Oblttoor 20,886 lOU} 

(partial) 
1920 8·0 6·0 8·0 &·2 (6) 

1966 
u Oooanad& 75,UO 1807-98 1989 0·0 1088 22·0 6·6 131-ft 26-4 I Al presenh'alol. (c) 
15 Ooohln .. 26,820 '* 1088 11187 l'i·7 

1010 11-26 8·0 
3'i·o 

11·4 
18 Oolmbatoro 180,3f0 1005-29 t1D28 16·0 7·0 0·7 

I 
17 Oonjceveram 74,636 1806-97 

1041 
13-1 lOSS 18·6 6·6 3·8 20·6 

18 Ooonoor 18,783 1897-o& 17·8' 
010s5 

21-1/6 3·0 1·0 8·8 
10 Ouddalore 80,632 1032 

• t98o 
8·02 

1ilo6 
28-76 8•76 9-1 12-1 II New wwn. 

20 Ouddnpab 28,246. 1808 0•8 
1928 17:50 

1·0 6·6 
21 Dovakottah 74,316 

Z·O 
8·4 4·0 

22 Dhnmpuram 20,660 
'18oo:oo 1oso ,:6 

1937 
1084 

13•76 2·2 H . 
28 Dlndlgul 66,276 ,1087 18·876 8·0 40·0 11•2 , Dlltant 10uroe: 
2& Blloro , , 64,911 1906-19 1939 

1'4·4 
1912 10·6 7·0 8·8 14·6 

26 Brode .. 80,488 1912-19 •• 1021 18·6 8·0 7·0 •• Improvements to ftltratlon 

20 Gudlvnda 23,919 10<6 0·0. 2·6 16·8 6·0 
lllant under u_eoutlon, 

I!! 27 Oudlyat.tam 82,671 100H7 1041 0·7 
tf1021 11lio 

0·6 8·0 0·6 6·6 
28 Ounl.ur •• 88,600 1001-Q6 1028 H .. 22·0 6·0. 70·7 20·8 tt New eource underexecu .. (C 

20 Hindu pur 10,049 U1020-41 22·75 
tlon. .. lOSS 6·0 2·8 8·8 .U I ata(:te under execution. 

l~l 80 Boapot .• 26,028 1083 ll•6 6·0 6·2 
81 Karalkudl 28,908 19sw1 'i ···0 1086 7-6 

4'·1 
0·6 6·8 

82 Karur 27,676 1086-,10 'i 10•1 1934 18-18/80 0·6 6·6 
88 KodaikWI 9,12-i 1002-18 12·0 1988 16·0 81 !I 1-6 H Aa per scheme drawn up, 



8& Eumbakonam ... 87,008 1901-U 19&5 7-2 IUI1989 .. 1898 14·5 8·0 7·0 22·2 011 I 1t.aJle and advanoe aaheme 
(partial) o.t lia&e completed. (o~ 

85 lturnool 46,260 "1807 1017 10·8 
t92o 

1915 21·0 5·0 2·8 ~5·8 <• 88 Madura •• 289,1416 1894. ' 18·5 18•75 7·0 tt50•0 , 60•0 n Tentative. (o 
1918-26 

87 :Manaalore 81,060 ... 1897} 1897 10·0 2•0 51·0 18·6 (b) 
194.6 

88 MnnnDqudl 13,288 
1907:18 10i7 'i·9 1ilil8 

17-6 2·0 8·7 6·8 li! 89 liMuUPAt&lD. 60,U6 12•0 7·0 2•0 86·8 
40 MAyava.ram 82,070 

t9So ttii9 
11·0 8·8 10·8 

41 No.ndyal 26,880 11! ii·l I 9·0 5·2 l:l 41 Naraaaraopot l7,0U 
ts97:u· uis5 ic"·s 1912 

f1005 . 
10·0 2·3 3·5 

48 No~~:npat.am 62,080 22·0 4·5 1-0 1•0 

" Nollore •. 66,316 1DO&-o8 U:IB 11·0 1009} 5·5t 2·25t 8·7 11·8 (o) 1981 

~ 45 OnROle •• 5U,t8'' 
iino uis8 0·06 

1909 
t9it 

12·0 
a:o 

2·2 4•& t 46 Oot.o.camund 29,850 12·5 1-0 6·1 0) 
47 PlllaCOio 10,860 1926-81 1087 7-2 1932 7-25 12·0 1•0 5·5 G) ~ 

1009} .. 48 l'alamooltab 80,067 8·0 1-5 5·8 8·1 .. lOU (b 
0:! 40 Pala:bat •• &5,100 

n12:&a 0·8 
1020 

toss 
10·5 

4:5 
8·0 11-1 

li 60 Pa.lnl •• 1,,708 
tili7 

11-25 1·0 ,.1 .§ 61 Poddaturam 20,885 
t9o&:.ts tili7 1i"·6 t9io 9·5 5·0 •·e , ,:a 

68 Perlya ulAm 26,882 SO·O 8·0 0·5 5·2 "" 68 Pollachl 28,108 1037 • t l1Di9 • 1920 6•25 '·75 1•0 6·S 

1: 
~ 

6' Proddat.ur •• 20,061 1920-88 
t't'·O tO~' 

20·0 7-6 0·5 5·' 

" Rajahmundry • , 76,566 u~' 22•5f 0•0 1•0 14·0 1 ' (pariJal) 
&o lW•pala:ram .. 4.6,280 

i9u 'i &:5 
1939 1'·5 1·0 ,.8 9·S 

m 67 SaJom •• 129,702 •1031 t92o 23·0 10·0 8·0 2·8 t::l 68 Blvakaal 10,020 19SO} IOU 8·25 1•0 1-7 8·8 
1941 ~ 69 Brlranszam 18,878 1909-39 6•8 JlDOO ZB·DO 6·5 0·5 2·9 

m 
g· 60 SrtvUUpuUur 84o,CWI 

19SH8 jj., 15·6 1·0 6·5 6·9 
01 ~~lrl 16,184 

1~io 5·0 8·75 0·5 3·0 
Oll T ore •• 08,701 1891-96 16·8 22·0 HO 5·8 18·7 <Q 
8S Tell abott1 84,320 10·0 0·5 10·' 8·5 "' 0& Tonoll .. •o,Gaa 1Dis tDis} 20•5 2·5 7·1 19·5 (b) C":l 

80,878 1934 0 08 Ttnnevtill:J 
189H9 t&io 

.. 1898 
,1000 

14-5/18 
·a·5 

8·8 11-1 
{!I i •• Tlrupatl 20,14.8 •uzs . . 18·0 1·0 0·5 

07 Tlrupauur 23,008 
ns&:4o i'-05 

1946 17·01 2·8 •·o 6l 08 Ttruppur 83,100 1926} 16t 4•5 HI D•l -· 1938 (o) ~ 
~ 80 Ttrunnnamalal 33,575 11100-34 1037 6·0 1941 19·0 4·25 0·5 6·8 

!i! 

.. 
70 Tlruvarur 22,:176 isoo 15·0 S·O 1·8 ,., "' 71 Trlahluopol7 U9,5GO 

1Jo 
u:o t008 U·H 6·0 10·0 81·8 

7ll TuUaor\D. 76,014 18116-JD 13-7 1938 8·5 1-5 1·0 18-8 vs 1ldlpl •• 18.04.3 
1Dio tOSo 

D·O 4-75 5·0 8·8 
74 UdumaiJMil 17,791 7-7/24' 1·0 11·8 8·5 ,. Vaulyambadl S1,iSl 

ioo7 'i ui·a 1907 1915 17·0 2·0 8-1 8·1 6) 78 Vollon •• 71,601 1927 •••tuao ".0·75 7·0 7·8 ••• Supplemeu&al. 
77 vmu.r,w.m 83,829 (porUal) 

9·0 u 4·7 
78 Ylru unap.r 14.,660 10sHs 

1936 
s:s tOSs 17-5 '6·0 1·0 8·9 ~b) .. 70 VlaappalADl 70,iU 1903 6·6 1929 10·6 0·0 u-o U.·l !!} cr 80 Vlalaua&ralll 61,74.8 1808-11 1928 9·7 1890 20·0? 7·0 6·0 I SO·O 

81 Walla,lapel ll,o&a 11Ma-<18 U·5 6-6 1·1 
Tolai ri3-o SU·O~ -
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APPENDIX lll 

A Note by the Secretary read before the Committee 
on 23rd June 1947 

Relevant statistics from the 1941 oensllS · 
" Towns " are places of usually not less than 5,000 inhabitants 

possessing definite urban characteristics. " Village ·~ is the revenue 
administrative' unit, not the residential village ; " urban '! and 
" rural " refer to towns or villages as above defined. 

Definition of a house.-" Every dwelling with a. separate m!liU 
~ntrance. '! · 

Area of the Provinoe (British territory) 
Number of llowns •• 
Number of villageo • • • • • • 

Number of occupied hoU888. ~f: !inaw;, 
• Urban 

Populat:OD-49,341,810 • • Rural 

Villagea with population of 500 and under 
Villagea with population of 500--1,000 

Do. 1,000--2,000 
Do. 2,000--ll,OOO 

Towns with population of 5,000-10,000 
Do. 10,000--.20,000 
Do. 20,000--150,000 
Do. 50,000-100,000 
Do. 100,000 and over 

J'losting population 

Tho ratio of urban to rural population is 1 : ll. 

·~ 

126,166 sq. miles. 
407 

35,430 
1,463,646 
8,173,146 
7,864,8R3 

41,476,927 

Number. 

12,465 
9,228 
8,203 
4,929 

800 
123 
57 
21 
6 

Population. 

3,120.232 
6,899,903 

1!,253,684 
14,756,214 
5,876,276 
1,803,466 
1,6U,35ll 
1,376,467 
1,547,630 

96,586 

35,837 49,341,810 

Number of distriot municipalities, e:::oluding Madras City-81. 
Population of dist.rict municipalities, e:::oludiog Madras City-3,689,931. 
Population of Msdras City-777,841. 

Facts about u.rban schemes 
There are 46 municipal water-supply schemes in operation serving 

about 69 per cent of the municipal population, and installed at a 
cost of about Rs. 270 lakbs. The City of Madras, in addition, catel'!l 
to a further 5 per cent of the municipal population, the capital coot 
so far spent being about Rs. 162 lakhs. Most. of the municipal 
schemes are but partial and have to be expanded. Of the 46 schemes, 
5 are 20-gallon schemes, 26 are 15-gallon schemes, 9 are 10-gallon 
schemes, and 6 are 5-gallon schemes. · 

There are only seven municipalities with a drainage scheme 
installed at a cost of Rs. 68 lakha. All of them are in need of addi
tions or improvements. 
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In addition to improvements and extensions to the existing water
supply schemes, the provision of water-supply schemes to the 
remaining municipal stations is estimated to cost about Bs. 400 lakhs 
at pre-war rates. Likewise the provision of drainage schemes to the 
remaining municipalities is estimated to cost about Bs. 670 lakhs. 

Out of some 6,886 panohayats in the Province, urban and rural, 
only 12 _have water-supply schemes now provided at a cost of Bs. 10 
lakhs. M;ost of them are but 5-gallon or 10-gallon schemes, and 
also need expansion to serve the entire panchayat area concerned. 

Thus 85 municipal towns are yet to be provided with new watAr
Eupply schemes altogether; as many as 40 existing municipal water
supply schemes are in need of improvements; and only 6 statione 
can be said to have a satisfactory scheme in operation. Similarly, 
74 municipalities have to be provided with drainage schemes and 
seven existing schemes are to be improved. Almost the entire urban 
ureas apart from municipal towns, are yet to be provided with water
supply and drainage. 

In G.O. No. 902, P.H., dated 80th March 1944, Govemmen~ 
ordered the preparation of revised priority liets and a compendium 
ol provincial requirements of water-supply and drainage. • A revised 
priority list and compendium drawn up by the Director of Public 
Health and Sanitary Engineer to Government were approved by the 
Government in G.O. No. 55, P.H., dated 7th January 1946. 

Subsequently, the priority assigned to a number of stations has 
been reshuffied on reconsideration of the individual merits of tbe 
cases. 

The priority list and compendium include for water-supply all 
places with population of 10,000 and over; and for drainage all places 
with a population of 5,000 and over. 

In their Post-War Reconstruction Scheme No. 98, Government 
have indicated the scope of their plan-a 20-year plan in four 5-year 
stages. The full plan of development is to cover 82 municipalities 
nnd 167 urban units including schemes now in operation. This plan 
was since supplemented (in the Provincial Compendium) so as to 
include drainage schemes also for places with populations 5,000 to 
10,000. The rough cost of the first 5-year plan is given out as 
Rs. 8. 79 crores. 

On rural water-so,pply. 
Tbe number of villages with population below 5,000 is 84,8'25 

with a total population of 87,080,088, i.e., about 75 per cenL of the 
provincial population. Places with population between 5,000 to 
~0,000 are 800 in number with a total population of another 5,876,276, 
i.e., another 12 per cent or so. 

No correct figures are available, but it is gathered that some 
Bs. 65 lakbs were spent from Government grants and local finance 
between 1895 and 1986 on rural water-supply and rural sanitation. 

The extent of improvement done in rural areas from 19Zl to 1986 
is stated to be: new wells sunk 11,624; new tanks dug 467; existing 
wells improved 14,924; and existing tanks improved 5,070. The 
Revenue Board has been requested by me to furnish information on 
(1) the total number of villages for which water-supply schemes are 
already installed and at what cost, (2) the number of villages for 
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which schemes are under investigation, design or execution and the 
amount involved, (8) the number of villages for which schemes are 
yet to be provided, and (4) the contemplated programme and stalf 
c.rganization proposed for the further work. 

A comprehensive rural water-supply scheme spread over a. period 
cf ten years, and financed entirely from Provincial funds was inaugu
rated by Government in l 937-38. A separate fund was also created 
ior the purpose. The object of the scheme was to provide a reason
ably pure water-supply free from contamination . for all rural units 
with a population of 5,000 and less and those whi~h hav~ ~n annual 
income of Rs. 8 000 and less. The whole scheme 1s administeTed hy 
the Revenue D~partment through the Collectors of the districts. 

In 1939, a committee was constituted to report on the best and 
most efficient way of providing protected potable water in the rural 
areas of the Province, the types of water-supply to be provided for 
different kinds of villages and soil conditions, tbe agency for putting 
down bore-wells, the agency for their maintenance, the suitable type 
of pump for bore-wells, centralized purchase of stores, ·local manu
facture of equipment for rural water-supplies, and the best method 
of utilizing waste water. The report of the Rural Water-Supply 
Committee was submitted in 1940 with the dissenting minutes of 
Sri A. V. Raman. In G.O. No. 2307, P.H., dated 2nd June 1947, 
the Government directed that a yearly programme and not a 10-year 
plan may be followed. In G.O. No. 1989, P.H., dated 30th July 
1945, Government included villages with a population of 5,000 to· 
10,000 also in the scope of the rural water-supply. 

In their Post-War Reconstruction Scheme No. 97, the Govern
ment have proposed that, that part of the first half of the 1988 ten
year plan which remains unexecuted will be taken up for execution 
during the first 5-year post-war years, the balance being executed 
during the next five years. Tbe supply sources to be providd in tho3 
villages will generally consist of bore-wells with iron and steel or 
cement pipes, masonry dug-wells according to approved designs, 
wells with infiltration galleries, etc. Tbe types of supply to be 
provided will be left to the discretion of the Collector. The approxi
mate cost of the first 5-year plan is Rs. 256 lakhs. 

In G.O. No. 8242, P.H., dated 18th November 1946, the Govern
ment considered that the scheme outlined in the above plan should 
be vigorously implemented and the pace of execution accelerated .. 
Certain suggestions have been made in this connexion, viz., a special 
course of Licentiate in Civil Engineering for securing candidates as 
Minor Irrigation Overseers, the appointment of an Assistant Enai
neer with each Collector and Special Overseers with adequate st:ft 
ol maistries for each taluk and the expansion of the Sauitary En!rl
neer's office to scrutinize special schemes, etc. Tbe Board "of 
Revenue has been requested to examine these suggestions and submit 
proposals to Government. · · 

. Tbe procedure in vogue at present is based on the orders of Gov
ernment in G.O. No. 5825, P.H., dated 11th December 1940. Tha 
plans and estimates for rural water-supply schemes are sanctioned by 
the Collector, up_ to a cost of Rs. 2,~00. For works costing flVcr 
Rs. 2,500 the estimates are to be sanctioned by the Revenue Board. 
'l'he ~oard may consult the Sanitary Engineer on these estimates if 
it so desires. Estimates costing over Rs. 10,000 are to be scr~ti
ruzed by the Sauitery Engineer prior to their sanction by the Board. 
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In a reference received from the Board of Revenue, dated 23rd 
April1947, deteils of the first 5 years of Scheme No. 9J, are furnished 
as under:-

Wella wlt.b To\al 
Bore Draw IDJUtratioD Ot.ber DUDlberol Ool&. 
wello, welll. p.Uerlel. '~"""· - BS, 

I year .. 722 4,335. 10 113 5,180 84,08,367 
n , .. 705 4,410 31 105 5,261 86,16,210 

Ill 
" .. 81l 4,220 32 122 5,1811 80,84,102 

IV 
" .. 908 4,127 23 109 11,167 78,87,943 

.v 
" .. 860 4,068 4 134 11,066 77,.23,6110 

4,006 21,160 100 583 25,849 4,07,00,272 

The Board proposes that out of the 25,849 works shown obove, 
only estimates costing more than Rs. 4,500 will :be sent to tho Sani
tary Engineer for scrutiny. 

Further details called for from the Revenue Bo~ are awaited. 

The work ahead 
The progress on water-supply schemes for municipal, nrban and 

rural units during the past half a century has been far from satis
factory. Many a scheme has been hung up after investigation and 
consideration at periodical intervals, on the final issue of finance. 
Even the headquarters of some districts remain without a protected 
water-supply to the present day. The history of schemes investi
gated, desigoed and dropped through the past decades makes sad 
reading. As for drainage schemes, the further work ahead is practi
tlally to begin from scratch. 

Only a very rough basis may be assumed for assessing the 
probable cost of the works ahead. On a broad approximation, the 
cost per head of population is about Rs. 10 for water-supply, and 
nbout Rs. 20 for drainage schemes, based on pre-war prices, These 
5gores would be somewhat higher for nrban units. A rough forecast 
of Rs. 18 crores may thus be assumed, for completing the provision 
of water-supply and drainage schemes for all units with more than 
10,000 population. To provide ·similar facilities for all nnits with 
5,000 to 10,000 population some Rs. 14 crores may have to be allowed. 
In addition to this Rs. 82 crores, rural water-supplies for all nnits 
below 5,000 popUlation is a separate commitment; the first IS-year 
plan according to the estimate of the Revenue Board, is expected to 
cost Rs. 4·07 crores. Allowing for present day prices and the trendo 
of coming years, it may not be far out of the mark for ns to usume 
that the capital outlay on schemes, nrban and rural water-supply and 
drainage, would be of the order of Rs. 50 crores if not more. 

The problem of finance. 
The over riding factor deciding the pace of execution of these 

schemes is the question of finance. There is the Rnral Water-Supply 
Fund as far as rnral water-supplies are concerned. Its limitations 
and augmentations concern the Government mostly, as the rural 
units look almost entirely to the Government for financing the 
schemes. In the case of municipal and panchayat schemes, a degree 
of self-help is exepected of the local bodies. who nsually contribute a 
moiety of the cost of their water-supply and drainage schemes. • Two 
inability of many a municipality to raiae funds-out of sheer financial 
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incapacity or reluctance to tax itself to the high level required-has, 
after a self-righteous confession by the Government of financial help
lessness, postponed a much-needed :water-supply or a. drainage 
scheme for the station concerned. And public health, in so far as 
water-supply and drainage couJd improve it, continues to he 
neglected. 

The financial resources of municipalities as at present constituted 
are too poor and limited while the duties they are charged with are 
exacting and always beyond their means. In the result, they have 
taken to the unenviable role of poor relations ever looking to the 
Government for succour in their difficulties and are also treated as 
such. In their present plight, many municipalities have but two 
C>ptions. Either they should tax themselves to a. crippling limit or 
they should deny themselves essential civic amenities like water
supply and drainage. The former course has visible repercussions in 
municipal elections while the latter course can always be explained 
away to the satisfaction of the tax-payers. A change o£ policy is 
clearly indicated if progress is to be achieved. · 

Once it is conceded that the provision of public health amenities 
is B first charge on the State's funds, as much as maintenance of 
law and order, the financing of the schemes is more a. problem to 
be solved than to be shelved. It should be possible to think on the 
lines of 

(a) an optimum level of ta.x!),tion for e~~Ch municipality based 
on its full resources; 

(b) direct borrowing by loc11l bodies by a State backing of the 
local bodies' credit; 

(c) provincial borrowing; 
(d) the utilization of the locked-up capital available with insu

rance companies and banks on mutually favourable terms; 
(e) the sale of municipal bonds to local rate-payers, etc., eto.; 

and 
(f) a provincial water and drainage fund. 

Materials of constrqetlon 
About 50 per ce~:~t of the cost of urban water-supply schemes may 

be assumed as comprising the cost of cast iron pipes and 
specials and fittings and galvanized iron pipes and fittings. 
In the case of the rural water-supplies, it may be possible 
to do with a minimum of piping materials, as a distribution system 
or a long pumping main will not be normal features of most of these 
small schemes. Similarly, about 10 to 15 per cent of the total cost 
may form the cost of pumping plant and machinery in urban water
eupply schemes, including manufactures of a proprietary nature like 
mechanical filtration plant, Chlorinators, etc. The balance of cost 
u&ually comprises normal building materials, brick, stone, lime, 
cement, wood-work, steel and labour. 

Similarly, in all underground drainage schemes (which are to be 
provided for towns with population of 50,000 and over), about 40 
per cent of the total cost forms the cost of stoneware pipes for 
sewers, in a. normal scheme. The bulk of the work, on man-holes 
and flush tanks, storm water draina, pump-houses and sewage farm 
layout can be constructed with normal building materials. The 
pumping plant and machinery in non-gravitation drainage schemes 
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and special equipment for mechanical treatment and disposal of the 
sewage in the case of a few schemes would call for import of special 
manufactures and equipment. The drainage schemes for most of the 
smaller units could normally be drawn up providing for open drains 
and intercepting sewers (with or without pumping stations ns may bo 
necessary) and disposal by sewage fnrming. 

· The progress of water-supply schemes largely nnd of drainage 
schemes to !1, lesser extent, must, therefore, depend on the avail· 
ability of cast iron pipes and specials and of stoneware pipes in quan
tities and at prices as may be programmed for. The procurement of 
pumping plant and machinery and other equipments of proprietary 
nature, would also jnfiuence the pace of our execution programme, 
It is for the committee to consider, and indicate the manner and 
means of securing cast iron pipes and specials, stoneware pipes and 
pumping units and mac'hinery at reasonably economical prices, so that 
the supply meets the demand level without holding up progress of 
works. As these are materials required for nation-building activities, 
some fQrm of State intervention would appear desirable to regulate 
and control the production and price levels, instead of the manufac· 
turing combines exploiting the situation and making the best of it at 
the tax-payers' money. Similarly, the manufacture of cement ns a 
State industry would seem to bring in substantial advantage nnd 
economy and the expedition of these public health schemes. Tbe 
policy to be adopted in local manufactures of bricks, lime, etc., may 
also deserve to be considered in detail with a view to their adequate 
supply being maintained at economic prices as fnr as Government 
schemes are concerned. 

Organization 
The organization of the department on suitable lines is to be con· 

sidered so that it is adequately staffed and equipped to investigate, 
design, execute and maintain schemes with efficiency and expedition 
and according to programme. The functions of the Sanitary Eugi· 
nearing Branch vis-a.-vis the general branch of the Public Works 
Department, the functions and role of municipal engineers and muni· 
c;pal engineering subordinates, and the present administration of the 
rural water-supply scheme with the help of Minor Irrigation Over· 
seers as the mainstay, are all questions which call for a re-orientation 
of the present set-up, if better results are to be achieved. 

The procedure now being adopted may here be briefly stated. If 
and when a local body is desirous to have a protected water-supply 
c.r drainage scheme, it approaches the Government with a request. 
A preliminary forecast of the probable cost of investigating and 
installing the scheme is furnished by the Sanitary Engineer. The 
local body places funds for the investigation, entirely at its own cost. 
A scheme is investigated in detail and a report with installation and 
maintenance costs is furnished. It is at this stage that tbe financial 
capacity of the local body is examined in detail by the Government. 
If the local body is found solvent enough to face the enterprise or 
willing to tax itself to the level required, and if the provincial revenues 
permit of the Government doling out the moiety of the capital cost, 
the operations take a stride forward and the design of the scheme 
with plans and !!Stimates is ordered by the Government. When this 
is completed, the scheme is sanctioned for. execution. When the 
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scheme is executed and completed, it is handed over to the muni
cipality for maintenance. 

The investigation of schemes is carried out by the two Executive 
Engineers (Public Health) in immediate charge, with the help of five 
investigation supervisors. The investigation report goes through t~e 
Sanitary Engineer and Chief Engineer. to Governme~t, .who obtam 
the views of the local body on the details before sancttonmg th.e pre
paration of plans and estimates as the next stage, The destgn ~f 
the schemes with plans and estimates is then taken up by the. Sam
tnry Engineer in his office, The teclmical section consists of 12 posts 
of 'III grade draughtsmen, 5 posts of II grade droughtsmen, 2 posts 
of I grade and one special grade draughtsman. (Proposals. are under 
consideration for a reorganization of the technical sectton.) The 
Personal Assistant. and the two deputies to the Sanitary Engineer 
direct and supervise the work. The deputies in addition to their 
investigation and design work, assist the Sanitary Engineer in dealing 
with administrative m(\tters too. It is a composite office with the 
single file system. 

The Chief Engineer scrutinizes the proposals at each stage, 
investigation and design. The Government accord administrative 
approval to all schemes; the Sanitary Engineer accords technical 
sanction to schemes costing up to Rs. 1 lakh and the Chief Engineer 
for bigger schemes. The execution of the schemes is by the Public 
Works Department without reference to the Sanitary Engineer who, 
however, can inspect works in progress and offer comments, if any, 
to the Chief Engineer. There is thus a separation of functions as 
between investigation, design and execution of schemes. Finally 
when a scheme is completed, it is taken over by the local body for 
maintenance with its own technical staff. The municipal engineers 
are under the administrative control of the Sanitary Engineer and 
Chief Engineer, while the subordinate engineer staff are under the 
control of the local bodies entirely excePf< that prior consultation wi~ 
the Sanitary Engineer is necessary in regard to their appointments 
and punishments, etc. 

It is for the committee to decide if and what changes to this 
triple control are ca.lled for, in the interests of the expedition of the 
schemes and their after-care and maintenance. The investigator and 
designer of the scheme being different from the executor of the work 
and neither of the two having the immediate control of the completed 
work, would seem to lack the CQoOrdination necessary for economy and 
efficiency in water and drainage works, which are admittedly specia
lized in character. A proposal for the amalgamation of all engineer
!ng services. was !'8cently sponsored by the Chief Engineer (General); 
tts P.resent stage tS not known. A concerted measure to pool aJl engi
neermg personnel and talents and organize the existing multiple ser
vices into well co-ordinated groups would be inevitable sooner or 
later in the larger interests of the public works of this province. 
. It may be us.eful here ~ rec:ount briefly the history of the organiza

tton of the _8anttary Engmeenng Branch. · 
A Sanitary Commission was appointed for Madras in 1864 at the 

instance of ~he Government of India. It became more expensive and 
less useful m later years, In 1888, the Government of India sug
gested the formation of a Sanitary Board. The Madras Goveinment 
while opposed to the creation of the Board (with their past experi-
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ence), considered however that the appointment of a Special Sllllitary 
Engineer was a reform absolutely required. With the concurrence 
of the Government of India, a Sanitary Engineer was accordingly 
aprointed in 18ll0. A Sanitary Boord was also constituted consisLine 
of tl,. Sanitary Commissioner and the Sanitary Engineer. 

In December 1890, the Chief Engineer proposed that the Sanitary 
Engineer shoulQ. be graded on the Public Works Department, as a 
Superintending Engineer extra to the regular scale. The Government 
did not agree to such a proposal snd called for a joint note from the 
Chief Engineer and the Sanitary Engineer. This joint note, dated 
21st May 1891, dealt with the difficulties in the way of the Public 
Works Department carrying out the execution of schemes deaigned 
by the Sanitary Engineer snd recommended that the Sanitary Engi
neer and his department should be made totally independent of the 
Public Works Department as far as designing and execution of work 
is concerned, the Chief Engineer merely acting as adviser to the 
Government on schemes which they might refer to him. Three slllli
tary circles were proposed, each corresponding to two Public Works 
Department circles, the Sanitary Engineer, his Deputy and Assistant 
Sanitary Engineer directing, supervising and executing schemes with 
subordinate staff to be transferred gradually from the Public Works 
Department, the latter augmenting its strength with new hands. The 
proposals were generally approved by the Government. 

A large volume of work on several water-supply and drainage 
schemes was turned out in the nineties. The Sanitary Engineer 
Mr. J. A. Jones was, however, complaining nil the time about the 
inadequacy of the staff for the ever-expanding work on schemes. 

In 1895-96, when the Sanitary Engineer pressed for additional 
staff as he could not possibly cope with nil the work with one Assistant 
Engineer at headquarters and two others on works under construc
tion, the Government took the advice of the then Chief Engineer, 
and directed that the work of the Sanitary Engineer be confined to 
investigating and design of schemes, and their execution entrusted to 
the Public Works Department. 

The Sanitary Engineer thereupon. represented the handicaps and 
difficulties· arising from a division of design and execution from each 
other. Government agreed that if funds were abundant, the best plan 
would be to create a Sanitary Engineering Department complete in. 
itself and strong enough, not only to design works, but also to carry 
them out; but, financial considerations stood in the way. 

In 1898, the Sllllitary Engineer urged again for a reconsideration 
of the decision pointing out that the system did not result in any 
sa.ving or expedition; but, the Government did not consider that a 
chanl(e was necessary. The same procedure was continued up to 
1920. · In 1913, the Government announced a 5-year programme for 
1913-1~. but, as Government stated in their note, it did not commit 
them to ·anything, apart from announcing a programme. 

In 1920, tb .. Government constituted a Board of Public Health, 
absorbing the Sanr .. ry Board and Malaria Board in it. •. . . 

In 1~19, the Madra.. Government gave their opinion on the recom
mendations of the Pubh, Works Department Reorgllllization Com· 
mittee regarding the orgat:zation of the specialist branches of the 
Public Works Department. Thereupon, the .Government of India 
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communicated to the Provincial Government the decisions of the 
Secretary of State for India that the specialist services will remain 
outside the Indian Service of Engineers and will be recognized under 
three main heads, Architectural, Sanitary and Electrical; that these 
services will be organized on a provincial basis 1 the specialist appoin.t
ments being divided into two classes. The creation of one post m 
first class and six posts in second class were also se,nctioned by thl! 
Secretary of State. 

In 1938, the Government transferred the control over the Sani
tary Engineer and his staff from the Public Works and Labour 
Departments to the Local Self-Government Department. For the 
better co-ordination of public health activities it was proposed that 
the Sanitary Engineer should deal directly with the Government in 
the Local Self-Government Department. He was accordingly 
made the head of the Sanitary Engineering Department occupying 
a position similar to the Surgeon-General and the Director of l'ublic 
Health. 

In 1935, the Government declared the Sanitary Engineering 
Department as a Provincial Service entitled Madras Sanitary Engi~ 
neering Service and issued special rules therefor. 

In 1986, the Government directed that the execution of all large 
mt·nlcipal schemes involving technical skill will be entrusted to 
Engineering firms on contract, the supervision being entrusted to the 
Sanitary Engineer. 

In 1987, Government decided that in the case of mufussal water
supply and drainage schemes, the scrutiny of plans and estimates by 
the Chief Engineer may be confined to schemes costing over Rs. 5 
lakhs. 

In 1938, however, the Government stated that the new system, 
though it had not been worked . for long, had led to delays and 
difficulties in execution; and the Government had theref()re come to 
the conclusion that the Sanitary Engineering Department should 
again be placed under the expert control of the Chief Engineer. They 
directed the Chief Engineer to take over the supervision of execution 
of works. The Government also defined the powers of the Sanitary 
Engineer and Deputy Sanitary Engineers and directed the Chief 
Engineer to address the ;Education and Public Health Department on 
all matters regarding the officers in the Sanitary Engineering Depart-
ment. · 

In December 1988 again, the Government kept the post of the · 
Sanitary Engineer in abeyance and created a temporary post of 
Superintending Engineer and Deputy Chief Engineer, Public Heslth 
Branch. · 

In October 1940, the Government directed that the SuperiJ.tending 
Engineer (Public Health) be designated as Sanitary Engineer, who 
would also be the Deputy Chief Engineer for Sanita17 Engineering. 

In December 1940, the Government further .o.odified their earlier 
orders and piade the Sanitary Engineer's oe:ce separate from the 
Chief Erigilfeer and specified the relations }utween the two. In G.O. 
No. 5337, P.H., dated 12th November y40, the Sanitary Engineer
ing Service was merged into the Madnv Engineering Service as a dis· 
tinct class and rules were issued for d!e same. 
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Private agencies 
The Government have asked for the committee's views on the 

employment of private .agencies for tlie design and execution of rural 
water-supply schemes. Hitherto the investigation and design of water
supply and drainage schemes of any magnitude baa been exclusively 
confined to the Government departments, engineering firms being 
E'mployed only in the execution of the schemes. In recent years the 
Government permitted the entrusting of minor sanitary schemes for 
Government institutions to Engineering firms on payment of specified 
design fees. The non-Government professional field is thus not in IUJ;)' 
advanced or competent stage such as would justify the employment of 
private talents in the design of water-supply and drainage schemes. 
Until this field is thrown open to the competitive talents of private 
enterprise and the experience so gained baa been rich in quality and 
quantity to clothe the private professional Engineers with reliable · 
competence on this subject, the employment of private Engineers at 
this stage may not yield anticipated results. As far as investigation 
of such special schemes are concerned, width and richness of experi
ence is a sine qua non for initiating any scheme on efficient and 
economical lines. All these factors however would apply to major 
urban schemes and may not operate with equal emphaais in respect 
of the more straightforward and simple rural water-supply schemes. 
It is for ·the committee to consider how far a change from the existing 
procedure will secure better results in the matter of progress of 
schemes. 

Priority for Schemes 
·In G.O. No. 55, P.H., dated 7th January 1946, Government issued 

priority lists for water-supply and drainage schemes and a compen
dium of provincial reqnirements. A copy of the notes by the Director 
of Public Health furnished to the Public Health Board which met on 
20th June -1947, js sub-joined, which explains the back ground. 

In their Memorandum No. 21671-H-1/47-8, P.H., dated 16th 
June 1947, the Government have desired that the general question 
relating to the matters to be taken into consideration in fixing 
1·anks for schemes in the compendium of provincial requirements of 
water-supply and drainage may also be considered by this committee 
and its views reported to Government aa early aa possible. The 
. criteria for assigning ranks to the different places have to be gone into 
nod decided by the committee, in the light of the data available. 

Copy of the notes by the Director of Public Health explaining the 
basis of the compendium :c-

WATEB-SUl'PLY AND DBAINAGB BORBMEB-PRIORITY LIBTB
COMPBNDIUH 011' PRoVINOIAL RBQUIRRHBNTB. 

The Public Health Board at its meeting held on 18th August 1989, 
recommended that-

• " With regard to water-supply and drainage, prioqty shall 
certainly be given to thoS& areaa where a water and drainage levy baa 
been in existence for a long period; and to those also who ill view of 
the financial position of the Provincial Government, are prepared not 
to wait and waive any contribution but would undertake the whole 
work on themselves." 

6 
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If a number of local bodies and municipalities applied undel 
this stipulation then priority will be decided according to the conditions 
mentioned already by the Sanitary Board, viz.-

(a) perennial water scarcity, 
(~ partial water scarcity, 
(~ endemicity or epidemicity of water~bome infection, 
( } protection of existing sources, and 
(e) extension of existing sources. 

The Government considered th~t the best way to give effect to 
the above recommendations of the Public Health Board was (i) to 
prepare a priority list on the general principles laid down by the 
Sanitary Board and (ii) to revise the list periodically and to rearrange 
the scheme inter ae according to whether the local body has been 
levying a tax for a long period or is prepared to finance ~he scheme 
entirely from its own funds. . 

Accordingly a priority list in the following form was drawn up and 
issued by Govemment in 1941:-

List 1.-Schemes for which detailed plans and estimates have 
been sanctioned or have been submitted for sanction. 

Liat 2.-Schemes for which investigation is complete and which 
are ~eady for preparation of pla.ns and estimates. 

Lid B.-Outline schemes which have not been investigated. 
In a joint report the Director of Public Health and the Sanitary 

Engineer raised a number of questions relating to existing procedure, 
particularly with regard to the practical difficulties encountered, the 
unsatisfactory form of the existing lists, financial aspects of the 
schemes, eto., and made a number of general recommendations in 
which the principles relating to the carrying into eA:ecution of itemfi 
in the priority list and plans for future work had been suggested. 
The Govemment after careful consideration of all the aspects of the 
question passed orders in G.O. No. 902, P .H., dated 30th March 
1944, abolishing the existing priority list and ordered the preparation 
of revised priority list and ~ compendium of provincial requirements 
of water-supply and drainage. Accordingly, a revised priority list and 
compendium were drawn up by the Director of Public Health in con
~ultation with the Sanitary Engineer and they were approved by 
Govemment in G.O. No. 55, P .H. , d~ted 7th January 1946. 

The priority for water-supply in the compendium was based on 
the followin' principles:

(1) E:csting priority; 
(2) endemicity; 
(8) scarcity; · 
( 4) partial scarcity; 
(5) pilgrim centres; and 
(6) othera. 

The priority for drainage in the compendium for places havina a 
population of over 10,000 was arranged in the following order :~ 

• (1) Towns which already have water-supply. 
(2) Towns with water-supply a.nd under execution. 
(8) Water-supply schemes ordered to be executed. 
(4)' Plans and estimates for water-supply schemes ready and 

sanction awaited. 
(5) Other places based on the priority in. the compendium for 

water-supply. 
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Priority in respect of drainage schemes for all ple,ces having a 
population between 5,000 and 10,000 was arranged based on the 
following principles :-

(1) Malaria; 
(2) filariasis; 
(8) mosquito nuisance; 
( 4) contamination of water sources; and 
(5) others. . 

The following statement shows how the priority was arrived at in 
the compendium:-

Noa • 
.• to 47 

A.-WATEB-SUl'l'LY. 

Based mainly on previous list prepared as 
follows:- · 
Lis! I.-Schemes for which detailed plana and 

estimates have been sanctioned or have been 
submitted for sanction. 

List !I.-Schemes for which investigation is 
complete and which are ready for preparation 
of plana and estimates. 

List II I.-Outline schemes which bave not boon 
investigated. 

Endemicity. 
Scarcity. 

48 to 110 
51 to 62 
63 to 91 
92 to 134 
135 to 195 

• • Partial scarcity. 
Epidemics with pilgrim centres. 
Others. 

Noce.-In the abaenoe of speoial reasons, the plaoeo were arranged alphabeti· 
oally. 

Noa. 

1 to 61 

62 to 233 
234 to 565 

566 to 1,063 •• 

B.-DBAINAOIII. 

Arranged in the order of-
(i) places which have water-supply; 
(ii) places with water-supply nnder exocution; 
(iii) water-supply schemes ordered to be 

executed; 
(iv) plana and estimates for water-supply 

schemes ready and sanction awaited. 
Baaed on rank in compendium for water-supply. 
Existence of-

(1) malaria, 
(2) filariasis, 
(3) mosquito nuisance and 
( 4) contamination of water sources. 

Others. 
Noce.-1:11 the absence of any speoial reaaons, the place. were ar~&~~ged 

alphabetically. 

Points from the Bhore Committee Report.- . 
Briefly stated, they are-

Water-supply .-(1) A policy to aim at the provision ol protected 
supply to the entire population within a period of thirty-five years, 
50 per cent within the first twenty years and the balance in the next 
fifteen years. (2) For the smaller villages with population under 1,000 

5A 
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provision of wells properly constructed, one well t? serve ~50 persons 
(average cost in Bengal Re. 1 per head), (3) for villages With pop~ln
tion above 1,000, piped stand posts water-supply system (cost rangmg 
from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 per head of population), the source to be copious 
enough to be expanded to a 25/30 gallon scheme fater on, ( 4) for 
most towns in India other than highly industrialized cities, a supply 
llf about 35 gallons per head per day is considered adequate, tho 
figure raised to 50 gallons in the case of large industrial cities, (5) 
assigning of priority for schemes based on incidence of cholera and 

·other relevant considerations, (6) the formation of a Central and 
Provincial Water and Drainage Board. 

Oo1111ervancy and drainage.-(1) The sewering of all towns with a 
population of 50,000 and over within the short term programme of 
the first ten years; hea.lth resorts and industria.! colonies included. 
(2) Extension of sewerage systems to aJl urban communities even
tually; until this is possible adequate provision of open drains, etc., 
should accompany provision of water-supply. "The Provincial Board 
to be responsible for the planning of this type of drainage. (3) For 
smaller places urban and rura.l, the use of septic tanks and soil 
absorption systems in order to extend the advantages of water-borna 
conservancy over as wide an area as possible. ( 4) Septic tank type 
public latrines in ali unserved areas wherever possible. (5) A 
vigorous policy of latrine construction and the use of bore-hole 
latrines on a wide sca.le. (6) Refuse collection and disposals to be 
&rranged on organized lines. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
Secretary. 

A Note by the Secretary placed before the Committee 
on 8th July 1947 .. . 

Some of the issues on which the Committee have yet to decide .ue 
as follows:-

(1) The question of priority of schemes in so far as municipal 
and non-municipal urban water-supply snd drainage schemes arA 
concerned. As the members are aware, the Government have made 
a special reference to this Committee· that this subject among others 
mo.y also be discussed and recommendations made to · Governme-nt: 
I liave already circulated to the members the Government reference 
in question and a copy of the compendium of provincial requirem6nts 
as it stands at present and a copy of the notes of the Director of 
Public Hea.lth explaining the basis on which this compendium was 
origina.lly arrived at. The Committee will have to go into this que,;. 
tion and make recommendations to Government. 

(2) The Committee have not yet been able to discuss the que.;. 
tion of finance. in relation. to the 10-year or 15-year programme, the 
annua.l expenditure recurrmg as well as non-recurring, the question 
of staff required therefor and cognate matters. I have prepared 
particulars in this direction based on approximate data and attach 
copies of a blue-printed statement showing relevant particulars for 
the members to discuss the details and arrive at decisions. 
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(8) As will ·be seen from the proceedings of the meetings held 
on the 2Srd to ~6th instants the question of finance was discussed 
by stages 88 and when it related to other matters but each time it 
was left over· for a. further discussion at a later stage. It may be 
desiraJ>le that the members review this question of finance in the light. 
of the further data now available and, having regard to the commit
ments involved l>y a 10 or 15-year plan, confirm or modify thd 
previous broad decisions made. The various methods of raising funds 
and how far such a procedure as well 88 the proposal for the central 
pool are feasible; the need, if any, for a central authority to administer 
this collective fund; and tbe need for the enactment of lollY legisla
tion is also to be examined hy the Committee finally. The provisions 
in the Madras District Municipalities Act as well as in tha Local 
Bdards Act have to he examined in this context. 

( 4) On the question of ,rural water-supply again, the reply 
from the Revenue Board (copy of which I have circulated to the 
members) while it gives certain additional information beyond what 
we had already, does. not however convey full information in the 

· manner we reqnired. The Board have stated ·that they would 
address the Collectors for this additional information if the Committee 
should want them. This might mean indefinite delay and it uiay 
perhaps be necessary for us to proceed with our work with the data 
actually available at present. 

(5) On the question of additional personnel to be trained in 
the higher and lower categories, I understand the President has some 
more points to be reconsidered before the decisions could be incor
porated in the draft report. These also are to be brought up before 
the Committee .. 

Charts showing provincial mortality rates with reference to water 
borne epidemics for the period 1890 to 1945; details of the existing 
municipal water-supply and drainage schemes, showing work so far 
done and work yet to be done with figures of cost, etc.; and a. 
skeleton chart for the Public Healt4 Engineering organization as 
proposed are now placed before the Commit~e with a view to help 
further discussion on the issues still pending. 

Finance.-On the question of finance, the following approximate 
figures may perhaps he assumed for the basis of our 10-year scheme:-

(a) Total cost of municipal water-supply 
schemes, improvements 88 well as new 
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schemes, about 663 

(Ii) Total cost of municipal drainage schemes 
about • • 811 

(c) Total cost of non-municipal, Urban water-
11Upply and drainage schemes to be 
provided, about • • 1,626 

Total of urban schemes 2,999 

say, Rs. 30 orores. 
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Noi<I.-These l!goree are baaed on approximate average .rates, ?f Rs. 1~ 
per head for municipal water-supply, Ra. 20 per head for mmuc1pel drM· 
nage Ra 25 per head for urban water-supply and drainage for units above 
10 000 ~pulat1on and Ra. 20 for urban water-supply and drainage for units leas 
~ 10,000 population. All these ara baaed on pre-war prices for materials and 
labour and in order to equate them to preaont day price levels the total cost of 
Ro. 30 crorea must be multiplied by a factor varying !'rom 2 to 2·5. As a broad 
approximation, however, we may assume the oost of urban sohemes.ahead at 
Rs. 60 crorea. 

It may be polllrible, however to effect a reduction on these figures If the 
manufacture of the more important materials of construction ia partly or fully 
nationalized. It ia also likely that in the ooming 10 years, prices of labour and 
other normal materials may also come down !'rom the present bigh levels. H an 
allowanoe of Ra. 10 ororea were to be made for these faotors we may assume the 
future commitment on urban achemea at about Ra. 50 ororea inatea 1 of Ra. 60 
ororeo. 

(d) As far as rural water-supply schemes are concerned, the 
fiaures furnished by the Revenue Board give out a total of Rs, 407 
lnkhs for the works contemplated in the first 5-year plo.n. Thiij 
5-year plan covers the completion of works relating to the first half 
of the 10-year plan of 1938 which are yet to be completed. For the 
balance of work which would come up in the second 5-year plan there · 
fore, we may allow an approximate amount of Rs. 6 crores. It is 
also presumed that the estimate furnished by the Revenue Board at 
present is based on present day prices. On such basis, the total cost 
of rural water-supply schemes which/remain to be done, would be of 
the order of Rs. 10 crores. 

On tho above broad basis, we have to reckon on a total eYpenditure 
of Rs. 60 to Rs. 70 crores if we aim at completing all water-suppl$ 
and drainage works in the Province within the next ten years. The 
annual turnover would thus be of the order of Rs. 7 crores. It may 
posslb:ly be Rs. 6 crores if price levels go down from the present 
peaks. 

It is to meet this future commitments of Rs. 6 crores annually 
that we shall have to consider the problem of organization and staffing, 
Th& expenditure of about a crore of rupees every year on rural water
supply need not, it seeJilS, adq to the creation of more divisions and 
subdivisions than is otherwise necessary inasmuch as the rural water-. 
supply schemes are going to be executed by local agencies with the 
help of subordinate field staff and maistries. The role -of -the higher 
officers in the district will be confined to broad direction and 
supervision only. The extra staff required in Supervisors, Assistant 
Engineers o.nd Executive Engineers would therefore be based on the 
figure of Rs. 5 crores to be expended on urban schemes essentially. 
The number of existing divisions and subdivisions available in the 
Public Works Department who could shoulder the additional work 
in th•J 10-year plan, o.nd the extra staff to handle the balance of work 
are to be considered o.nd discussed by the Committee. It may be 
relevant in this connexion to consider also the allotment on severRl 
works actually being spent by the divisions at· present as compared 
with the expenditure programme obtaining in the pre-war years. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
BeOTetary. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Abstract of the Proceedings of the Committee 
ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST MEETING OF 

THE WATER-SUPP.LY ANP DRAINAGE COID4!~EE 

DATE OJ' MBETINa 23rd June 1947. Tnm; 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

(In the Public Works Department Library Hall, Chepauk, Madras.) 

l'BESENT: 
Sri A. Kaleswara Rao, >r.L.A. 

Pruidenl. 
Sri K. A. Naohiappa Gounder, ><.L.A. 
Sri A. V. Ram811, Editor, "l'ooploo' 

Health " 
The Dir.;,tor o£ Publio Hoaitb. 
Sri S. Rajagopalan, Exoontive Engineer, 

(Publio Health), Southern Cirole. 
Becrd~ry. 

Sri N. Ranga Reddi, K.L.o. 
Jaoab H. 8. Hu.ooain Saheb, >r.L.A, 
The Chief Engineer, l'. W .D. (General 
· and Works). 
The Sanitary Engineer to Govemment, 

At the request of the President of the Committee, Sri A. B. Shetty1 
Minister for Public Health, was kind enough to be present on the 
occasion and inaugurate the proceedings of the Committee. The 
Minister was welcomed by the president and requested to inaugurate 
the work of the Committee. 

The Minister inade a. short speech in which he thanked the gentle· 
men who were good enough to accept the membership of the Com· 
mittee, a. set of people representing the different areas of the Provine') 
the Circa.rs, the Southern districts and the West Coast a.nd the 
officials whose full co-operation was ava.ilable. The Government can 
look forward to a. valuable report from the Committee giving con· 
structive suggestions on the issues involved. The editor of the 
" Peoples Health " has been rightly stressing the need for enViron· 
mental sanitati6n as . the most essential subject to. be taken up for 
the improvement of the peoples' health. Water-supply a.nd dramnge 
schemes have to be given first importance in any programme for the 
betterment of the Province. Insistent demands are being received 
from several quarters for instituting water-supply and drainage 
schemes. The Government have on hand the Postwar Schemes 
No. 97 for Rural Water Supply and No. 98 for Urban Water-Supply 
and Drainage. 

Due to some reason or other, water-supply and drainage schemes 
take years for investigation, design, and execution. The position ia 
more difficult now than ever before. It is said that the slow progress 
in cmrying out these schemes is due to three causes: (lj Lock of 
materials, (2) lack of adequate technical personnel, and (3) inability 
or the unwillingness of the local bodies to find their share of the capital 
expenditure. It is necesasry to survey the present position and sug· 
gest how best these difficulties could be got over. It b~s been suggested 
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th4t the Sanitary Engineering department shoo!d be made a separ.ate 
department, but there is the difficulty of findin_g adequate _technical 
personnel for the purpose. There is a proposal to molude :Public Health 
as a branch of studies in our Engineering colleges. 

In regard to rural water-supplies age,in, difficulties ar(' being met 
with. The inspection of works is not properly done an~ the ~evenue 
stall do not show sufficient interest. They also complam of difficul~ 
of getting labour. There is difficult:y in· getting materials, t?~ls, 
cement, etc., and then there is the madequate stall for supemsiou 
work. Jn the result, an appreciable . portion of the works allotment 
i& allowed to lapse without being utilized on the execution of works 
a& programmed. Collectors of districts have been ~sked to report 
their difficulties in the working of the scheme. It IS necessary to 
examine the question and see how best the difficulties could be i!,Ot 
over. The Government have also given certain suggestions to the 
Revenue Board and have asked them to consider these in consultation 
with the departments concerned and to submit a report. It has been 
suggested in this connexion that a special course of L.C.E. for sectu
ing candidates as Minor Irrigation Overseers should be started; the 
special stall that is necessary in the district as well as in the centre 
to select site for wells, to scrutinize the proposals and to supervise 
the work and so on, has also to be considered. " I am glad to tqll 
you, Gentlemen," the Minister ~ontinued, " that the present l'rinle 
Minister is very much interested in the rural areas and their 
developments. He wants to institute a special fund for rural water
supply, like the fund inaugurated in 1937-38. .All these matters and 
many others pertaiJ;Iing to this important subject may be con
sidered by you. I hope your labours become very fruitful and enable 
us to gc forward in· the prosecution of. water-supply and "drainage 
schemes in urban areas as well as rural.~ 

Ttl<! Minister then left the meeting and the Committee setttad down 
to a preliminary discussion of the entire subject with a view to framing 
issues. 

A note on the present position in regard to schemes in operation, 
the magnitude of the work ahead and the probable· costs of materials 
and construction, the question of. finance, etc., was read out by t.he 
Secretary with a view to giving some facts and figures for the informa-
tion of the members. · 

Mr. Raman then initiated the discussion and stated that even in 
regnrd to existing schemes in operation which were ostensibly styled 
as 15 gallon scheme, the actual quantity supplied to the consumers' 
fell far short of this figure, and he knew of instances where people get 
even less than five gallons per head while their scheme in operation 
was termed a " 15-gallon scheme." He suggested that this informa
tio.n should alB? be made available ~.the. members, so that they could 
gam a correct Idea of the actual position m regard to existing schemes. 

He further added that the actual cost so far incurred in regard to 
the Madras Ci~y Drainage Scheme apart from its water-supply could 
also be ascertained and reported to the committee for its information. 

Mr. Raman further suggested that the Revenue Board might be 
addressed to get information on the number of wells of several types 
sunk a~ over the province since the starting of Rural Water-Supply 
Fund m 1937-38; how many of them yielded satisfactory water in 
quality and quantity and how many of these wells.are in actual use 
at present and the total amount spent on th~se _wells. 
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The Chief Engineer then explained the reason why schemes in 
operation fell short of the anticipated supply per head of the popula
tioll. Schemes had been designed to provide for an assumed ultimate 
population in 1941; but actually the census of 1941 showed that the 
assumed figure was much smaller than the actual population. In 
addition, no provision is made to enlarge the water-au pply scheme 
as and when the population expands; the result is that the per capita 
rate of supply falls below the 15 or 20 gallons per head as assumed 
in the original design. 

The Chief Engineer further explained that a provincial compen
dium had been drawn up by the post-war committee assigning eaoh 
municipality and major unit a suitallle place in it for introducing · 
water-supply and drainage schemes, giving eaoh one a priority based 
on public health point of view. 

The President desired that the Secretary might prepare a state
ment showing the municipalities, major and minor panchayats, with 
details about their water-supply schemes as existing or as proposed 
or under investigation, along with other relevant particulars, so that 
the members might know the position at a glance. He also raised 
the question that schemes had been delayed over a long number of 
years at some stage or other. . · 

The Chief Engineer explained that the question of finance was 
the stumbling block at every stage. Schemes were investigated and 
designed and then hung up for lack of funds. 

He further explained that owing to the scarcity of materials at 
present, schemes could not be pushed through. Cast iron pipes and 
galvanized iron pipes especially were very difficult to procure. The 
Bhadravati Iron Works, it would appear, may not be in a position 
to supply against indents outside the Mysore State for some years to 
come. The Bengal Iron and Steel Company who are the only alter
. native suppliers are so heavily booked that they are not prepared to 
accept any orders for delivery within the next 18 or 24 months. The 
position was th1Js :very tight as regards materials. 

Mr. Raman said that the existing system of controls was really 
proving to be a handicap. He understood that galvanized pipes of 
varying sizes were even now available in Madras to the tune of nearly 
Rs. 89 lnkhs; but the system which specified that a permit should be 
issued by a Controller sitting at Calcutta over each and every appli
cation for such pipes made the position more difficult than it really 
need be. 

Mr. Raman continued that it may not be expedient to depend on 
the Bengal Iron Company solely fer all the provincial requirements 
in cast iron pipes, etc., and it would be worth while to think of 
placing bulk indents abroad with the Uuited Kingdom or United 
States if we were to make progress with our schemes. He feared 
that the United Kingdom may not be in a position to make any large 
exports of pipes for some time to come and it would be advisable to 
try and see whether large shipment of pipes could not be got in from 
the United States for our purpose. He was sure that financial cor
porations would be willing to undertake such work, negotiating on 
the basis of rupee exchange even if dollar exchanse was not feasible. 
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The Sanitary Engineer wanted to know whether this procedure 
would enable the pipes being obtained at rea,sonable prices. 
Mr. Raman said that the prices would be reasonable and economical 
and compare favourably with prevailing rates. 

The Chief Engineer agreed that it was worth while to think of 
importing bulk quantities from overseas. The Committee agreed to 
the suggestion of Mr. Raman that the Government of India. should 
be approached for help in the import of such pipes with a. high 
priority and the Provincial Government should be advised to press 
the case accordingly. 

The discussion then turned to tbe question of finance. Mr. Raman 
suggested that the Committee should declare that the responsibility 
for providing water-supply and drainage schemes rests with Govern
ment solely; the local bodies should be looked upon only as agents 
for carrying out the Government's policy a~d instructions in this 
behalf. All the members were agreed on this proposition. 

The Chief Engineer said that the question of finance as a, large 
issue was to be decided by the Govemment. However the Committee 
could agree that the matter of water-supply and drainage should 
no longer be left to be decided by the financial capacity of the 
particular municipality or panchayat concerned. In his opinion, the 
Government should take over this work os its primary responsibility. 
The Government after examining the financial resources of each 
municipality might decide on what it considered was a .reasona.ble 
level of taxation which the municipality should levy and collect 
towards its water-supply and drainage. The Government might alsd 
do~ine as to the rates at which the municipality should supply wateJ· 
through tops and meters and collect all such proceeds from the 
water-supply as well as drainage schemes as part of its provincial 
funds. Once the Government decides to make a pool of all munici
pal water-supply and drainage tax (nt rates which the Government 
will fi~ for each station) and also the revenues derived from watdr
eupply and drainage schemes after they are installed, it is the duty 
of the Government to proceed with the provision of water-supply and 
drainage schemes to all stations on a regulated programme, a.ugment
ing the fund from its own provincial revenues to the extent found 
necessary. Consultation with· the local body will not under such a 
scheme be a maims of holding up progress on schemes. The· orde~ 
in which schemes should be token up should be more rightly based 
011 public health considerations rather than on others. 

Mr. Nachiappa Gounder said that there are a number of munici
palities and panchayats anxious to have water-supply schemes and 
hove even taxed themselves already but are unable to get the advan
tage since they have not been given high priority in the Provincial 
Compendium. He suggested that whichever municipality or pan
chayat comes forward with appreciable funds and willingness to have 
a scheme should be given encouragement in preference to others 
who, though they may be willing to have a scheme, may not be 
equally ready to tax themselves for the purpose. 

The Chief Engineer explained that under his scheme the local 
level of taxation to be decided by the Government will no doubt 
take into account all relevant factors so that the tax· fixed will be 
reasonable from thQ point of view of the municipality and Govern
ment alik01. He held that municipalities which are aliluent should 
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not stop with providing their own water-supply and drainage schemes 
but should be made to contribute, as far as their means would permit, 
to the central pool from which poorer municipalities and panchayats 
could pe given greater help than would be otherwise possible. 

Mr. Ranga Reddi observed that for any such scheme to work 
successfully the co-operation of the municipalities was fundamentally 
necessary as the municipality will be the agency for the taxation aut! 
its collection. 

·Mr. Raman suggested the raising of municipal debentures undt31" 
the authority of the Government; there was some discussion about 
th& feasibility of such a step in the light of past experience. The 
subject, however, was kept over for discussion at a later stage. 

Mr. Raman further suggested that insurance companies should 
he approached by the Government for loans to carry out these public 
hGalth schemes. He explained that these companies shoul_tl be onl;y 
too willi,ng to come forward with their help as the improvement of the 
public health was in their own interests in the long run. He men
tioned that in England the insurance companies financed research, at 
their own expense, for the advancement of public health. He was 
hopeful that large sums of money would -be forthcoming from insu
rance companies for the purpose in view if the Government under
took the responsibility of their repayment within a period of, say, 40 
or even 60 years at a very reasonable rate of interest. He expected 
that, the rate of interest would be even less than the rate which Gov
ernment would have- to pay if an open loan was raised by them in 
tl1e market. There was general agreement among th& mE;mbers that 
this source could be tapped for raising funds by the Government. 

Some members suggested that future grants for maintenance and 
improvements of existing water supplies in some of the bigger muni
cipalitib& should be stopped leaving it to the municipalities to attend 
to these works from their own resources. The Chief Engineer 
explained, however, that this would not make for a uniform policy. 
He said that if Government collected appropriate ra,tes of water and 
drainag~ tax and the water and drainage revenues from such muni-

. cipalities also into their common pool, they could probably get more 
from the municipalities than would be required actually to maintain 
and expand their schemes. · 

The President suggested that the point as to how far a local body 
was entitled to. further help could be decided on due consideration of 
all relevant factors. The question of finance was kept over for tr.ore 
detailed discussion at a later stage. 

The Committee then dispersed to continue its meeting from 
9 a.m. to 12 noon, the next day, 24th June 1947. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
Secretary. 

, 
A. KALESW ABA RAO, 

Pruidenl. 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND MEETING 
OF THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE. 

D.a.TB Oil' MuTING: 24th June 1947. TIME: 9 a.m. to 12 noon. 

(In the Public Works Department Library Hall, ·chepauk, 
Madras.) 

Present: 

President and other members. 
Mr. Ranga Reddi opened:_ the discussions. He referred 1? . ~he 

Committee:s decision the preVtous day to urge that the responsibility 
for providing water-supply and drainage was the Government's and 
said that as far as contribution from local bodies was concerned cer
tain points would need to be considered. He claimed that rural 
water-supply by which he meant the provision of some safe water 
for consumption by rural folks should be pushed through at a very 
rapid pace and without insisting on any contribution. He referred to 
the couditions in Ceded Districts where water ·scarcity is acute all 
over. In a particular village, it had cost nearly Rs. 18,000 for a 
single well. It would be beyond the capacity of the village to con
tribute anything towards this prohibitive cost. In his own village, 
they had spent nearly Rs. 3,000 on s. power drill in pursuit of water 
but to no purpose and eventually the district board had to sanction 
another estimate for a well for Rs. 6,0QO. His point was that the 
question of real need should be the criterion in all such cases. 

The President intervening asked if in the event of the pa-ncha.yat 
system being brought in, would not people be willing to tax them
selves for water-supply and drainage, 

Mr. Rnnga Reddi explained that the communal life of the village 
has totally disappeared now nnd the spirit of self-sufficiency, self-help 
and mutual help has unfortunately died out giving place to extreme 
selfishness and a non-civic and non-corporate _spirit in the villager. 
If, therefore, any scheme of rural water-supply was to be a succesi 
we-should not think of taxing these backward tracts. His point was 
that if the villager· were to be helped entirely from provincial funds 
it would be a good psycliologics.l gesture. 

The Secretary observed that the rural water-supply fund started 
by the Government in 1937....'!8 was intended only for the provision 
of free water-supply to all such villages which Mr. Reddi had in 
view, i.e., villages with less than 5,000 population and in the case of 
panchayats which have an income of less than Rs. 3,000. A large 
majority of the villages which are backward and are not in a position 
to make any contribution would be entitled to the free help from 
the provincial funds under the rur_!U water-supply fund. To the 
extent to which such free help has not yet been extended to ·the 
severs.l deserving villages which have long been suffering under acute 
water scarcity, it was necessary to augment the special rural water
supply fund and extend its help to all the districts as quickly as 
possible. · 

The Director of Public Health pointed out that the number o£ 
revenue villages was much less than the actual number of rural units 
and hamlets as each revenue village was really a cluster of several 
hamlets put together. 
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Mr. Redell suggested that the Government could begin with urban 
taxation only and allot -funds out of this for providing free rural water
supply and after the provision of such amenity in the rural area they 
could begin taxation in those areaa. He said this would have n 
psychological effect on the rurlll people who would be opposed to any 
tax until they had some concrete amenity installed for them by the 
Government. · 

It waa agreed by the members that the urban population only, 
i.e, 25 per cent of the province should be taxed for the time being for 
their water and drainage amenities. Mr. Reddi added that a free 
drinking water well, a free dispensary and a free elementary school 
for every village was necessary before we could think of taxing these 
areas at all, 

Mr. Redell then raised the question whether the floating of a loan 
by a municipality waa going to succeed where the Provincial Govern
ment do not float a loan themselves. It might be possible if sufficient 
Eafeguards are attached to their powers of borrowing. Even so, could 
the f get loans at cheaper mtes than the Provincial Government? 

The Chief Engineer said it all depended on the security offered to 
the investor. The security behind the Government borrowing its 
own loans _waa certainly far better than a municipality doing 1t. 
Moreover, a provincial loan would perhaps make far better uniformity 
of development throughout the province. 

Mr. Nachiappa Goundar asked if it was noi;. better if a particular 
municipality was allowed to float a loan if the Government were 
going to take up particular schemes on local considerations. It might 
yield successful results. 

The Chief Engineer said that payment according to ability should 
be the basis. The user of a water-supply or drainage should pay for 
what he gets at the maximum rate he can afford, and it is for tht> 
Government to discharge their responsibility in the provision of 
water-supply and drainage, meeting the question of finance in 88 best 
a manner as they deemed fit. The !lriority to be adopted for schemes 
should be flexible, no doubt, but if should be based on real ncedP., 
primarily. 

The President then put the following proposition:-
. The State must shoulder the responsibility to provide rurul 
water-supply and sanitation (including drainage), free of cost with· 
out expecting any contribution from the villages concerned. Thia 
free help should be extended to all villages with a population of lese 
than 5,000 and panchayats with income less than Rs. 8,000. The 
proposition was agreed to by the members. But Mr. Nachiappa 
Ooundar alone contended that this must be extended to all rural areas 
(excluding major panchnyats, ex-unions and municipalities). 

The President then said that there are several places whete people 
are willing to make contribution and where private munificence would 
be forthcoming for providing ruml water-supplies locally. Should we 
not give them some sort of preference? The Director of Public 
Health added that if the villagers themselves contributed towards 
their drinking water-supply schemes they would look upon the scheme 
as their own property and thus a better maintenance was to be 
expected. In that way contribution bad a salutary effect. 
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The Chief E11gineer: People who want water most are in the 
uplands and dry tracts. People who are rich and can afford to co~· 
tribute towards their schemes are in the delta. where water-supply ts 
not so much a crying necessity. If, therefore, people who come for
ward with their contributions are going to be given preference it might 
simply result in the ' starved ', areas continuing j;o ramah! without 
water-supply and delta. people getting their water-supply in advance, 
'rhis difficulty should be met suitably. _ 

President: .A:Dy question of priority when we are dealing with 
providing water-supply to thousands of villages will not be practi
cable. If the investigation and the execution of these works is 
decentralized and the direction and control is vested at the district 
level it would then be possible to pursue a. satisfactory method and 
ensure simultaneous progress in the several districts. Under thi~ 
scheme, it would be possible for us to take advantage of contribution~ 
which may be forthcoming from the richer units without in any way 
hc.ldin~; up progress of works in areas where water-supply was much 
needed as in the case of Ceded districts. 

Mr. Raman said that in our scheme of things the Ceded districts 
as well as places which are notoriously epidemic-ridden should be 
given a. larger allotment as well as a high priority so that villages in 
these difficult areas where nature has been unkind would get their 
water-supply in any case, irrespective of contributions as may be 
forthcoming from the more favourable areas. 

The Committee agreed to make special mention in favour of Ceded 
districts and similar difficult areas for special consideration in· the 
matter of allotment of grants and speedy execution of works. The 
agency therefor was then raised by the President. Mr. Raman 
explained the anomalies in the present working of the rural water
supply scheme. He said that the Labour Department, the Ha.rijan 
Uplift Department and the Revenue Department were all of them 
pursuing parallel activities in the matter of providing water-supply 
amenities to rural hamlets, Harijan cheris, etc., with a woeful and 
wastAful lack of co-ordination at any stage. The President added 
that the subject came under as many as three different Ministers if 
not more. All this resulted in wastage of labour and money without 
any check being possible. 

Mr. Raman con~inued that in the interest of the speedy and 
efficient prosecution of rural water-supply schemes it was essenti11l 
that there should be only one agency which should be held responsible 
for administering the rural water-supply scheme. The present lack 
of co-ordination should be put a stop to. And his suggestion was 
that at the district level there should be one important central agency 
which would direct and control all activities in regard to rural water
supply in that district, The present multiplicity of agency which was 
adding to the confusion and causing a lot of infructuous work should 
be withdrawn. The Director of Public Health strongly supported the 
proposal. The President suggested that the Public Health Depart
ment (Engineering) would be. the proper authority to exercise such 
central and co-ordinnted control. · 

Mr. Nachiappa Goundar wanted to know whether in a simple 
matter like the location of a rural water-supply well much of a techni
cal skill was necessary. Mr. Raman said that it was not only neces
sary but also essential that properly trained and qualified men should 
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be employed in the location of suitable sites for drinking water well,. 
It called for a discerning knowledge of the principles of water engi
neering and a general level of experience and efficiency-beyond the 
domain of Minor Irrigation Overseers-to decide on appropriate sites 
for wells. _He knew of instances where money had been thrown away 
on wells undertaken on the incompetent advice of men not qualified 
for the purpose. Ip was quite wrong to assume that the important 
work of selection of site for wells or other types of source for a parti
cular area was an easy matter which any minor engineering subordi
nate could handle without proper training and experience in the line. 
He laid great emphasis on this aspect of the question. 

The Director of Public Health agreed with Mr. Raman and said 
that he also knew of instances where rural water-supply wells had 
miscarried by incompetent men handling them. He instanced the 
case of a big panchayat in Tinnevelly district, Kadayanalloor, where 
the revenue authorities in charge of rural water-supply schemes had 
located and sunk a well on the wrong side of a local tenk. The tank· 
bed dipped towards the other side and percolation of the tank water 
was in the direction away from the well sunk by the authorities. In 
the result, the well was actually in disuse. Strangely enough, the 
villagers themselves thereupon had dug up a well on the right side 
of the tank and were actually using this well with advantage. A 
proper degree of technical competence and experience is therefore 
necessary in an important issue like the location of a well for a drink· 
ing water-supply, in the different tetTains and widely varying areas 
of the province. 

Mr. Raman continued that the selection of a proper site for such 
wells was a more important and difficult task than, say, the selection 
of a site for an impounding reservoir. It was this want of rroper 
technical assistance that bad resulted in the throwing away o good 
money after bad wells. He, therefore, urged that the future policy 
must be decentralized execution under one central co-ordinatiug 
agency, a competent officer at the district level being entru.lltcd with 
the direction and control of all works in the district, 

Continuing Mr. Raman said that it was no good saying that the 
Collectors should get on with the work with the help of Mino~ 
Irrigation Overseers. For one thing the Minor Irrigation Overseers 
were not competent for the job. They have other duties to do .md 
do not take to rural water-supply work kindly. The works are so 
scattered over the district that it is impossible for the Collector to 
exercise any control or supervision. Even where type designs weN 
available for adaptation to 'locul conditions, the uuthorities confessctl 
their inability to carry out such works as they h(ld no competence in 
the subject. 

It is to mend this state of affairs that h<' suggested that the worlr 
of rural water-supply should be taken over from the Collectors and 
vested with the Public Health Engineering branch who will have an 
·officer at the district level to pursue a· policy of decentralized oxo
cution. As for the subordinate staff under such officer, he would 
F-cfgest harnessing the services of the existing technical men irres
pective of the department to which they belonged. We have the 
section officers of the Public Works Department who in the discharge 
of their duties do a lot of touring work. It should be possible for 
them to devote some tinte during their itineraries to the direction and 
guidance of rural water-supply schemes on proper lines. In addition 
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we have the Assistant Engineers of the Highways Department who 
are largely touring office!'B. Their assistance could also be invoked 
with the minimum of disturbance .to their normal duties. Provided 
we could utilize such higher technical assistance, the additional staff 
we may need in the lower categories can be of the order of maistries 
who can carry out instructions from these higher officers. Such a 
scheme would be fairly simple to adopt under present conditions and 
would enable us to make some headway. · · 

The Chief Engineer was glad that Mr. Raman's approach to tltis 
problem was one which had also his full support: He informed the 
committee that some 15 months ago he had put up a proposal befll~a 
the Government for the amalgamation of all engineering services. 
Under the existing organization of the Engineering department., it 
happened that the roads officer, the buildings officer and the irrigation 
officer were all touring the same territory for directing works ln their 
own branches but each independent of the other. The roads man wa.; 
inspecting all along the road, while the irrigation man followed up, 
inspecting the canal all along side the road. This entailed a Jot of. 
duplication of staff whereas with· a unified service of Engineers, 
the. functions relating to roads, buildings, irrigation and public healt-h 
could all be entrusted to a single Dist1ict Engineer or Executive 
Engineer. The jurisdiction of such District Engineers of qourse will 
have to be suitably revised and a larger number of divisions than at 
present may have to be crested. But even so, it was desirable that 
from the District Engineer downwards with his staff tlf subdivisiona.l 
officers and supervisors, it should be possible to have engineering 
works of the several branches carried out without parallel field stnfl 
pertaining to each branch being employed right down to the level of 
the subordinates. 

Specialisation, continued the Chief Engineer, .was ot cours'3· 
necessary but would be confined to the higher levels. As he envisajlcd 
it, t.h ~ Sanitary Engineer would continue to prepare the designs, plans 
and estimates for schemes with specialised staff for the purpose. But 
it was his idea that the officers who prepare the designs should be 
given a chance subsequently to participate in the execution of these 
schemes; while correspondingly the officers who had executed schemes 
would likewise be posted to the design section for training in the 
design of schemes. In this manner he hoped to build up a •e!f· 
contained unit of officers conversant with the investigatiro.n, desi~ 
and execution aspects of Public Health Engineering works. The 
Chief Engmeer added that specialisation in the other branches, i.e , 
buildings and roads, irrigation, etc., could also be planned likewiSP. 

· .l:lut all these branches should have from the district level downw~ils 
a. common field staff who could be relied upon to carry out works 
pertaining to the several branches. He explained further that under 
such a scheme, the execution of a water-supply or drnina11,e scheme of 
any major magnitude would be undertaken by a· special district 
engineer <lr similar special staff without indenting on the comrn!>n 
field staff contemplat<Jd above. Minor schemes will be executed bv 
the P.malgamated field staff and the regular district engineer will hav';, 
the co!'trol and direction of the works under him during and aftar 
execution as well as on the staff engaged thereon. The Chief Engineer 
pointed out that although this proposal was put forward before the 
Government 15 months ago no decision had been ~ved at so_ far. 
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SimilarlY! he poin~ed out that two posts of Assistant Engineers 
aud sup!ll'Visors for investigation work were asked for several months 
ago. ;But no orders had so far been received. The proposal was 
made wi~h a view to achieve be~ter progress in the investigation or 
schemes aud to train up more investigation supervisors. 

The Chief Engineer further added that to secure caudidates for 
supervisors' posts in adequate numbers was proving very difficult at 
present. As against 570 hands required he was able to secure 'lnly 
170 supervisors recently, from among those who had just left college 
including those who had applied from Mysore. While he could Llll 
the posts in the higher category of Executive Engineers aud AssistAnt 
Engineers by promoting existing men, it W118 obviously impossible for 
iiim to find new hands 118 supervisors. Any qllestion of reorganization 
had to take into account this relevant aspect of the question also, i.~ •• 
paucity of subordinate staff. 

Mr. Raman was happy that the Chief Engineer's proposals wore 
very much on the lines he himself had envisaged. He pointed -out 
that to divorce the investigation aud design from the execution of 
schemes was injurious alike from the point of view of design as well 
as execution. It was to make this principle accepted that he had 
long fought a lone battle. He strongly endorsed the proposal to have 
lin amalgamated field staff below the districtJevel, in the early stsg~s 
of development, confining the specialisation to the higher rauks. He 
deplored that a separate Highway department should have been 
formed wholly independent of the sister branches. He had no 
'bjection to separation and specialisation at the higher levels. It was 
but appropriate. But no country in the world can alford to have 
parallel services at the periphery. Russia's notable example which 
hes yielded demonstrable success was its policy of centralised direc
tion aud control aud decentralised execution of works. It was very 
necessary that we too should adopt such a policy. 

Mr. Raman further added that io ensure continuitr. of policy ancJ 
keep up specialisation and direction at the top at a uniformly efficient 
level, it wes desirable that the deputy to the Chief Engineer should 
be the prospective Chief Engineer. The present practice of appoint
ing as Deputy an Executive Engineer while the Chief Engineer's po&t 
would in due course be occupied by a senior Superintending Engineer 
would call for a change in procedure. 

The President intervened to say that for the committee to go into 
the question of amalgamation including the Highways Brauch and 
Irrigation Branch, etc., might be outside the scope of their Qnquiry. 
He thought that it was necessary and sufficient that the committee 
should confine its proposals in so far 118 they related to the Publio 
Health Engineering branch. 

Mr. Raman said that the proposals made out by the Chief Engineer 
were no doubt as they were visualised as an ultimate scheme of 
things. For the present however we might concem ourselves with 
the Public Health Engineering branch and the manner and method 
of its organization. He considered that a Chief Engineer (Public 
Health) may be assisted by two regional Engineers for the North and 
south Madras with their own design offices. He advisedly suggested 
this course in view of the eventual bifurcation of the province which 
would take place. Officers from the general brauch of the Publio 
Works Department could J:,e transferred on to this Publio Health 
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branch. An interchangeability as between the design a~~ execution 
staff would . serve to provide the necessary lillround trammg to the_ 
officer. He stressed the need for associating the designer with the 
execution of the scheme in view of the past experience in the ~xe
cution of Adoni Scheme, etc. 

Mr. Raman then dealt with the technical scrutiny and direction 
'brought to bear on schemes. His experience in respect of Tuticorin 
Drainage Scheme showed that even in a case where a. scheme ha.d 
been technically sanctioned and the Government had ordered its 
execution, the need for further revision of the scheme at that adva.nced 
stage, when pointed out, was accepted as necessary. There warP. 
other schemes which were yet to find fruition, although the local 
bodies concerned had been willing and ready with funds to have their 
schemes executed. This brought out clearly the need for a. radical 
change in the present set ilp of the department. He therefflre 
suggested that the committee should strongly recommend theappoint
ment of a top ranking specialist for the post of Chief Engineer (Public 
Health), just as Major Howard ha.d been appointed to the Hydro
Electric department. He ascribed the lack of progress so far, to the 
absence of a. high level specialist officer who would build up and 
expand the usefulness of the department. 

The Chief Engineer intervened to say that much of the success 
of the Hydro-Electric department was due to the fact tha.t those 
schemes paid out dividends and were therefore readily financed by 
th13 Government. W a.ter-supply and dra.inage schemes pa.y no visible 
dividends except in the saving of human lives. The question of 
finance was therefore the main criterion again, to decide the pro
secution of water-supply and dra.inage schemes !l,t the desired rate of 
progress. 

Mr. Raman said that with his· pow ledge of the history of the 
Sanitary Engineering department frOm 1890 to 1947-which would 
make lamentable reading-he would recommend, with a. full sense of 
responsibility in so doing, tl:iat a. personality of the type a.nd standing 
of Major Howard was necessary to put the • department in proper 
shape. A topping man with fresh ideas a.nd modern knowledge who 
hnd done several schemes and who is a.n authority on the subject wa.s 
necessary. Large principles have to be decided when schemes a.re 
going to be taken up at a. rapid pace. A man of vast experience and 
ability even at a. cost of Rs. 5,000 per month should be secured if 
progress were to be achieved. He would tra.in up our own officers by 
the time his contract period expired. . 

The President stated that the committee might agree on the 
question of the proper organization of the Public Health Engineering 
Branch, so that the investigation, design and execution of schemes 
and the direction and control of staff would all· vest in a self conta.ined 
department, a.nd an orderly progress, ma.de possible. . In regard to 
the specialised work with central direction and a. common staff a.t the 
district level he requested the Secretary to prepare a. chart explainin~ 
the proposals in a. skeleton form for further discussion by the members. 
The President further suggested that there. might be two Sanitary 
Engineers and four Deputy Sanitary Engineers for the province so 
that the progress of work could l>e expedited. · . · 
• _ "Mr. Raman conc\n;ed that it was a. sound proposal but the ques
~0n wo~d have -1>9 be decided by the a.vailability of personnel for the 
hrue !Jemg. · 
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Mt. Raman then raised the question about entrusting the investi
. gation and design of water-supply and drainage schemes to privo.~o 
engineering firms. He explained that rebruitment to the Govetnroent 
services W&B governed by rules and regulations where&B private 
engineering firms were free to employ professional men in the outside 
field irrespective of such rules: For instance, firms could ent~rtain 
retired men with rich experience or professional men in the field from 
foreign countries too, if they found it paying. He thought it 
erllinently advisable to harness and utilise the services of talents 
available outside the Government services in order that the progress 
on investigation, design and execution of schemes could be 
accelerated to the desired rate. He added that the Public Health 
Act enacted in 1939 contained provisions-these were then included 
deliberately-to contract with private firms for the furtherance of 
such schemes. He therefore urged that· the committee should 
consider the entrusting of design and investigation of schemes, apart 
from their execution, to Engineering firms. 

The Chief Engineer was doubtful whether the entrusting of 
investigation of water-supply schemes to private firms would be a 
practical proposition; The b&Bis of fixing up quotations for such 
investigation work involved several indefinite factors, and until a 
scheme was actually put into execution the success of the source 
investigated could not be taken as granted. To pay for an investi
gation work without being sure of the results was therefore a c.on
tingency to be faced in such e case. 

Mr. Raman explained as a contrast how a drainage scheme ny 
for Trichinopoly could without difficulty be entrusted to a private 
enJ!ineering firm as it was a work which would admit of a firm quot
ation from private firms. After some discussion the Chief Engineer 
w:ui of the opinion that the investigation of water-supply schemes by 
private firms was neither feasible nor desirable whereas the procedure 
might be adopted in the case of drainage schemes. 

The Sanitary Engineer observed that in the matter of investigation 
of schemes, we were already ahead of programme by about seven 
years and there would seem to be no need for having investigations 
entl'Usted to private firms at this stage. 

·- Mr. Raman said that it. would be wrong to aasume that the 
investigations undertaken and completed several years ago coul<l be 
accepted as they are and adopted straightaway for the design stage. 
He knew of several instances where the investigation particulars were 
not faithful to local conditions. This apart, conditions have been 
changing; and to assume that such of the schemes which had been 
investigated several years ago or in the recent past are all in a ready 
shape for taking up further design work would not be correct. He 
could say without hesitation that most of these schemes would need 
to be investigated de nov(), 

The Secretary also cited one or two instances where investigakd 
schemes had to be redone completely over again for several reasons. 
This gave relevancy to Mt. Raman 'a contention. 

Mr. Raman continued that ordinarily it took nearly ~ years for a 
scheme to fructify {r()m the stage it W&B initiated. He instanced the 
case of Vizagapatam water-supply. 

6A 
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The Chief Engineer said that in the case of Vizagapatam water
supply two altemative sources found favour with two opposing r•arties 
of the Municipal Council with the result that it dragged on for years 
and years. The question would not have reached any finality had 
not the army come in and executed both tbe schemes as 11 war 
measure. 

The Chief Engineer also cited the case of Chittivalsa Jute Mills 
who employed a firm in Calcutta. to investigate a source for augment
ing thei~ water-supply and had paid out Rs. 20,000 in the bargain 
without having their problem solved .. 

Mr. Raman said that when it was proposed to entrust both investi
gations and designs of schemes to private engineering firms there was 
always the possibility that the quotations for lnvestigation and or 
design of schemes would always off set the disadvantages implicit in 
indefinite investigations. His sole anxiety was that the activities in 
regard to the vast programme of provincial expansion in water-supply · 
nnd drainage should not be confined exclusively to the Government 
department, but that engineering talent available in the outside field 
&hould also be tapped with maximum advantage. 

'!'he President stated that the proposal of utilizing outside ag~ncies 
preferably responsible and respectable firms, in the execution of 
&chemes had been wholly accepted; the question was how far such 
outside agencies should be used in the investigation and design parts 
of the work. Except in the case of investigation of water-supply 
schemes as explained by the Chief Engineer, there seemed to be no 
objection in adopting the proposal. 

'rhe question of planning for the rural water-supply schemes
whether a. five year plan or a ten year plan-was then discussed. 
This would have to be decided with reference to the total number of 
villages to be catered for and the total approximate cost involved. 
It was suggested that even though these schemes would be taken up 
simultaneously in the several districts it would be necessary to decide 
on some sort of relative priority as between the several villages in the 
snme district in order to have a. planned progress. The constitution 
of a District committee to go into the question was considered 
advisable. It was proposed that the sinking of wells could bs 
entrusted to the villagers themselves; as only local labour would be 
employed even if an outside contractor was engaged for the job. The 
ilirPctions and technical advice would of course be given by the district 
field staff envisaged in our scheme. Further discussion on the 
subject was postponed for the next day's meeting. - The comm!ttee 
then rose for the day. · 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
Beoretaf"!/; 

A. KALEBW ARA RAO, 
Prelident. 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD MEETING 
OF THE WATER-SUPPLY ANP DRAINAGE COMMITTEE. 

DATB o:r MIIBmra: 25th .June 1947. TmB: 9 a.m. to 12 noon • 

. (In the Publio Works Department Library Hall, Chepauk, Madras.) 

P7Sssnt: 

President and other members. 
The Chairman opened the proceedings. He referred to the rlause 

in the Public Health Act which empowers a looal body to contract 
with private firms for the supply of water. Did that oover investi
gation, design and execution? 

The Sanitary Engineer sa.id that the practice in England was to 
entrust the supply of water as a. commercial undertaking to private 
firms who investigated, designed, executed and ma.inta.ined their own 
system and sold water at agreed rates; there was thus no question of 
division of the work among different agencies. 

M7. Raman: In the early days of advancement in any country 
private resources, capital and professional talents, are invariably 
tapped as a first stage of progress. In Englnnd several water engineer· 
ing firms were selling water to specific nreas under licence until 
eventually the Metropolitan Water Board was constituted as a Central 
authority. These firms were making huge dividends, as much as 18 
per cent, and the Government had to intervene to restrict the profits. 
For the advancement of public utility undertakings we should enlist 
the help of private agencies as an initial step. Shaw has laid stress 
c.n this course. At the time the clause in the Public Health Act waR 
being discussed in the select committee, the matter was discussed at 
great length. The then Prime Minister attached importance to thd 
matter of enlisting private capital and talents in the furtherance of
public utility schemes as a highly expedient initial step. Later on 
the Government could always acquire any paying scheme on merits. 
His only plea was that the clause which found a place in the Public 
Health Act must be implemented, now that there was the opportune 
time for it.. Although the Public Health Board had accepted the need 
for such a course, no action whatever had been taken during the past 

· three or four yeare. It was for the committee to press that action 
should be taken under this empowering clause of Public Health Act 
at least at this juncture. 

M7. Nachiappa Gounda7: If the Govemment were to take upon 
themselves all the work involved through their own departments it 
may of course ensure a uniformity in procedure, but there was the 
fact that by using private ag_encies wherever it was possibla, works 
could be largely speeded up. 

Presidenl: There was a fear ·that private agencies who work on 
the profit motive would make enormous profits and would exploit the 
situation wherever they could without any ethical standards. One 
had to admit that conditions of business in this country were far below 
the high standard obtaining in England where the code of business 
morala was pretty high. His own experience in the case of nrunicipal 
electrification of Bezwada, Coc$nada, Rajahmundry, Guntur, oto., 
was that private agencies were yet to prove tbe4" capa.city to deal 
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with customers on a fair and straight level. Pe.ople were not there· 
fvre satisfied with private companies in such matters. They wvuld 
prefer to depend on the Governmental agency (who though a· slow. 

_ n.oving and costly machinery have no ulterior motive and were there
fore reliable). Provided therefore we decentralised the Governmental 
agency and provided a larger number of technical officers and sub· 
ordinate staff, people would prefer the Government to private agency~ 

Mr. Hussain said that it was for the Government to take up the 
investigation and design leaving the execution alone to be carried out 
by private agencies •. 

Mr. Ranga Reddi: As he understood it there was paucity of 
tt~chnical men and lack of materials which are now holding up the 
programme. 

Banitaru Engineer: I do not think want of_ staff was mentioned 
as a reason for the delay. 

Chief Engineer: I should think we want more staff and materials 
to keep up to the programme. 

Banitaru Engineer: Would it mean that if the allotment for works 
is increased from the present Rs. 50 lakbs to Rs. 85 lakhs we would 
want extra hands? Has it been mentioned? 

Becretaru : Proposals for extra staff went along with the pro· 
gramme of Rs. 85 lakhs per year. Extra staff is needed. 

The Chief Engineer agreed that it was so. 
Mr. Ranga Reddi: Mr. Raman's solution for meeting the difficulty 

of want of hands is to enlist private agencies. Ever such private 
agencies would have to employ technical hands. They might per· 
haps employ a few top people from outside the country but they 
would also be employing retired people for their lower ranks. Why 
not we also recommend to Government that retired people could be 
employed by the Government for a like purpose. If necessary we 
could also recommend additional remuneration; increased scales of 
pay, etc. His contention was that as between private and state 
management it very often happened that private agencies were not 
subject to public pressure and public opinion and would cause incon· 
venience to their own customers with impunity; He instanced the 
case of Cuddapah Electric Supply Corporation, against the short· 
comings of which the municipality found itself helpless, and water· 
supply which depended on the electric supply by the firm, was · 
frequently in jeopardy. 

Mr. Reddi continued that if private agencies had to· be eJDployed 
for our purpose, the Government should restrict this to approved and 
registered firms who could be depended upon to do their work with 
efficiency and reasonableness. It was for the departmental people 
to deoide whether such· firms should be entrusted with the investiga· 
tion and or design of schemes in addition to their execution. 

Chief Engineer: To entrust the investigation of water-supplies -to 
r-rivate agencies would be of doubtful utility. Conditions in England . 
were different, where water sources were· not so doubtful. Further 
the responsibility for,. the design and· execution of the scheme should 
not be divided between two different firms. - Such a step would 
~ncourage either firm to disown responsibility for the results and 
would leave the customer in the -sorry position of holding the baby. 
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Mr. Ranga Reddi: Even where private agencies carry out the 
design and . execution they would doubtless all conform to the 
specifications and instructions issued by the supervising Government 
&u_thority. Then where wss the difficulty? 

Chief Engineer: A firm which was executing a scheme designed 
l:.y a rival firm would always try to maintain that the scheme could 
have been bettered if their own ideas had also been given effect to .. 
This would complicate the issue as regards final responsibility for the 
results. 

Mr. A. f. Raman: The designs a,re approved by Government 
experts on whom therefore the final responsibility rests : similarly 
the execution is supervised by the Government experts, and there
fore the responsibility is again on the Government officers. 

Chief Engineer explained that having the plans and designs 
prepared by his own subordinate officers and accepting responsibility 
therefor was different from assuming similar responsibiHty for designs 
prepared by private agencies. In the former case he could be ~ure 
that the design wss based on an approved common ground whereas 
in the latter esse every firm might have its own basis of designs 
Mr. Raman's solution for speeding up work would result in absolving 
the designing firms from their rightful responsibility for the designa 
and transferring such responsibility to the authority who passed the 
plans. It would place him in e. very invidious position indeed. 

The Sanitary Engineer observed that designs under execut!on 
were sometimes referred back to him for modification on details and 
asked who should carry out such modification if the design and exe
cution were to be carried out by private agency. 

Mr. Raman replied that such alterations should be attended to by 
the Sanitary Engineer as the designing firm faded out of the picture 
once their design was approved and paid for. 

The Chief Engineer wanted to know whether firms would be 
. prepared to spend thousands of rupees on investigation and design of 
schemes without the surety of their being eventually entrusted with 
the contract for the work. 
. Mr. Nachiappa Gounder said that as in the case of execution of 
sahemes the Government experts would no doubt call for preliminary 
quotations from firms for taking up an investigation or a design work. 
And only after such a tender was accepted would the firm proceed 
to the actual investigation or design work. 

The Chief Engineer referred to the practical difficulties one would 
meet with in the case of investigation by private agencies of ground 
water sources. If a private firm were to give s design based on its 
own field investigation and full power tests on a river bed source, how 
br was the Government officer to rely on the accuracy or the ade
quacy of the proposals made by the firm against the stipulated 
requirements of a particular scheme? If in the actual execution of 
such a design it was found that the infiltration works sssumed on the 
basis of the firm's data required further augmentation, where wns 
the utility in having engaged. s private agency to design tho scheme? 
On the other hand if the Government were to investigate and design 
such schemes as hitherto, they would proceed with the field work 
step by step with. their own field subordinates so that in the final 
execution the actual extent of the infiltration work would have Leen . 
based on s correct assessment ot the potentialities of the ll01IrM as 
found out from yield tests. 
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Mr. Raman replied tha,t at every stage the Government officer 
could exercise a check over the private agencies' work. He could 
supervise the full power tests :with his own field staff and make sure 
about the results of the test as carried out by the contracting agency. 

He continued that in England it was consulting firms and engineer· 
lng companies that carried out the investigation, design and execution 
of schemes and not Governmental agencies. Such a procedure had 
enabled engineering firms of high repute to come into existence and 
the engineering profession as B whole h&d m&de rapid strides in the 
advancement of knowledge and experience of a variety of engi· 
necring works. India was just the contrast. Here the Engineer· 
ing departrnente have developed solely as Government departments. 
It was altogether wrong to shut 'out private engineering firms from: 
participation in the several aspects of the works in the profession. 
All engineering talents outside the services should be developed if only 
in the interests of the advancement of the profession itself. If private · 
engineering firms were not associated with the engineering profession 
and the design and execution of a variety of works, the Government 
Engineering service, unhampered by &ny other parallel professionala 
in the field, would tend to become almost tyrannical in its functions. 
It was necessary and desirable that Government departmental designs 
were exposed to public criticism. At the present time they were 
immune from it because private agencies were never allowed to grow 
and expand into a healthy and efficient organization. The Sanitary 
Engineering Department was taking such a long time to design 
schemes, about 18 months for B water-supply and more than two 
years for a drainage scheme. Such B position should not be allowed 
to continue. We wanted as many agencies as possible; we wanted 
to augment the Public Works Department by outside talents as far 
as is practicable. The Public Works Department should not claim 
to be the quintescence of all engineering knowledge and ban outeide 
agencies from interference at any stage. It was a wrong procedure 
to follow. The interests of the profession w<?uld suffer in the long 
run. 

The Chief Engineer observed that it was no doubt desirable that 
t.he assistance of private engineering firms should be enlisted for the 
advancement of the profession. But at present we had not consul~ 
ing engineers of the calibre and standing mentioned by Mr. Raman 
in regard to firms in England. It was not therefore a question of the 
Government officers shutting out private agencies. 

The Public Works Department was certainly not claiming to be 
the quintescence of all engineering knowledge. On the other hand 
Mr. Raman's proposals would have the effect of making it so. For, 
did not Mr. Raman say that it was the Government officers who 
should shoulder the responsibility at every stage even if private 
eugineering firms were entrusted with the investigation, design and 
E-xecution of schemes? As for subjecting the designs of Government 
departments to public scrutiny he was not sure · what exactly was 
meant; all· he could say was there was no such outside agency now 
which could take up such a superior function. 

Either the private firms who were entrusted with the design of 
schemes should be held responsible for their work or the Government 
officers should do the design and assume the responsibility therefor, 
We could not have It both ways,. 
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Mr. Raman had suggested that when !to firm carried cut ;r, full 
power test as part of their investigation contract the GovernmenD 
subordinate could supervise on the spot and check up the figures. If 
a subordinate was to supervise and be present over each such work 
allover the province, was it not far better for the Government depart· 
ment itself to carry out such full power tests as hitherto. What was 
the snving in staff if supervision was necessary over ·all aspects of a 
work?· . 

As for the present staff position, the Chief Engineer informed the' 
committee that the recruitment of Assistant Engineers hsd been 
stopped since 1943. Meanwhile the students passing out of Engineer· 
ing'. College were going outside the Presidency in view of the better 
pay and prospects available elsewhere. We hed to consider this very 
relevant point. The fact remained that the building up of a body of 
private engineers, which was no doubt a desirable step, depended 
upon the number of students coming out of the Engineering Q,lleges 
in the country. The present output from the Provincial Colleges wns 
very limited. Even so some of these were migrating outside the 
province for better jobs. Until the number of trainees was increased 
considerably, private engineering bodies and Government servioda 
would equally be handicapped for want of hands. So far as the 
investigation and design of water-supply schemes was concerned he 
was not therefore in favour of entrusting such works to private firms. 

Mr. Raman agreed that the investigation of water-supply schemes 
with underground sources of a speculative character could be taken 
up by the Government department themselves and not by private 
agencies. He suggested however that there should be no objP.ction 
to private firms investigating water-supply schemes where the source 
was plentiful and ·of an assured nature. The Chief Engineer agreed. 

Mr. Raman then referred to the point in regard to the absence of 
criticism on Government departmental designs and said that because 
there were no competent private firms such a criticism was not 
possible. It, therefore, really amounted to a question of supply and 
demand. He expressed concern, however, over the fact that the best 
talents of .the province were slowly being driven outside because of 
Ia.ck of adequate prospects within the province. He would say that 
unless timely steps were taken to retain such talents the engineering 
in the province would tend to become bankrupt. 

Mr. Raman instanced s. case where a highly qualified candidate 
who was trained abroad under Government scholarship could not 
gain employment even as a municipal engineer and bed to seek an 
employment in a private agency. This showed that there was no 
anxiety to retain talent at any cost. · 

Mr. Ranga Reddi said the question now was want of hands. 
The President said Mr. Raman's point was that there wa& alsO 

nepotism in the selection of men, not caring for merit. 
The· Chief Engineer stated that at present people who were being 

sent abroed for traiDing at Government expense were required to 
execute a bond that they would serve the Government on their return 
for not less than five years. There would, therefore, be no difficulty. 

The President then put the proposition that in order to speed up 
schemes, the investigation and design (except in the case of water
eupply schemes where the sources were indefinite, underground or 
speculative in character), may be I!Dtrusted to approved and recog
nized private engineering firms if the local_ body so chooses, under 
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the supervision and control of the Government department offi.cers. 
The· execution of these schemes could also be entrusted to pnvate 
firms as at present, subject to the direction and control of the 
Government officers. -

The C.hief Engineer added that even in the matter ?f employing 
private agencies for drainage schemes he was not m favour of 
encouraging any dual responsibility; the design and execution of ~uch 
schemes being entrusted to a single agency so tha,t the firm may be 
charged with an undivided responsibility for the· results of the 
scheme. 

The President added .that in :view of the inadequacy of teclmical 
staff in the engineering profession special exemption mighb be recom
mended for the reemployment of retired people on the basis of the 
present rules in force. 

Mr. Raman then referred to the question of training of P~blic 
HeaU.h Engineers. The Bhore Committee with . no single engmeer 
member in it had thought it fit to mclude in their recommendation.~ 
n detailed syllabus for training public health engineers-prepared by 
medical men. That committee had also stated that they had hnd 
no time to go into the details of environmental sanitation; all the 
same they were prepared to give out a syllabus for public health engi
neering. The position was certainly peculiar. The Government of 
India. bad gone forward in implementing the 'Bhore Committee's 
recommendations in the matter of training of medical men, leaving 
alone the Public Health Engineering profession. In the ensuing 
Public Health Conference on the 27th instant; in the Secretariat, 
this was also going to be discussed. He requested' the Committee's 
permission to say in that conference that in so far as Public Health 
Engineering branch was concerned our committee would deal with it 
in all aspects. The President agreed. 

Mr. Raman continued that while tendering evidence before the 
Bhore Committee it had been proposed that every engineer worth the 
name will have a basic knowledge-imparted over a period of 18 
months-and subsequent special training in Public Health Enf;i
neering-not unconnected with the civil engineering line-over a. fur
ther period of 18 months. In the fourth year the trainee would be 
put on in the· actual profession with a stipend on the principle " earn 
while you leam.'! 

He then referred ·to the Guindy College and criticized that the 
teachers who imparted professional knowledge to the students were 
not themselves professional men but only arin-chair specialists. 1 t 
was a serious defect according to him that the offic~rs who had the 
control and direction of the public works of 'the province, had no 
direct voice in the training of students as engineers. The curriculum 
might be anything but everything depended on the teacher and his 
professional competence on the subject he handled, based on actual 
experience. Such a healthy principle was unfortunately absent here. 
The Education Department was turning out engineer students and 
the P~bli~ Works Department was accepting them wi' hout any inter
C?·o~mation. The system called for improvement and the Chief 
Engmeer as t~e. head of the profession should take over effectiva ~u
trol of the trBllllllg of the fut)lre enginee._. 
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Mr. Raman continued that for the training of Public Health :!:ngi
neers, the Engineering College was one eltemative. A seoond was 
that the Government might open up a special oollege for the purpose. 
A third was technological colleges as sponsored by the Government 
of. India all over the country. A fourth was a technological-social 
servic~ course under the aegis of private managements. He said that 
Public Health Engineering Service· was a social service and not a. 
ground for mere careerists. His suggestion was that a band of 
students imbued with an ardour for social service should be selected, 
given the necessary training and put on the job on moderate salaries. 
They could be kept above want but there was no room for monetary 
ambitions in such service. In this way, . they could build up an 
organization. 

Chief Engineer: Mr.· Raman is being idealistic. I am mther mate
rialistic. The average Indian parent is also materialistic. 

Mr. Raman: I claim to know the Indian parent better. We must 
have some ideal before us. 

President: I am also an idealist. But the present conditions are 
so confused. Prices are at high levels. There is high communal ten
sion everywhere. I agree that a time will come for ideals being put 
into practice but conditions must first settle down. Revolutions, 
commotions, and uprisings should all subside. It must take some 
time. Then and only then under settled and peaceful conditions could 
we' think of pursuing some ideal on practical lines. · 

Mr. Hussain: Raman's proposal is good as an objective. But we 
have to think of an immediate procedure which would be practicable. 

The Director of Public Health suggested that to enooursge people 
to take to a post-graduate course in public health tmining a stipend 
could be given first, taking in return a bond from them for future 
service under the Government. 

Mr. Nachiappa Goundar: We must provide iacilities first. At 
present there are too many applicants for too few seats. If we bod 
a good many seats available and not sufficient applicants forbb
coming, we could think of stipends. 

The Director of Public Health said that this suggestion of a sti
pen•l related to tbe post-graduate tmining only for Public Health 
Engineering to B.E. students. 

Mr. Nachiappa Goundar suggested that instead of training all 
for the engineer grade a good number of men of a lower categnry 
could be trained in the college. The course also could be reduce<l to 
much less than the five years, and their activities can very well be 
limited to field work of ft specific nature. 

The Chief Engineer explained that such different courses had 
resulted in a lot of heart-burning in the officers in their later years of 
service; as one year more or less in their college days would have 
meant all the difference in prospects as between a Superintending 
Engineer and a supervisor for life. He was against the creation of li 
Ic.wer and higher course for producing two classes of engineers. He 
explained that the question of reorganization of the .engineering 
e{)urses was now being considered under a Special Committee for 
Engineering Colleges, and it was likely that they would recommend . 
s.n engineer course (spread over three years), and the creation of a 
draughtsman's class as a11 entirely separate entity. 
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Mr. Raman said that in the matter of bringing up a class of Public 
Health Engineers we oould not afford to follow the American example 
where the course extended over 4 period of seven years. We must 
give a basic training as an engineer and then specialized training in 
.Public Health. Two classes of people were not ·desirable. He had 
i!l view the Public Health Engineers who would be trained with engi· 
)IOering bias and the sanitarian-analogous to the 11anitary inspector. 
'i'o speed up the training in the early stages of our scheme he sug-' 
gested that after the initial basic training of eighteen months a further 
intansive course supplemented by executive instructions would save 
some six to nine months from the three years course, He suggested 
that we should copy the Russian example as conditions in India were 
more akin to those in Russia than elsewhere. 
. The President agreed that we could with advantage oopy the 
Russian method; they had built up at a very rapid pace. Our main 
concern was how we oould do things cheap and how we oould do 
things quick. But we must produce more and more trained students 
n'Om Government institutions or private institutions. 

Mr. Raman suggested that the Government should open a. new 
training course which could in due course be affiliated to the Univer
Eity. 

The Chief Engineer pointed out the difficulties in the matter of 
securing buildings, equipment, .teaching stall, eto. 

In the case of private institutions bringing up trained students the 
Chief Engineer said that they could be accepted 1\8 supervisors if the 
Institution of Engineers, India, ga.ve recognition to their qualifica.
tions; the matter may be left to the Institution. 

At this stage after some further discussion about the venue of 
training of the Publicr Health Engineers the subject was deferred for 
consideration again in the next day's meeting. 

The meeting was adjourned for the next day. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
SeCTetary. 

A. KALESWARA RAO, 
· President. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH MEETING 
OF THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE. 

DATlll o:r MEIIITING: 26th .June 1947. Tnm: 9 a.m. to 12 noon. 
(fn the Public Works Department Library :EJ:all, Cliepauk, Madras.) 

Present: 
President and other members. 

The President, initiating the discussions, referred to the previous 
iJoy's talks in regard to the training of Public Health Engineers in 
the Guindy College. He considered that it would be better from all 
view pointa to have such a training included in the Guindy College 
curriculum itself instead of our having to start an institution outside, 
for the purpose. He understood that as many as 200 students were · 
being admitted to the engineer class this year. The Chief Engineer 
had informed the Committee thaj; reco!llineudatiQns woulll shortly b~ 
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made by !I! separnte committee about reducing the course from four 
to three years. Therefore, when all these 200 students had got their 
basic engineering training within the :first 18 months of the course 
according to this new scheme, some liO or 60 of these students could 
thereafter J>e branched off to the Public Health Engineering course for 
Hpecialized instruction. The Government might take some time to· 
consider and pass orders on the proposed reduced course of three 
years for engineers and the provision of a, Publio Health Engineering 
branch as part of the curriculam in .the Guindy College. The U:Ji· 
versity Syndicate had also to be consulted in the matter. If we could 
assume that these revised proposals could be brought into effect from, 
say, June 1948, we could even then apply these revised rules tO the 
batch of students who are being admitted in June 1947 itself so that 
we could expect to have the :first batch of trained Public Health 
Engineer students three years from now on. As this solution of the 
problem was feasible and practicable, he did not consider that the 
committee need go into the a,ltemative of setting up a, new institutilln 
by the Government solely for the training of Public Health Engineers. 
They might leave it to the Government to think of such an alter· 
native if at all necessary. ' 

The Chief Engineer agreed that the proposal for the inclusion of 
Public Health Engineering course in the Guindy College itself could 
be put forward to the Government on the lines suggested by the 
President. He thought there would be no objection to it on the part 
of the University also and we might hope for the acceptance by ~he 
Gove~ent and the University. 

Mr. Nachiappa, Goundar asked if it was not necessary to stsrfl 
a, diploma, course in case the training of aegree-holders in the Guindy 
College was going to be delayed. We could at least be sure of speed· 
ing up of our scheme that way. The President was not in fa.vour of 
such a, diploma course as without the surety of a B.E. degree from 
the University it might be termed an inferior course and lead to 
complications later on • 

. The Chief Engineer too was against any distinction being imported 
into the training courses as it would lead to an inferiority com];lex 
among the personnel in their future service which we should avoid 
at all costs. 

It was then discussed and agreed among the members that uutil 
the first batch of trained Public Health Engineers become available 
after three or four years from now it would be worthwhile to con· 
centrate on the speedy prosecution of rural water-supply schemes nil 
far as was possible with the executive staff now available. 

Mr. Raman then raised the point about the training to be given 
to the engineers already in the field, so that they may gain some 
proficiency and competence in Public Health Engineering. He 
referred to the Municipal Engineers in this connexion. The Director 
of Public Health suggested instituting a post-graduate course in the 
college itself for Public Health Engineering so that all new graduates 
could avail of this course to become Public Health Engineel'9. In 
addition, a, refresher course extending over a few weeks only could 
be instituted for the training of engineel'9 who are already in the pro
fession so tha.t they may have chances of brushing up their know· 
ledge and getting acquainted with the latest develcpments and 
res~ts ·of research work i!l, J'u!>lic :gea!th Engineering subjects. 
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1\lr. Raman referred to the recommendations of the Bhore . Com
mittee that researches in Public Health Engineering should he ini
tiated in the country and said .that every institution which trained 
men for the profession should also have in ita facilities for research 
work. 

It was decided that the Government should be advised to provide 
for facilities for research, a post-graduate course in the college, an,d 
oleo a refresher course for professional men. · 

1\lr. Nachiappa Goundar also suggested that the Government be 
advised to increase the· number of seats for engineers in all colleges as 
much as possible. 

The President then requested the Secretary to prepare, with 
instructions from the Chief Engineer, a statement showing (a) the 
number of competent men already available for forming the propos~d 
Public Health Engineering Department; (b) the number required m 
e.ddition if we aimed at a 10 or 15-year plan for completing all urban 
and rural schemes in the Province; ( o) the number of men to be trained 
in the college every year; and (d) how best the District Engineers and 
field staff required for the execution of rural water-supply could be 
organized as an immediate measure with existing staff of the Publio 
Works Department who are engaged in the execution of water-supply 
and drainage schemes. 
~ The President· then asked if any list was available showing the 
municipalities and panchaya.ts which. were ready' with funds ~ have 
their schemes designed and executed and in respect of which progresd 
was held up solely for want of Government technical staff. 1\lr. Raman 
observed that he knew of several instances where the Government had 
to pass orders on the request of local bodies who were ready with 
funds that the question of their drainage or water-supply scheme 
would have to wait for 5 or 10 years on the ground that the hands of 
the Sanitary Engineer were then full with other works. The Presi
dent suggested that a few such instances could be stated in our report 
in order to bring out the difficulty that existed in the past. 

The question then centred round the constitution of the proposed 
District Committee for rural water-supply. After some discussion, it 
was agreed that the Committee might consist of the resident Members 
of the Legislative Assembly and of the Council in the district, the 
President, District Board, the District Health Officer and the District 
Engineer. The Committee should deal with all administrative ques
tions and policies relating to the water-supply schemes for all the 
rural villages in ita jurisdiction and the District Engineer should act 
as the Secretary and Treasurer, carrying out its policies in addit10n 
to the execution and control . of the several schemes as the chief 
technical officer of the district. The District Committee would, no 

· doubt, fix the priority of the. rural water-supply schemes in the 
district on the primary grounds of the real need of each case so that 
units which were in bad need of a scheme would be provided with a 
water-supply earlier than others. . · . 

The Preside~t suggested ~at the D~t~ct Engineer inight be made 
the .final authonty for technically sancttomng the plans and estimates 
for all rural water-supply ·works in his district as this alone would 
fJ!cilitate speedy progress of. works. . · · · 
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The Chief Engineer pointed out tht the technical sanctioning 
powers of an Executive Engineer in respect of originol works wero 
confined to a specified monetary limit under the Public Works 
Department Code. It should not be that two dil!erent seta of rules 
were followed, one for Public Works Department works and the other 
for the rural water-supply works. It waa for the Government to 
decide whether the present powers of sanction vested with Exeoutivu 
Engineers could be enlarged with increaaed money limits in the case 
of rura,l water-supply in which case it :was not for him to object to 
such a procedure._ 

- Mr. Raman pointed out that in_ the case of rural water-supply 
schemes of the nature we visualized, usually directions of general 
principles of design of sunk wells or built wells or improvement of 
tank source and the like were given by the centro.! technical 
authority. The locol engineer's function wae restricted to the ado~op
tion of these designs to local conditions and therefore it waa correc• 
that the District Engineer should be entrusted with all such works 
using his discretion in these matters. The protection of public 
interests by imposing money limits for technical sanction did not 
arise in the case of rurol water-supply schemes as these were noi 
original designs involving that measure of teohnicol skill which was 
called for in a protected water-supply scheme or similar major Publit• 
\Vorks Department works. Moreover, the District Engineers, as a 
rule, would in future be given considerably more powers than 
hitherto in our policy of decentralization and therefore the District 
Engineer should be made the final authority in deciding rurol water
~upply questions. It should however be open to him to consult his 
superior in cases of doubt as he was bound to. The P!"flsident agreed. 
_ Mr. Raman then referred to the question of difficulties in the trans
rort of materials. He said that even if materials were available in 
the sea ports, very often lack of transport facilities made it difficult to 
bring the materials to the work site. He suggested that the committee 
should recommend to Government that next to food, priority should 
be given for materials required for water-supply and drainage schemes · 
in the matter of railway and road transport. This was agreed to. 
Mr. Raman then referred to the question of the 15i per cent_ centage 
usually charged to schemes executed by the Public Works "Depart
ment and said that inasmuch as it was the State which was woing to 
have water-supply and drainage schemes executed all over the Pro· 
vinco. the question of centage should he done away with. 

The Chief Engineer agreed and explained that the question would 
not arise at all, if the recommendations of this committee were 
accepted and the State took over the responsibilities for the provision 
of the several schemes. For, in our plan, the design, execution and 
maintenance of all schemes would be vested in the Government itself 
under the control of its own department 8o that any local body paying 
a centage on the execution cost of a scheme alone would no longer be 
the practice. As already explained, the local body's contribution 
towards the amenities it enjoyed would be a level of taxati?D, 88 
decided by the Government and the collection of water and drainage 
revenues from the schemes in operation. 

The President then referred to the subject of materials, their avail
ability and their manufacture within the country and to what extent
under State management. It we,.s already agreed thet in respect of 
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cast iron pipes, etc., bulk indents from overseas should be thought of 
to speed up our schemes; in the matter of bricks, ocement, etc., what 
suggestions were tc be made. . The Secretary suggested ~at ~s 
cement, bricks and stoneware p1pes would \le used extens1vely m 
almost all major schemes and would be tequired in large quantities, 
it was essential tbat tbe State should have a voice and cont.rol in the 
manufacture of these materials. Mr. Raman said these were matters 
relating to larger policies on industrial planning and should be left 
to the Government to decide. 

The Secretary and the President however pointed out tbat it would 
be quite relevant and necessary for the committee to make a reference 
to this important subject as it had a direct bearing on the progress 
and cost of tbe entire plan we had in view. We could not possibly 
think of continuing to purchase cement at Rs. 65 per ton from private 
manufacturers .. 

It was agreed that this aspect of the question might also be dealt 
with in the report. 

The Chief Engineer intervened to say tbat it was not for him to go 
into the question of nationalization of these industries but he would 
sound a note of caution that in the manufacture of steel particularly, 
and tbe other building materials, it was essential that the quality of 
tbe manufactured material should conform rigorously to a standard of 
specification laid down for each case. He would say that Tats steel 
and almost all the cement manufactured in this country at present we!e 
uniformly satisfactory and up to the B.S.S. But the Tatas were also 
manufacturing a class. of steel termed " untested steel.'! If every 
manufacturer was going to be allowed to turn out two difierent cate
g.>ries of his finished material it was going to be tbe most dangerous 
thing. The Engineer had to design his structures based on accepted 
factors of safety and on the use of materials satisfying a standard 
specification. The Institution of Engineers in India could no · doubt 
adopt or modify tbe B.S.S. as they deemed fit, for this country; but 
his sole concern was that whatever material was going to be manu
factured by whichever agencies, uniformity in quality and up to a 
standard specification should be rigorously enforced. The -committee 
appreciated this view and unanimously agreed to it. 

· :r.l;r. Raman then referred to one other point in regard to rural 
water-supply, viz., that in tbe case of rural units which are far away 
from water-supply sources, the Government sllould supply them water 
from a grid system or from a common main of a nearby major scheme. 
The provisions of the Public Health Act allowed for· such a procedure. 
The prior acceptance of the units to take water from a joint sc{ieme 
was necessary because among the individual unite in such a grid 
eystem some might have taxable capacity and others might' not. 

The President then brought up tbe question of municipal and 
u;be._n schemes and s~ed up tbe previous decisions that a pro
vmmal water and dramage fund would be created in which tbe water 
and drainage tax paid by municipality would be pooled. The Govern
ment would have to find tbe rest of tbe amount for providing water
supply and drainage schemes either by borrowing from insurance 
companies, :floating loans or by allotment from provincial revenues. 
In elJect, tbe water and drainage tax would be provincialized and the 
municipal autonomy in respect . of water-supply and drainage would 
be ta,ken over and ex_erciaed· on tbeir behalf l:ly tbe (lovernment as 
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their own primary responsibility. The municipalities could not 
demur to such loss of their autonomy liS they would be the obvious 
gniners in the bargain. 

1\fr. N11chi11ppa Gounder observed th11t there were seveml places 
· which h11d been tllxing themselves tow11rds a w11ter-supply and drain· 
age for several ye11rs now and if their accumulated funds were going 
to be taken away into the provincial centr!\1 pool while th~ir schemes 
were going to be deferred by low priorities it might cause dissatis· 
fsction. 

The ~ubject was discussed imd it was proposed that snob of the 
municipalities and panchayats which h11d already accumulated w11ter 
and drainage funds need not pay their amounts into the central fund 
m1til their water-supply or drainage scheme were actually installed by 
the Government who would then take over the accumulated amount. 

Mr. Raman continued and said that the provincializ11tion of the 
water and drainage tax and revenues was desirable for m11ny re11sons. 
_The t11x was going to be decided with reference to local conditions and 
ability to pay; so there could be no grievance. As for water revenues, 
i.e., charges for excess water consumption by the house-owners it Willi 
well known that at present municipal politics played a largo p11rt in the 
collection of water ch11rges and there was nepotism pl11ying havoo with 
municipal water. revenues. It was, he said, an undisputed foot. 

The Chief Engineer said that the supply of water should be through 
metered connexions so that the house-owner who consumed more thun 
his quota of free allowance could be charged for the excess water 
used. 

Mr. Raman said he had something to tell the committee abouc 
metered tonnexions. The question arose some time in 1924-25. Tiru
pati Municipality was suffering from water scarcity. It had somo 
800 house service connexions in its list; the water revenue from thell8 
was but Rs. 32. It was obvious th11t there w11s something wrong. 
The Government wanted th11t the matter should be investigated by 
Sri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar, then Inspector of Municipal Counciht 
11nd Local Boards, and himself. On investigating into the m11tter they 
found that the so-called metered connexions were mere delusions, 
Most of the meters were out of order and imllginary readings wore 
being recorded by the subordin11tes. H the meters were repaired and 
put back, they went oqt of gear. After duly examining the whole 
question, it was recommended to Government that a fl11t rote at so 
much per tap should be levied and collected from the house-owners, 
the flow through the tllp being controlled to an optimum discharge 
by the provision of screw down ferrules at the point of connexion. 
There was much opposition to this proposal; but the Government 
agreed that it was the correct policy to adopt in this country where 
meters 11re not m11nufnctured. 

The municipality subsequently found, when it had adopted the 
advice given, that it was after all a profitllble one; whereas previously 
it realized no revenue from its water-supply, in subsequent 1.ears it 
was able to collect a substantial water revenue with which 1t could 
undertake the commitmets of its drainage scheme also. · 

The President also referred to his experience while as Chairman, 
Bezwnda Municipality, when he had to suspend a meter reader for 
concocting meter readings. He he,d an idea th!lt the optioD, !VIII ~hen 

7 
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given to house-owners on metered connexions to change over into tap 
rate connexions, and this policy was gradually encouraged in subsa· 
quent years. · 

The Chief Engineer said that if a tap rate basis and not metered 
basis was to be adopted it was eij_sential to check misuse and waste of 
protected water for non-domestic and gardening purposes even. He 
suggested that the Muncipal Engineer or some local authority should 
be invested with penni powers to· deal summarily with cases of misuse 
of water when detected pn the spot during inspection. This was agreed 
to as necessary. 

Mr. Raman then referred to the recommendations of the Bhors 
Committee on the formation of Provincial Water and Drainage Boards 
nnd. observed that while such Boards were necessary in the case of 
England where a central authority had to deal with contending parties 
for exploiting joint water sources and the like, conditions in this 
Province, where no such contingencies would arise, would make such 
a Board practically a fifth wheel to the coach. The President also 
agreed that with our scheme of centralized direction and decentralized 
execution and a provincial fund to be administered J>y the Government 
such a Board was not necessary. 

-The President then required to know on what basis we could spread 
out our entire scheme of work on urban and rural water-supply and 
drainage. The Chief Engineer pointed out the details and aspects of 
full power tests with reference to water-supply schemes and how 
limitations about suitable seasons and availability of pumping units, 
etc., would make it difficult for investigating several schemes as 
speedily as might be desired. 

Mr. Raman intervened to say that such difficulty would operate 
only in the case of water-supply schemes of a special nature-indefinite 
underground sources and the like-which would have to be investi• 
gated by the department solely. Investigations, designs and execution 
of other schemes, both water-supply and drainage, could be pushed 
forward at an accel~ted pace. In fact, there were so many drainage 
schemes which have long been pending an~ which could be taken up 
slrnightway if our policy to enlist private agencies was implemented. 

In this connexion he observed that the present directions of 
preparation of schemes were inadequate and unless the central diract· 
ing staft and investigating staff were adequately increased and 
expanded progress might be held up. After some discussion th~ 
Chairman referred to his earlier requests for information being com• 
piled by the Secretary about staff position for the organization of the 
l>ublic health branch and said that the matter could be discussed 
when tlu: information was placed before the committee. 

A long discussion then took place about the scope of the rurnl 
water-supply fund and the position of npnor panchayats with refer
ence to that fund. Mr. N achiappa Gounder pointed out certain 
difficulties arising out of the definition of _ non-rural areas. He 
~~plaine<!. how ~ so-called pnnchayat was really a group •Jf vHlages 
Q'~er. an extensive area and how it would be more appropriate to 
consider the concentration of population in restricted areas than a 
group .of villages comprised in a panchayat, for differentiating between 
rural and non-rural areas. -The other members considered that. to 
extend the scope- of rurnl-we,ter-supply" beyop.d the definition aa 
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.conveyed in the Government Orders of 1937~8. when the fund 

.wa~ in~tituted by the Government, might introduce' further l·Om· 
plications. The Chairman further observed that once the severo.l 
villages thought it fit to join into a panchayat so that they t'ould 
mnnag:J their own affairs and gain amenities from the Government, it 
was but proper that they should tsx themselves for water-supply w1d 
dramage also. They should not in the same breath claim the 
advantages pertaining to a panchayat and also the advantages pertain· 
lug to a village outside a panchayat. 

' The President then fixed 8th and 9th July· for the next session of 
the meeting; the Secretary meanwhile would obtain oJl the informa· 
tion required ancl keep them in the form of appendices; the members 
also suggested that a draft report could be got ready based on the 
conclusions arrived at and circulated to the members for discussion in 
the next session of the committee. The President then thanked thfi 
members for their co-operation and assistance and adjourned the meet
ing for the 8th and 9th July 194'7. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
Secretary. 

A. KALESWARA RAO, 
P.re1ident. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH MEETING OF 
THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE. 

DAVI 011' MEETING: 8th July 1947, TWill : 9 a.m. to 12 noon~ 
(J;n the Public Works Department Library Hall, Chepauk, Madras.) 

Present: 

President and other members. 

The Chairman initiated the proceedings saying ·that in the collllle 
of drafting the report based on the conclusions already arrived at il 
was found by himself and the Secretary that certain further issuea 
hod to be discus•ed and doubts in regard to issues already settled had 
to be cleared, before the report in an official shape could be circulated 
to the members for consideration. A Note prepared by the Secretary 
explaining the points wbioh required elucidation was also placed before 
tbe members. , 

The Chairman then referred to the earlier decisions in regard to 
tbP. constitution of district water and drainage committees and raised 
the question whether the formation of a Provincio.J Water and Drain· 
age Board was not desirable tv administer the Central Water 1111d 
Drainage Fund proposed in our schemes. 

A diacussion followed among the members. Mr. Raman expleined 
that there was already the Board of Publio Health in the Province 
which was an advisory body. He was against the formation of any 
provincio.J committee . again as it would impede progress, acting like 
a fifth wheel to the coach. When the district committees were going 
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to be entrusted with the· administrative functions relatin!{ to all non
municipal water-supply and drainage schemes, the Government them
eelves could deal directly with and decide on all municipal :water
eupply and drainage schemes without need for a central committee, 
The Director of Public Health raised the question whether such a 
committee should be executive or purely advisory in its character. 
l\Ir. Ranga Reddi was not in favour of clothing any such committee 
with over-riding powers as the ultimate decision in regard to all such 
matters much rest on the Government. 

The analogy of the Revenue Board being placed in charge of 
administering the rural water-supply allotments was then put for
ward by the Sanitary Engineer who said that on a similar basis aome 
committee to administer the allotments made from the central fund 
towards water-supply and drainage may be desirable. Mr. Raman 
pointecl out however that the rural water-supply fund being entirely a 
contribution from Government revenue was a different question from 
the expenditure to be incurred on municipal schemes where the lo<.'al 
body which was going to contribute -towarde the cost thereof, was 
entitled to a large say in matters of policy and administration relating 
to the municipal schemes. For this reason he was against the creation 

_of any -intermediate committee again between the municipalities and 
the Government. After some discussion it was agreed that the ques
tion of a central committee to administer the water and drainage fund 
in regard to municipalities need not be pursued; that the Government 
departments themselves could advise the Government on the question 
of schemes pertaining to municipalities; that in respect of non
municipal schemes - the district committees would deal with the 
administmtive aspects and advise the Government on all schemes 
falling within their jurisdiction. 

The issue of finance was then taken up for discussion. The ..nain 
proposition that the Government should assume the sole responsibility 
for providing water and drainage and that all urban units, municipal 
and non-municipal, should pay according to their ability by way of 
water and drainage tax and water and arainage revenues from com
J>leted schemes, was accepted unanimously by the committee; hut in 
regard to the m8Jlller in which the Government should proceed to raise 
funds for the prosecution of the province-wide schemes, A{r. Ramun 
was of the view that the Governlnent should be allowed the 
discretion to do this in a number of ways, i.e., they might negotiate 
with business houses and insurance companies directly for bulk 
borrowing. on terms mutually favourable and credit this Joan to the 
.central fund. Again, the Government might allow some df the major 
municipalities to float loans on the strength of the local anxiety l!lld 
enthusiasm for water-supply and drainage schemes and thus tap all 
r,vnilable sources. He was of the view that places like Trichinop~ly 
and Coimbatore would easily· he able to raise loans or debentures and 
proceed with their own schemes straightway independent of the aid 
from the Government. 

Mr. Nachiappa Gounder said that if Mr. Raman's ideas are to be 
accepted he would suggest a modified form, viz., that instead of the 
municipality being allowed to raise a loan with the backing of the 
Uovernment, the Government themselves might start a loan in local 
arens where enthusiasm for civic amenities would stimulate large sub
scritJtiOns to such loans. He proceeded to say that all these local Jo~ns 
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raised on the strength of local enthusiasm should be ear-marked for 
the particular municipality concern and to that extent the Govern
ment might themselves be relieved of having to raise provincial loans 
to cover such areas. • 

'Mr. Range. Redell and Mr. Hussain Sahib did not however favc.ur 
this proposal. They said that once the Government had decided to 
shoulder the sole responsibility for water-supply and drainage 
schemes, urban and rural, the raising of any local loan in a favoursblf 
placed municipality and ear-marking that fund for the exoluaiva 
purpose of providing amenities loce.lly would defeat the main purpose. 

The Chief Engineer too agreed that this would offend the principle 
of each unit paying according to its ability because municipalities in 
affiuent circumstances should not only be made to contribute to th~ir 
own schemes but surplus revenues from such places should go into 
the central fund for financing eJl other municipalities which may not 
be so favourably placed. H local enthusiasm was stimulated and 
exploited only to the ext.ent of tapping funds to serve local schemes it 
would mean that the richer municipalities might secure their scheme~ 
quickly and essily; while the poorer municipalities would remain as 
they were and would be an undue burden on the Government without 
the Government being able to avail of the maximum amount of relief 
and assistance possible from the richer municipalities. Moreover, if a 
local municipal loan were to be :floated the Government would have 
tc keep a separate account for that municipality in respect ·of all 
income a!ld expenditure and this would only complicate matters. 
The very idea of the central pool for the common good would be 
violated to that extent. · 

Mr. Raman said this would infringe the e:risting legal provision 
in the Madras District Municipalities Act under which no muni• 
cipality could divert the water and drainage tax collected by it to pur· 
poses other than the execution of its own water-supply or drainage 
sehemes. After some discussion it was agreed that inasmuch 1111 the 
State has to assume the full responsibility in regard to water-supply 
and drainage it would be necessary to amend the Madras District 
Municipalities Act suitably so that. the pooling of a central fund 
would be made possible by the levy and collection of water and 
drainage taxes and revenues from the several municipalities and 
non-municipal urban units. 

The question of priority was then broadly discussed. As already 
agreed it was decided that priority for each place should be d~cided 
•olely on the real need for the water-supply or drainage depending 
on local public health considerations and once such a priority was 
decided upon it should be adhered to without any modifications hom 
of extraneous factors. 

. The question of a water-supply or drainage scheme for any place 
where large donations were forthcoming for the purpose was then 
discussed. It was conoluded that whila· such donations were always 
welc<ime they should not have the effect of advancing the priority of 
a particular place over that of a more needy locality simply because 
a richer place had been able to get a donation for its own scheme. 
The committee was of the view, however, that where local donations 
were of a magnitude to meet the entire costs of a water-supply or 
drainage scheme without any aid being found necessary from the 
Government funds, such donations could be accepted sod the parti
cular scheme e.llowed to go forward as a special case. 

8 
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Mr. Humul) stutcd tlwt in regurd to the tapping of local finance 
t..v ruisiug 1nnnieipul louns or debentmes, he had to differ from the 
runjorif.y view of tho committee and that he would deal with this 
i"""e himself sepumtcly in u minute. ·- . 

'fl)_e !'resident then requested the Ohief Enb>ilmer to furnish the 
Oururuittee with approximate costs and commitments involved by a 
10-yenr plun, the neeessury stuff for it, etc., so. that the Comn,ittee 
might discuss the question the next day. 

Mr .. Human then raised the question in regard to the rate of 
supply of water to be adopted for the urban schemes. He was of 
the view that when the demand of the urban population at present 
wns for the bare minimum necessities in regard to water-supply and 
d1·ainage, a 15-gallon scheme would be more than ample especially 
when the State has to assume enormous financial commitment.; to 
discharge its responsibility in this direction all over the province 
lie, therefore, urged that whatever might be the arbitrary recom
mendntions of the Bhore Committee in regard to what they considered 
wus an optimum rate of supply for urban schemes-he maintained 
that the rate of 25 to 30 gallons suggested by that committee was 
more arbitrary than based on any scientific data-the State cannot 
"fforcl to pi"Ovide water-supply schemes under present conditions ftor 
"nything more than a 15-gallon supply. 

The Secretnry, thereupon, pointed out that in most of the existing 
,,·nter-supply schemes which had been designed on a 15-gallon bas\!!, 
the uctual supply was very much less than that figure, because the 
requirements had fnr outgrown the capacity of the schemes as 
origiuully installed. He also pointed out that the approximate rate 
of Us. 10 to 15 per heucl of population assumed towards the cost of 
urbnn water-supply schemes related to the average cost derived from 
existing 15-gnllon schemes .. Even on this basis, the annual turnover 
woulcl be of t.he order of Hs. 6 crores. If the Bhore Committee's 
recommendntions that 25 to 30 gallons per head of population should 
bd the figure adopted for our urban water-supply sche!lles, it would 
iucroase the cost very substantially, perhaps to double the amount 
now assumed for a 15-gallon scheme. This point would have to be 
duly considered by the Committee. 

The Chief Engineer explained to the Committee that the quantity 
of supply per head of population must depend entirely on the gvail
librlity of sufficient quantity of water at the source of supply. Wbere 
underground sources or limited storage reservoirs were the only 
L<Ources from which a town had to be given its water-supply schem!l, 
it might not be possible to give an unlimited supply of water for a 
prospective population at the rate of 25 to 30 gallons per head. In 
such cases the utmost we could aim at was to give a 15-gallon schem3 
und the municipality would have to be satisfied with that muc:h 
nmenity. But in cases where the source was plentiful and beyond 
doubt as regards quantity, it would be false economy to design a · 
scheme ?~ o. 15-gallon basis, while a larger supply would help in 
the prov1s1on of undergmnnd sewerage seheme, fire-fighting facilities, 
etc., nnd make for o. fuller !(l"owth of the city than would be possible 
w_it_h a 15-gallon scheme. In any case, he would deprecate the pro
\"lslon_ of nny underground drainage scheme to a town unless it !•ad 
n cop1ous water-supply of the order of 25 to 30 gallons and not a 
15-gallon scheme. 
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Mr. Homan said that an underground drainage scheme wos a 
luxury which many of the towns could not afford at present and the 
majority of schemes could be dealt with by the provision of )p&n 
drains cum intercepting sewers. What they required was immediate 
facilities for removal of sullage water from the habitations 'Jnd 
provision of surface drainage to prevent water·logging. 

The Bhore Committee's recommendations in regurd to provision 
of underground sewerage schemes for all urban units with a popula· 
tion of 50,000 and over was then referred to und it wos eventunlly 
decided that wherever feasible, watsr.supply schemes to major towns 
with 50,000 population and over (prospective population), might be 
based on 25 to SO gallons per head, so that underground drainage 
schemea could be provided si<le by side. ln respect of other towns 
the limitations of the source should largely decide the question of 
the per capita supply, a rate of ·15 gallons per head being normally 
hG!d sufficient; but il any local source could give a larger supply 
without substantially adding to the cost, a higher rate of supply could 
be adopted as also an underground drainage scheme. 
· l\Ir. Roman then raised the question that granting that money 

tmd materials would be made available, the programme of planij and 
e&timotcs being prepared for the schemes to suit a lO·year plan would 
have to be settled, and that the Chief Engineer might sssist the 
Committee with his suggestions in the matter. 

The Chief Engineer replied that in regard to investigations we 
could only make a start with the existing staff as the nucleus; tJ,ot 
new men would have to be trained for investigation under the exiatic~ 
•tuff; and the inveatigotion work expanded gradually a a and when 
new hands become availub)~. He •·eferred to the committee on Engi· 
nee~·ing Colleges which had been separately constituted by the Gov
ernment and the possibility of a Public Hen!U1 En1,<incering courae 
being started in the Engineering College if the recomrnendotir.na of 
t.lmt committee went through. 

The President intervened to ask what immediate plans could be 
<iruwn up until the first bateh of Public Health Engineers carne out, 
sny, three or four years hence. The Chief Engineer suggested that 
until the staff could be sufficiently expanded to meet urban schemes 
we could proceed with the prosecution of rural water·supply schemes 
vigorously. 

The Secretary pointed out that in regard to the taking over of the 
rural water·supply schemes from the Revenue Boord the Committec'R 
J.roposals were based on the assumption that the amalgamated <Jn!,<i· 
nPering staff at the district periphery would come into being, who 
would take over the initiation and direction of oil rural water-supply 
schemes within the di•trict. Until and unless this amalgam ted field 
o~taff carne into being therefore, the position even in regard to rural 
water·snpply would be difficult and indefinite. The Committee agreed 
!liut on emphatic recommendation should be made that in view nf 
the existing conditions the amalgamation proposed at the periphery 
was the only feasible solution and there was no alternative possible; 
that the Committee should recommend to Government that •pecio
li•••tion at the higher levels and decentralization at tho diatrict level 
should be implemented as on immediate measure if progress was to 
be achieved in any direction. · · · 

8A 
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The employment of retired people, especially in the technical 
line, was then reiterated by the Committee and it was conclud.ed t~ab 
a recommendation should be made to the Government that m VIew 
of the dearth of technical hands at present the re-employment of 
retired men physically fit for service should be permitted until such 
time that new hands became available and were trained for the work 
ahead. 

Mr. Raman then raised the question in regard to the employment 
of Army Units, Technical and Labour Corps, in the carrying out of 
water-supply and drainage schemes. He eJ<"Plained how the army 
when nationalized ·and stationed in different centres could be uae
lully employed in peace time, in the field execution of water-supply 
and drainage schemes, the designs for which would, of course, be 
prepared by the Chief Engineer and their execution also being under 
his direction and control. Such a course he suggested, would be 
economical to the State innsmucli os they had to maintain the army 
nnd keep it idle, and to the extent to which they were employed on 
public works undertaken by the State to that extent it was a. saving' 
to the State in preference to employing other agencies and paying for 
their work. 

Some members expressed the view that employing the am•y 
agency would be much more costly than employing private agency 
and if the army were to carry out the work the Army Department 
would, in any event, insist on crediting the army funds with th~ cos' 
of the Army Units actually employed on such works. Mr. Raman 
t!Xplained that it would be only a transfer entry in the State's ledger 
books, and so long as the debit and credit was only a paper transfer 
nnd the State did not incur any extraneous expenditure it was a 
profitable bargain. His main point was that in any case the Army 
Units which would remain idle had to be maintained by the State at 
its expense. If they could be usefully employed on a State work, 
irr~spective of the credit and debit of the funds, the State Willi 
eventually the gainer in the bargain. The Committee agreed that 
this course may also be recommended to Government. 

The Chairman then requested the official members of the Com
mittee to go into the question of priority for municipal schemes anti 
nssist the Committee with their suggestions in the next day's 
meeting. 

T..be meeting was then adjourned for the next day. 

S. RA.JAGOPALAN, 
Secretary. 

A. KALESWARA RAO, 
President. 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIXTH MEETING 011: 
THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE. 

D.A.Tlll o:r MxlmNo: 9th lu!J' 1947. Tulll: 9 a.m. to 1:11 noon. 
(In the Publio Works Departmen~ Library Hull, Chepauk, Mudra~.) 

Present: 

President and other members. 
The Committee took up for consideration the question of priority 

fnr munioipal water-supply and drainage schemes, The Director of 
Publio Health explained to the Committee the basis on which the 
existing priority for the schemes in the compendium had been 
arrived at, how the vital statistics for each place figured therein with 
referenoe to water-home epidemics, endemic diseases, partial and 
total soarcity, the importanoe of a place as a pilgrim or trading centre, 
etc., and the incidenoe of malaria, filariasis, mosquito nuisance, etc., 
m the case of drainage. The need for a water-supply or & drainage 
scheme for s particular plaoe was assessed with reference to these 
several factors and relative to other places before a priority was 
assigned in the list for the particular scheme. 

The Committee discussed the subjeot ut some length and decideJ 
that & revised priority list for municipal schemes could be drawn up 
hl'ving regard to all the relevant factors; and proceeded to draw up & 

Jlfiority list for municipal water-supply schemes on the following 
bro&d lines:-

Firstly, schemes under execution at l'resent would be allowed to 
uroceed without interruption. 

Secondly, schemes which are in operation but which stand in 
need of improvements, should be listed under one group while sohemea 
which are to be newly provided in stations for the first time are to bo 
listed in & separate group. 

Thirdly, to faoilitate quick and simultnneous progress the priority 
lists should be dre.wn up separately for the municipalities in the 
N orthem Cirole as against those in the Sou them Circle. 

The priority list of water-supply schemes as drawn up by the 
Committee on the above basis was then accepted for inclusion in 
the report to be submitted to Government. The priority list for 
municipal drainage schemes was kept over for decision the next day. 

In the matter of allotment of funds for schemes, the Committee 
nfter some discussion decided that ullotment could be made on & 

110-.50 basis between improvements to schemes and provision of new 
schemes in munioipalities. This was considered desirable because of 
the fact that the existing schemes in many of the major municipali
ties have long been in need of improvements and their importance 
was as urgent as the provision of new schemes to other municipalitieo. 

The Chairman then brought up the question regarding ataff and 
mentioned that in the matter of the prosecution of rural water
~upplies an organization was immediately necessary in order to take 
over these schemes from the purview of the Revenue Board. 

Mr. Nachie.ppa Goundsr intervened to say that the District 
Engineer, it h&d alre&dy been decided, should be entrusted with the 
execution of the rural water-supply schemes and therefore these 
e~.hemes eould be pushed forward immediately. . • 
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'fhe Chief Engineer explained th~t ~e first thing to d? would be 
fo1• the Government to form the distnct water and dramage. com
wittees who would fix the priority for the several rural schemes m the 
tli,;tl'icts. The District Engineer would then proceed to carry out 
these works with the existing staff. 

The Director of Public Health explained that from the particulars 
furnished by the Revenue Board it was seen that the ~oll~ctors had 
employed special technical staff of overseers ~nd m~Istns for the . 
~xecution of rurul water-supply works; that this speCial staff could 
h~ taken over by the Public Health Engineering branch for distribu
ti m uncler the District Engineers so that they could be employed on 
rural water-supply works, in addition to the staff available already 
¥'ith the District Engineer. 

Mr. Nachiappa Goundar referred to the maj.or panch~yat schemes 
and asked if it was not necessary for the Samtnry Engmeer to pro
vide himself with additional staff so that he could take up these 
works expeditiously. He further added that until the Public Health 
Engineering branch spreads out, these special technical staff may ?e 
put under the Divisional Engineers of the Highways Department whc 
ore to attend to the rural water-supply for the time being. 

The Secretary explained that in the amalgamation as contem
plated the investigation, design and drawing up of these schemes 
would be confined to the central .specialized staff and the District 
Engineer would only have to carry out the execution of works based 
on proper plans and specifications furnished by the higher authority. 
The efficiency of execution of works under such conditions would not 
suffer as the District Engineer would be an officer with necessary 
basic qualifications and experience in the field. It would be unneces
sary at present to run parallel departments down to the lowest 
subordinate cadre as specialization was not called for in these lower 
cadres since the entire field staff below the district level would be 
employed mainly in the execution of works under central direction 
and control, the plans and estimates being prepared by the specialized 
staff at the centre. There should, therefore, be no difficulty in the 
amalgamation for the purpose in view. 

The Sanitary Engineer also explained that such a procedure should 
be f~asible of working as ev.en n_?w the Executive Engineer of the 
Pubho Works Department, with h1s field staff was entrusted with tho 
oxecution of schemes for which plans and estimates were Initiated and 
drawn up by the Sanitary Engineer with his ~ecialized staff. 

1\fr. Roman intervened to soy that he would not wholly endorse 
the yiew that the execution by the Public Works Department of all 
special works, water-supply and drainaae schemes was as satill
factory as it should be. He knew of inrlances whe;e the officers by 
l~ck of knowle?ge on ess~n~ial public he~lth aspects, had omitted to 
r.userve essentml precautions necessary m the execution of certain 
COl'.'ponents of these schemes. He instanced the case of pumping 
moms of Cuddapah water-supply and Srirangam water-supply where 
sue~ defects in exec~t!on had led to a lot of difficulty in having the 
rr.ams. Pt"?perly stenhzed s~bsequently. His point was that the 
nuthonty 1n charge of execution should also have had an opportunity 
to acquire a basic idea of the subject in respect of which he was to 
hnndle execution programmes in the field. 
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The Chief Engineer remarked that in respect of any major water
supply or drainage works there was no doubt that an engineer with 
6xperience in Public Health Engineering alone or who had carried out 

·similar works before, would be posted, and it was not likely that an~· 
road engineer or irrigation engineer would be posted for a division 
rharged with the execution of major water-supply schemes .. 

The President then recapitulated the earlier decision of the Com
rnittee. that specialization at the higher level and amalgamation ut 
Lhe district level would have to be strongly recommended in view of 
the dearth of engineers and in order to fully utilize the existing engi· 
neers under the several departments of the Government. Until such 
amalgmuution at the district level w•s given effect to, the execution 
of rural water-supply schemes proposed under the District Engineer 
would, he understood, have to be carried out b.v the pres~nt Publi11 
Works Department stnff under the Chief Engineer in charge of water
supply and drainage with the assistance, however, of the entiro field 
staff of dl the branches of the Public Works Department. He then 

.proceeded to .the question of urban water-supply and drainage schemes 
and called for a discussion in r~gard to the staff required for the 
purpose. 

The Secretary explained that during an informal discussion the 
previous day with the Sanitary Engineer and the Chief Engineer on 
this subject the question was gone into as to what would be the 
immediate nucleus of staff with which a start could be made in the 
investigation and design of water-supply and drainage schemes. The 
Secretary and the Sanitary Engineer had proposed that in view of 
the Committee's recommendations it might be assumed that private 
agencies could be entrusted with about SO per cent of work on investi
gution of schemes and about 50 per cent of the work on the design 
of schemes in the initial stages. On this basis they had proposed 
that for the purpose of departmental investigation work one super
visor at least for each district should be employed so that with 24 
~ueh supervisors about 50 schemes in the year could be investigated, 
the quantum of work being increased oa and when more supervisors 
became available. Their work would be directed and supervised by 
three Assistant Engineers and one Executive Engineer for each of 
the North and South circles of the province. Similarly in regard to 
design of schemes, it was considered that in addition to the existing 
technical sections of the Sanitary Engineer and the Chief Engineer, 
it would be necessary to provide for one Executive Engineer, two 
A•sistant Engineers and twelve supervisors for each of the two circles, 
in order that the volume of design work (including scrutiny of designs 
prepared by outside agencies) could cope with the actual intensity of 
the programme in view. It was expected that the nucleus of staB 
as proposed above could handle a volume of work to the tune of about 
Rs. 8 crores in the year. The building up of the investigation and 
design •toff would, therefore, hove to be proceeded with on these 
Jine!i as on immediate measure. 

The Chief Engineer, however, said that while he agreed that the 
proposals as suggested were desirable, they were not possible at this 
stage because of the acute shortage of technical staff; that even if 
tho Government were to sanction so many additional posts it would 
be inipoRSible for him to find the men to liiJ these poRta, tht the 
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only practicable method he could suggest was to begin with one 
Assistant Engineer for each circle who would train up ~ee super
\isors on investigation, who, in their turn, would tram up more 
supervisors in due course; that in so far as design work was con
cerned, the staff could be expanded only when more hands became 
available. 

Mr. Raman: " At this rate we cannot hope to make any 
progress. I am afraid that the immensity of the problem before us i.s 
not being properly appreciated. ~ am constrains~ to rema_rk t~at 
every time the questiOn of expanston of the Santtary Engm~ermg 
Department came up, difficulties were being put forth. The history 
of this department would reveal how it had been prevented at every 
stage to develop into its fullest stature of usefulness. It is an elo
quent commentary on the situation that after 57 years of existence 
the Sanitary Engineering branch has not a single permanent officer 
in it. I would like to review the situation briefly so that the Com
mittee might take advantage of the mistakes committed in the past. 

" In 1890, you created a Sanitary Engineer. You kept him 
under the Chief Secretary direct. Mr. J. A. Jones, father of the 
Sanitary Engineering Department, was first appointed as the Sani
tary Engineer. He developed schemes much more rapidly than we 
nre doing at present. In 1895, he felt the need for a single additional 
Assistant Engineer to cope with the large volume of work then in 
hand. The then Chief Engineer negatived the proposal and refused 
to loan an officer. In 1899, Mr. Jones thought he would be unable to 
discharge his duties without strengthening his staff. At this stage, 
the Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, took away the execu· 
tion of works from the Sanitary Engineer altogether, and clipped off 
his wings, as it were. In 1904, Mr. Jones left this country. From. 
1904 to 1947, we have not had a permanent Sanitary Engineer except
ing for a short period when one officer was there. Several attempts 
were made, when most brilliant men occupied the chair, to get the 
department separated from the Public Works Department so that 
the department might rise to its own position and power; but the 
Public Works Department prevented the department from rising to 
its fullest stature. 

" Then proposals were made in 1920 to have the department 
organized as a specialist department. The Public Works Department 
Reorganization Committee went into the question. Under compul
sion by the Government of India in 1921, a specialist service was 
organized in the Province, the Sanitary Engineering Department being 
the one and the Electricity Department being the other. In course 
of time, this so-called specialist service was sabotaged and the Sani
tary Engineering Department languished in continued neglect. The 
result to-day is that in spite of 5J years of history, the Sanitary 
Engineering Department is nothing. On the contrary, the Electricity 
Department affords a refreshing contrast. That department too was 
organized with three officers only in the first instance. But no 
impediments were placed on its path towards progress. Time and 
again the Sanitary Engineering Department was used as ·the venue 
for giving advance promotions to Public Works Department officers. 
without any idea of building up this department. Officers were posted 
an~· after they had acquired some special knowledge of the work in 
-this.hranch, they were transferred to the Irrigation or other branches 
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of the Public Works Department. There was no continuity of work 
or knowledge allowed to develop in this department. So much RO, 

we find that a,t the present day, the department is reduced to a nullity, 
and we have to start all over from the very beginning. My proposal 
is that if the Chief Engineer, Public Works Department, can give 
only that measure of assistance which he thinks he could give, then 
this department should be organized by other means. Import men 
if you like. Let the Chief Engineex: give us back those officers wJ., 
had the benefit of training in the Sanitary Engineering Department, 
instead of saying that he cannot spare their services. Having had 
the control of the department from 1900 to 1947 and having reduced it 
to its present position, the head of the department cannot reaaonnbly 
or justly say that he cannot spare the officers for building up the 
department. All the officers who have already worked in this branch 
should be released for building up the new organization. What I sn,v 
is not impossible. It should be possible for the Chief Engineer to 
spare some of the officers back to this branch and promote other men 
to their posts in the Public Works Department. The Public Workd 
Department should be able to do without the few officers whom 
we require for this branch. I want the Chief Engineer to be good 
enough to consider this practical proposition. I want to enlist his 
~a-operation in the early stages of development of this department ao 
that it may be made to stand on its own legs." . 

The Chairman intervened to say that it was as much the concern 
of the Chief Engineer himself to organize this brunch in an efficient 
manner; as it was he who would be doing the functions of th<• Chief 
Engineer (Public Health) at this stage. He should endeavour to do 
his best and build up this new department. 

Mr. Raman: Until he is relieved by a new Chief Engineer (Public: 
Health) he will have . to function as the Chief Engineer (Public 
Health) first and thereafter as Chief Engineer (Buildings ond 
Defence). So it is as much his concern as ours. Again, the supor· 
vising staff over the design section in the Sanitary Engineer's office ia 
practically nil at present. The post of Personal Assistant was being 
filled by officers from the Public Works Departlljent who got back 
to their own department after some time. The design staff and the 
design section should be properly organized. The Chief Engineer 
should amalgamate with the present Sanitary Engineer's technical 
section the draughtsman whom he engages on Sanitary Engineering 
work in his own technical section. By having one composite technical 
eection we could ensure better progress of work. and employ the avail· 
able men to better advantage. Immediately we must see that this 
department is furnished with men who have had experience in the 
working of this branch and in the execution of water.supply and 
drainage works. Otherwise there is no salvation. 

The Chief Engineer replied that he had not been unaware of 
rurimosities that existed in the past between the Sanitary Engineering 
Department and the Public Works Department and that b(j 
was trying to do all he could to put an end to this evil spirit. Aa 
for the steff, he said. we had to face facts. For instance, the Chief 
Engineer for Electricity, who had two big schemes on hand bed been 
indenting on the Chief Engineer for 80 supervisors long since. But 
it was physically impossible to find these supervisors, as we had no 
men in the field. He could only place the facta before the Govern· 
ment in respect of the indent for supervisors from his co-Chief Engi
neus. The Government, on some arbitrary basis decided on the -
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number of supervisors from out of the available men that each Chief 
Engineer should employ. It was in ·that connexion that he had asked 
for eight supervisors for this branch. As regards the Personal 
Assistant to the Sanitary Engineer the Public Services Commission 
had recently appointed a war service candidate to this post. In regard 
to the scrutiny of schemes, proposals in pencil stage were submitted 
by the Sanitary Engineer for scrutiny by the Chief Engineer who sent 
tl•em back with his remarks for the Sanitary Engineer to finalize the 
proposals and send them again to the Chief Engineer for sanction. 

Mr. Raman: I initiated that procedure; but most often it takes 
the character of a quarrel between the draughtsmen of one office and 
the draughtsmen of the other. We want scrutiny by the Chief Engi
Deer and not his draughtsmen. There is always a feeling that in the 
matter of the scrutiny in Chief Engineer's office, the notes of the 
technical section should be such as to increase the volume of worl< 
und increase the number of points, influenced perhaps by a sub
conscious feeling that the Sanitary Engineer is not an expert but the 
Chief Engineer's expert scrutiny should be the final say. That has 
been the mentality which has reduced this department to nullity ·at 
present. But' even so, what has been the benefit resulting out of thi3 
E>xpert scrutiny by the Chief Engineer? For the Salem water-supply 
n scheme had been approved by the Chief Engineer whereby water 
from the tail race of the turbines in the Mettur Dam would have 
been used for the water-supply scheme, a water which would have 
been thoroughly unsuitable for the purpose. I had to intervene at 
the eleventh hour and propose an alternative to draw water from 
out of a valve tower and near the surface level of the Jake. Even 
then I had to prove to the then Chief Engineer that the construction 
of such a valve tower was feasible as an engineering proposition before 
he would accept the alternative proposal. I had to produce before 
t.he Chief Engineer a written undertaking from an engineering firm 
of repute saying that they were prepared to execute the work, before 
the Chief Engineer would agree that the construction of a valve tower 
as proposed by me was not only suitable but also possible. 

The Chief Engineer intervened to say that there was no point in 
quoting pnst history when instances could be ·advanced from both 
sic.lea, nnd no useful purpose would be served thereby. · 

Mr. Raman: My point is that the scn1tiny by the Chief Engineer 
should be on a far higher level than is the case at present. The Chief 
Engineer ought to visualize the schemes and check them on funda
mental broad points with a view to see whether any improvements in 
technique, etc., were possible. Hence it is that I make this proposal. 
For the preparation of plans and estimates in detail the existing per
sonnel available in the office of the Sanitary Engineer is very· inade
quate. The present procedure is for the Sanitary Engineer to send 
np his scheme in pencil stage for the approval of the Chief Engineer. 
1"his involves the office of the Chief Engineer preparing technical notes 
on the scheme for the information of the Chief Engineer. This is a 
_clear and wasteful duplication of work. My suggestion is that the 
tnchnical staff of the two offices may be amalgamated and on o. single 
tenbnical note the officers concerned at the top level should offer 
suggestions for the completion of the scheme. This would save no~ 
only time and labour but would _also help to utilize the existing men 
in the two offices to the best advantage. · Such an amalgamati(n 
would also be helpful for the future Chief Engineer (Public Health) 
taking over if and when he comes. . 
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The Secretary endorsed this suggestion of Mr. Raman. He suid 
that from his personal experience in the deportment during the pB11t 
few years, he was convinced that on amalgamation of the two 
technical sections was n very desirable step, the officers tlenl
ing with a single technical note right u'p to the Chief Engineer to 
discuss and decide on the issues bearing on a scheme. H~ would 
also make ,bold to say that such an amalgamation was essen tin! in 
order to remove the present inter-office feelings and complexes 
which were indirectly affecting the morale of the subordinat.o stuff. 
He would say, however, that the Chief .Engineer wns genuinely 
concerned to build up better relationship between the two offices; 
but if only the two technical sections could be cemented into one ns 
proposed it would make a good beginning in the direction we 
wonted. Above all we hod to utilize the existing men to the 
maximum advantage and the proposal would mnke for better progres•. 
efficiency and expedition on schemes. 

The Chairman: Now we are organizing something big and lur ~e 
and it is necessary that we should mnke n good start nnd on a proper 
foundation. The Chief Engineer must help us to build up the 
organization for such a purpose. Two scrutinies with different notcR 
do not appear necessary. The committee shall put it in the form of 
a proposal. The Chief Engineer ancl the Sanitary Engineer will no 
doubt settle it among themselves. 

The Chief Engineer replied that it wns a technical matter for the 
Sanitary Engineer and himself to decide. Whatever could be done 
would be done. 

The Sanitary Engineer then raised the point that at the present 
stnge we still had to face the question tho$ no extra staff was avail
uble. The Chief Engineer pointed out that as and when the staff 
could be increased, more and more amonnt in the coming years could 
be ~pem on urban water-supply and drainage schemes. Mountioue 
ruru! water-supply could be expedited as much ns possible. His 
point was that while we could aim at a 10-year plan the expendi~ure 

· could be made progressive with the advancing years when we could 
hope to have an increase of staff, of materials and of finance too. If 
we divided the total expenditure by 10 years and sought to proceed 
"ith the scheme even in the first year up to this average level of 
rxpenditure, it would be difficult. His solution for a graded anrl 
progressive rate of expenditure would meet the situation. 

Mr. Roman intervened to soy that in regard to the rural water
supply, if the capacity for execution could be expanded to the desired 
extent, the Government would be prepared to provide even more funda 
than one crore of rupees on rural water-supplies alone. Everybody 
wns feeling that the tiller of the soil hod been long neglected and tho 
urban folks hnd been able to pre•• their grievances for what they 

-were worth all these years. So to the extent to which rural water
supply could be pushed through in an intensive form, to tbnt extent 
the Government also might be willing to provide funds. 

A discussion followed whether the committee should go into tho 
question of the amount pf taxation and water and drainage revenues 
which might be available from urban arena 88 their contribution to tho 
~entral water 11nd drsinage fund. The Secretary was requested to go 
into these figures 88 well na the details of cost of the ten-year plan for 
the Committee to discuss the next day. 
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The Chairman at this stage referred to certain aspects in the Bhore 
Committee's Report .. He quoted figures for India as well as for other 
countries which showed that the expenditure on Public Health in India 
per head of population compared to the average income was much tno 
icw and was several times lower than the corresponding figures in 
other countries. The Committee agreed that these aspects might be 
brought into the report. Mr. Raman added that there was a snooker 
in the figures furnished by the Bhore Committee regarding expen
diture on Public Health in the several provinces in India. The six 
nnnas per head of population supposed to be spent on Public Health 
in Madras included the services provided for medical, curative, 
uCJspitnl, etc., but if we took the amount of money spent on environ
n.ent• it would be practically negligible. That point ought also to be 
hi'Ought out. 

The Chairman then referred to the question of forming two circles 
in the Province, one for the north and the other for the south, each 
circle being in charge of a Sanitary Engineer to J;>e styled Deputy 
Chief Engineers (Public Health). He asked whether this could not. 
be arranged for as an immediate measure. The Chief Engineer said 
tllat the circles, north and south, would be in the charge of two 
Deputy Sanitary Engineers ns at present. The Chairman however 
said that this was not what he meant but that the two circles should 
immediately be provided with an officer of the Sanitary Engineer's 
r.:u'i nnd that there should be no difficulty in making such an arrange
mAnt.. 

At thia stage the committee adjourned for meeting again the next 
day. 

S. HA.JAGOPALAN, 
Secretary. 

A. KALESW ABA RAO, 
President. 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEVENTH MEETING 
OF THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE 001\Il\IITTEE. 

DATB OB' MuTING: 10th .July 1947. Tnt&: 9 a.m. &o 12 noon, 
(In the Public Works Department Library Hull, Chepauk, :Mudra•.) 

Prsssnt: 

President and other members. 

The committee first proceeded to draw up e. list of priority for all 
municipal drainage schemes in the Provin<'e, grouping them into two 
sepe.rate lists, one for the north and the other for the south circle. 

The question of the rough cost of the work ahead, on urban aa 
well as rural schemes, was then taken up for discussion. A statement 
showing the rough cost of schemes ahead prepared by the l;ecretury 
was discussed. It wss agreed that with the data available before thu 
committee only a very rough approximation based on a cost per beud 
of population for urban and rural schemes, could be assumed. A 
variety of indefinite factors e.ttendant on water-supply and draina11~ 
schemes between ple.ce and place would make it impossible to arrive 
at any definite figures of eost in regard to the schemes which have 
to be executed. In order however to gain some idea about the 
ccmmitments involved, the committee went into the details and 
decided to e.ssume the total cost of schemes ahead at Rs. 101 crores 
based on present day prices. It was also decided to indicate the 
&nnual recurring expenditure on the schemes at so much per head of 
poruJation, based on present schemes in operation, 

In regard to the incidence of taxation on urban units to be decid•d 
secording to the ability of each unit, the committee was of the view 
th~t a maximum rate up to 2'0 per cent of property tax eould be 
suggested in respect of municipalities and up to a maximum of 10 [1cr 
oont in the case of other urban towns, the Government deciding the 
actual rate of taxation applicable to each place dependent on local 
conditions. 

The question of Municipal Engineers and Municipal Subordinate 
technical staff was then referred to and it was decided that all suca 
technical staff would form part of the Public Health Engineering 
Branch and would he utilized to the best advantage in the execution 
and maintenance of water-supply and drainage schemes. If any of 
these officers stationed in a municipality or an urban town were to be 
utilized in execution of local municipal schemes they could undertake 
such worka also, holding themselves responsible to the municipality 
concerned in regard to budgetary matters and allotments. · 

Mr. Raman then brought up the question in regard to transport of 
materials to the work-site and said that rural areas in the Province 
were many of them inaccessible in an emergency as the eonditions of 
v!Ilage roads and unfordable streams made eeveral of these villagP.a 
so many remote islands. He suggested that in order to expedite the 
J>rogrsmme in respect of water-supply and drainage schemes the eom· 
mittee should press on the Government their view that in the 
programme of village reconstruction improvement• to village I'Otld~ 
should be given high preference. 
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Siuilludy, Mr. Raman added, the electricity programme of the 
Government should be expanded side by side with water-supply and 
dJ·uinuoo so that electrical energy was made available to as many 
rural ~nits as possible. This would facilitate pumping plants with 
cloctricul motors being iustuJled without difficulty, avoiding costly 
and co111plicuted diesel engines and steam units. The expansion of 
electricity to rural areus be added, would incidentaUy improve weU 
irrigation ulso and uid the grow· more food campaign. 

Mr. ltanga Reddi agreed that there would be no difficulty about 
the electricity programme in the manner envisaged but in regard to 
\"illnge roads he was afraid that enough co-operation and co-ordination 
might not be possible, if matters should continue as at present. 

The Chief Engineer intervened to say that when the District Com
mittee of our plan were charged with the prosecution of an intensive 
programme of water-supply and drainage they should be able to 
smoothen out difficulties in the way and get things done to the 
rommon advantage. 

The Secretary then raised the question that in the matter of 
investigation of water-supply sources existing riparian interests 
~hould not be allowed to impede progress and that some legislation 
tt> this purpose should be recommended to Government: The issue 
wus explained in some detail by the Chief Engineer and Mr. ],'taman 
Rnd it was decided that drinking water being nature's gift should 
he given priority over riparian interests and that measures of legie
lut.ion to the effect should be recommended by the committee. 

lift-. Raman also said that the. existing practice of sale of raw 
water from irrigation sources, etc., at Re. 1 per 1,000 cubic yards 
~l10uld also be discontinued, as the spirit behind Government selling 
drinldng water to the public, albeit at low rate, was not correct. 

1\Ir. NuchiaJlpa Gounder then referred to the long delays which 
occurred at present i!l the acquisition of lands for water-supply and 
druinage schemes as the procedure to be adopted under the Land 
Acquisition Act held up matters at different stages and it usuaily 
took 1~ t'o 2 years before acquisition proceedings could Le 
completed. He suggested that in view of the urgency of the plan 
Lhead, it would be advisable to recommend that . provision hr 
acquiring lands on the lines of the Defence of India Act should be 
made in respect of water-supply and drainage schemes. The com-

.;:,ittee accepted the view. 
After some informal discussion the chuirmun announced that the 

Secretary could now proceed with his draft report, after which he 
would himself go through \t with the assistance of Sri A. V. Raman 
and the final draft when ready, would be circulated to all the 
members for their consideration. He fixed August 11th, 1947, for 
the next meeting of the committee when they could discuss and 
adopt the final report to be submitted to Government. 

Tlte meeting was then adjourned. 

S. RA.TAGOPALAN, 
BecrctanJ. 

A .. KALESW ARA RAO, 
President. 
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- A138TBACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE FINAL MEETING 
OF THE WATER-SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE OO~E . . 

DATE OF MEETING : 28th A11J11U 1M7. 
(In t.he Public Worl•s Depariment Librlll'y Hall, Chepauk, ~.) 

P1'eacnt : 

l'resitll'nt and all other members. 
1'lw \\'uter-~upply and Dminuge Committee sat from 9 a.m. to 

12 noon and again from 3 p.m. to 6-30 p.m. and considered in 
detail the draft report prepmctl by the President and the Secretary 
und c:rcu!at,ed to the members prcviou:-;ly. 'l'he report waa udopt('d 
l ~nl\nanously with a few important amendments and was ~;igned ·by 
ull fte mernbet·s without nny dissenting minutes. 

The Chainnan thanked nll t.he members for their hearty 
co-operation and for thc~ir unanimity in decision. 

With a vote of thnuks proposed by Sri A. V. Raman to the Chair, 
the meeting terminnted. 

S. RAJAGOPALAN, 
BecnttJry. 

A. KA.LESWARA RAO, 
Preaident. 
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